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During June 1975 the ?rirth Advarnwad Operational Aviation medicine Course warn held at the Royal Air
Porce Institute of Aviation Medicine, Wazxnborow*g. sapreentati.ve from rin. NATO countries attended the
course, and ty inclued doctor from seae, lM4 and air forces.

%t course covered4 in depth some aspects of aviation• a"Idcins wb are of current concer'n to theF effectiveness of HATO air forces. The topics included the training of aircrew in .ation madicine mdcal

aspects of naval helicopter operations on the northern flank of UAW , developients in personal equipment with
special referenoe to helmet developments, high speed escape and thermal problems, and the use of hypnotics
in air operations, ?base topics were of special intarest to the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force.

Representatives visited the Royal Faval Air Nsdicrl School where they observed current techniques used
in training for rescue from helicopter&, and the Martin saker Aircraft Cc@Wany Limited for demonstrations
of their cuxrent equipment and development work.

In this publication the lecturer@ have prepared papers which it is hoped will provide useful material
for the application of current work to the needs of operational aiortw.

W I would like to acknowledge the considerable help I received from tne staff of the Royal Air Force
Institute of Aviation Medicine and the Royal Naval Ar Medical School, and in particular to my asaistant
Kiss Carol Bryant for help with the oryanisation of the course and in the preparation of =any of the
manuscripts.
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RAILIC~rnx OFMATICKs ON TS MOkT
S~flANK OF MNAO

r by
Surgeon Lieutenant Ct.manrer A p Steele-Perkins MR

IMNTh0DULTC11

The general requirement of the helicopter support of tha britiah Naval comittmant to the northern
Sflank of NATO In the protection of 0a* forces. This involves anti-seub* Maine operations, and in this role

the helicopter has proved highly efficient. It has a fest operational reaction, and with sonan and radar
it pos•eosses a good -apability for the location of submarines. Usually, several helicopters are
operational at any one time, and they form a protective soreen around the force. In the Royal Navy the
Sea King helicoptae in used in this role. An additional role for the helicopter is in cmmando a"sault
operations. Heliooptsre ferry troope and equipment to and from shipe, and pro-."; field suport. The
Wessex Nk 5 is used in this role. It can carry about 10 fully equipped soldiers.

SThe Helicopter Environment. The usefulness and efficiency of the Sea King helicopter is such that it is
used to its full potential. A sortie is usually of 4 hourm, and many factors contribute to tV! :"tigue-of

r aircrew. The most important are noise, vibration and general discomfort. Vibration is a problem in all
helicopter operations, but rotor blades worn by the malty atmosphere increase the problem. The aircraft
is noisy because the gear box intrudes into the cabin and there is very little sound proofing, and, though
helmets are used by airrew, throat microphones tend to transmit some of the noise. With radios, inter-

t communications &ad sonar, noise may be a particularly important factor in aircrsV fatigue.

The crews of helicopters often operate in a cold environment. Electrical heating of the extremities
tends to combat sariou3 discomfort, but the crew member most at risk is the sonar operator who sits directly
behind the hole in the floor through which the sonar transducer travels.

Operations. During operations rests between sorties are usually reduced by briefing, changing and eating
while sleep may be impaired by the pitching mid rolling of the ship and by the high noise levels. Theme
factors are important and contribute significantly to the fatigue of all crews.

Military support operations often involve mountainous coun:r-y, and demand high levels of concentration.
Such operations are hazardous because of turbulence and draughts. With down draughta the helicopter may
descend with full power being applied, and knowledge and practice of the techniques of mountain flying are
important. There is also a danger of disorientation. It is easy to misinterpret apparently horizontal cus
and to misjudge heights. The "break-off" phenomnon can be experienced in helicopter flying over wountainous
country. Operations over snow covered land can be particularly hazardous, as it is difficult to judge
height, and a radar altimeter is essential. The re-circulation of snow through rotor blades when close to
the ground reduces vision (white-out) and safe handling of the helicopter is a skilled operation.

Survival. An additional hazard is survival in the even' of a crash. In the Arctic survival can be a matter

of minuts unless the crew is suitably protected. All crews have a survival paek, and this contains a
sinqle-man life raft and survival aids. With a crash into the sea a helicopter may turn over, and partially
sink before the crew are free. Immersion is a serious complication, and it is important that the dinghy is
used as soon am possible. A life raft with an inflatable floor and a canopy provides good protection against

-i chill. Frequent practice drills and experience of the behaviour of a sinking helicopter are necessary for
aircrew operating over the sea.
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I-IlCAL ASP•Cf Or ow TMlU0 (M
TO 14oxrHZRN FLANK OF NATO

by

Lisutenant I J Blake M4
Institute of Naval Medicine

Alvermtoke, Goeport, kemehirs
United Kingdom

The arctic environment has been described am a dynamic force with a powerful and often violent influence
on toe ignorant or unwary. Man has learnt to live and work in the Arctic by developing clothing and
equLpeant that will protect him from the coldl but military experience has shown that succems In such adverse

onditions depends far nor* upon the knowledge of how to behave and use the protective equipment available,
than it does upon the equipment itself. To survive successfully in the Arctic man must have a working
knowledge of the climatic conditions and environmental characteristics. Without such knowledge it is unlikely
that he would survive should he ever be stranded, in the open, with limited resources. Such knowledge in
also essential for aircrow and groundcrew who will be either flying, or servicing aircraft and ground
equipment, under conditions not normally encountered when operating in more temperate climates.

Environment

* Winter in Northern Norway lasts from October to April, the long hours of darkensm, heavy arctic clothing,
the cold, and heavy snow conditions all contribute to the difficultiee and markedly lower work achievement.

* There is a reduction in mental performance and a deterioration in the ability to perform manual skills to the
sxtent that the majority of tasks will take up to two or three times as long as 'normal'. The ability to
fight and survive under such extreme conditions comes mainly from experience and training in that particular
environmant and inKprovevents in mental and manual performance will also come with the knowledge of how to
live in that environment, rather than by attempting to fight it.

From aid Novemabr to the end of January there is a period 3f almost completo darkness gradually changing
to twilight, until in Fabruary the sun creeps slowly above the horizon. The climate and topography differs
greatly from area to area, and each presents their own pirticular problems. Only 4% of Norway is arable
land, the remainder being 24% forest and 70% mountains and lakes. The coastline is long with deep fjords
and the interior mountainous and slashed with deep valleys. The north of the country lies in the Arctic and
Subarctic zone whilst the remainder of the country is in the so-called Temperate zone.

In the North, winter temperatures can be expected to fluctL%.te from 46°C to -40 0 C and are a strange
mixture of Cold/Wet and Cold/Dry conditions. One of the -ost striking features, and very difficult to deal
with, is the sharp rise and fall of temrature that is sometimes encountered. Variationo of 150 C - 2O°v
in a twelve-hour period are not uncommon. cold/Net conditions are demoralising at the beast of times but
when followed a fww hours later by freezing conditions they are almost impossible.

The cooling power of the environment is significantly increased br air movement, and windchill and its
effects are of particular interest to groundcrew, as a great deal of their work has to be carried out under
the downwaah of the rotor blades. This 4ownwash creates wind-speeds of up to 40 knots which in turn causes
swirling clouds of re-circulatlng snow to penetrate even the smallest opening in a man s outer garments.
Additionally, ambient wind speeds of 5 - 20 knots are typical for the area. The winds from the North and
East bring very dry weather, while from the South t~hery bring subarctic conditions. The South Westerlies

generally herald a rise in temperature and frequently bring heavier snow falls.

The 'Windchill Index' devised by SipleI has proven to be a very useful means of determining the -extnt
toD which men can be exposed to cold. An you know, turn Iindex' is read from a nomogram of the variables,
namely, the asbient temperature and the wind speed, such as that illustrated at Figure 1. The cooling rate
is expressed as Kcel/m 2

/hr for various temperatures and wind speeds, with the cooling rate based upon the
neked body at a neutral skin temperature of 330 C.

To many. the "eq-uivalent chill teerature"2 will be more meaningful than the 'wind-chill index'.
The graph translates the combined effects of wind and temperature to the equivalent temprature thatr would cause the same rate of cooling of human flesh, under calm conditions. whilst there should be little
danger, fox Arctic trained personnel, down to equivalent temperatures of -29 0 C, it can be seen from Figure 2
that groundcrew team working under the rotor downwash will be working in extremely stressful conditions.
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GrounCerue Taks

'me tolerance of man to the cold is largely determined by the parti, of his body which an usually
Wrotacted, such as face and h'nds. To use the words of Burton and NRholm, "no really satisfactory tam-
sk for the functioning soldier has been available end gloves have often to be removed for fine work" 3 ,

-- e position has not greatly changed as far as groundero are cooncurned, and a careful uasesement of the
work involved in each task is necessary to decide not only what tools are required, but also %hat shelter
and heating say be necessary. Basically (/rrource tasks can be divided into four main categoriesm.

a. Work which can be completed by personnel drecsed in cold weather clothing amd handwmar.
This in•ludes fliqt maintenance, anti-icing, de-iaing and repleniahmnt of fuel and oils which,
although straightforward tasks, take longer than would be required under more temperate conditions,
The inauletive qualities of cold weather clothing will be adversely affected by fuel, oil, grease,
anti-icing and da-ic~ng flulds and an outer layer of suitable protective clothing is required
for these tax".

b. Work which entails the removal of handeasp, This will be necessary because of inacessnability
of the small size of mom parts and two men will be required where ome would umually suffioei one
working and one directing warm air onto the mtal ad hands ýf the operator. tkbder severe conditions
regular rest periods will also be needed.

c. Major repaira, auch Ls e.gina change, will need to be carried out under a shelter, provided
with a heat supply. Wo,.k in a shelter takes somewhat longer than usual, but personnel can work

for longar periods without regular 'rest and rewarm' breaks.

d. Domestic duties, such am tent erection, camp consolidation and snow clearing.

The nature of these tasks are such that they require concentration and, in som•e ases, strenuous
physical effort. In extreme weather conditions continwuum and strenuous physical effort can, and does,
adversely affect morale and there is a further risk that the uttrained may become vicrims of exheaustion.
In my opinion, it is quiestionable whether tUited Kingdom medical standards are sufficient for men who are
destined for land based s.rvice in the Arctic or Subarctic environment.

Medical Selection Examination
The combat soidier or the lyal Marine undergoes hard trai.,ing in preparation for arctic mervici, but

modern warfare demands technical support on most military operations, unlike the infantry the supporting
techicians are frequently physically unfit and ill prepared for the rigours of the cold. In my opinion

it is doubtful if the medical category of P2 is sufficient fur men who are to be drafted to an arctic
environrvent. Ctrtainly it has been my experience that personnel with a history of the following should
be exaýl•ddi

a. Respiratory disorders. Upper respiratory tract infections are cmon and seem to occur
around 7-10 days after arrival in an arctic environment. Such infctions appear to be precipitated
by a combination ofj unusually dry air, and increase in smoking, fatigue. and dehydration. Usually
such cames reeppn to 24-36 hours bed rest, extra fluids and aspirin. Cases with a past history
of chest co•p•ints are most difficult to clear up and relapse is co n; in fact. their usefulness
as membe of a team is questionable.

b. Cardiovascular dysfunction. Any man with a prevtous history, such as cardiac arrhythmia, is
a potential casualty as his condition will be exacerbated by the cold. Oen who show any signs of
poor circulation in temperate climates should also be disqualified.

c. Renal disorder. Specifically colic or renal stone. Dbhydration is a very real problem in the
Arctic and canadian experience in various exercises indicate that dehydration appears to be the
main contributing cause of casualties and loss of effectiveness4. Dehydration arises because oft

i. the relative unavailability of potable water

Ii. increased lose of body water through sweating

ILL. Increased respiratory loss of water

iv. cold-iuduc-d diuredis.

Without doubt the main cause is the difficulty in obtaining sufficient water to counteract fluid
lose. An &rbitory figure of some five pints a day has been suggested as the amount required to replace
fluid losses. To melt sufficient snow to produce five pints of water par man takes considerable effort,
and often, men are just too tired to gather the amounts required.

d. Skinqrafte to hands. Experience has shown that after a few weeks of working under field
conditLon. even established skingxafts tend to break down.

e. Psychiatric history. Personal adjustments are required to operate effectively in Low temperatures,
men with good servioe records and stable personalities seen to adapt to the sit-3ation very well indeed.
Boredom, however, tends to be a problem and what may, in other environments be considered minor
probiern, can grow Out of all proportion and lead to bouts of depression, resulting in men withdrawing
and being isolated from a group. A man with a poor record or a psychiatric history does not usually
adapt well to this type of situation and his performance In likely to be adversely affected.



Time does not permit am to go inta detailed came histories, but may I just say that In the COMando
Air Squadrcs we no exclude anyone, falling into the above caagoaries, fro. Arctic land based servicei on
%ar1ier •oc i when man have been peritted to go despite adverse histories they have invaxitbly ".allen
over". Sven with a simpie cordition like haemorrhioids perhaps one 3hould think twice, as the constipati.on

produced by dekydaUion ooupled tith the lack of dvaire to bae- one' nether rogiuns to the cold, can

cause extreme diooafort and -. ,•ny to the unfortunate sufferer!I.

To achieve the highex standard of physical fltrwbh required for Arctic service it is essential that a
""reening prosme, along the lines described is adopted. The problem is then one of maintaining a healthy

state which will depend largely upon t•e Individual protecting himself from the hazards of the environment.

Vre-Arctic and Survival Training

The lack of success in dealing with cold can also be related to lack of supervision or lack of self-
diucipline. For instance cold injury should not occur under normal circutances and, accidents apart,
can be avoided if the individual is taught how to use his p'rotactivs clothing to best advantale and
maintain thermal halance. Useful training can be given to all, including technicians, who may be suddenly
faced with Arctic operation, but such training should commence at the man's howm bass. We have found a two
tier system of traininq very useful in training personnel for Arctic service and man are now required to
undergo a period of pro-Arctic training prior to dopluynt to Northern Europe, this is then followed by

survival training on arrival.

"Durirng proe-Arctic training emhabis in placed on prot :tion and the problm of operating in cold
environments. Among the wain topics diacussed arai

a. anvironisntal effects

b. use of pro'ective clothing

C. uae of ahelter

d. life style

e. cold injuries

f. survival techniques.

Once the basic details have been cove:ed, confidence and knowledge of the environment will only come
from actual practical experience. This can be achieved by placing mun, at short notice and with mini-u-
kit, in a simulated survival situatton where their every effort is centred on living. The stress of a real
"Su•l-vival situation cannot be uimulated but initially the 'survivors' become surprisingly anxiouw, despite
the fact that they know their situation is only temporary. After a few days one can begin to d"toct a

newfound confidence end awareness of the new environment among those under traininq and with correct
supervision the trainees soon luarn the required lessons, such ae larning how to maintain a normal body

temperature and take care of clothing, as well an mving through snow, preparing food and Aooking after

each other. The time and effort put into this type of training is amply rewarded and mai quickly learn
to respact, but not tu fear, the cold environment.

1i. Sipl8, P.A. A Pasel, C.F. Dry &tiocpheric cooling in sub-freezing temeratures. Proc. Am-Phil. Soe.,
89, 177, 1945.

2. Eagan# C.4. Effect of air Covement on atmospheric cooling power. Arctic A.romedc.l L&boratory and
Arctic Teat Centre, USA. Report AAL-TDR-64-28, 147-156, 1964.

3. Bton, A.C. a cRholm, e.G. Man in a cold environmant. London, Edward Arnold, p. 112, 1955.

• '4. sabibton, B.S. & Livinstong, S.D. Investigation of health problems related to Canadian Northern
Military operations. Defence and Civil Institute of Envirunmenta7. Medicine, Report 4 899,

-- '•( (,p. 13, 1973.
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I ~Figure 1.

Wind Sileed Temperature (,C)

Calm 5 2 -1. -4 -7 -10 -13 -14 -18 1-21 -24 -26 -29 -32 -35 -37 -40

-- EQUIVALENT CHILL TEMPEFRATURE

3 -6 2 -'1 -4 -7 -1.0 -13 -1.5 -18 -22. -24 -26 -29 -32 -35 -37 -40 -43

7 7-10 - -7 1.0 -13 -1.5 -1.8 -23 -26 -29 -32 -37 -40 -43 -46 -51 -54 -57

I11 - 15 -4 -10 -13 -1B -20 -23 -29 -,i
2  -35 -40 -43 -46 -51 -54 -57 -62 -65

16 - 19 -7 -13 -18 -20 -23 -29 -32 -35 -37 -43 -46 -5..-5 -59 -62 -65 -70

20 - 23 -2.0 -13 -18 -22. -26 -29 -35 -37 -43 -46 -52. -54 -59 -62 -68 -70 -76

24-2 1 1 1 2 29 -2-5-0 -6-9-4 5 6 6 7 1 7
29 - 32 -13 -15 -2.1 -24 -29 -32 -35 -40 -46 -49 -54 -59 -62 -65 -70 -76 -79

33 - 36 -13 -18 1-21 1-26 1-29 -35 -37 -43 -49 -51. -55 -59 -65 -70 -73 -79 -81.

LXTrLN DANGER
(for Arctic trained INCREASING DANGERt GREAT DANGER

troops)

Figure 2

cooling power of wind expressed as 'Equivalent Chill Temp~erature'
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in! OnlRATI"oI OF HELICOPRS FROM SW4ALL SHIPS
F• by

Surgeon Cosmander I W Davies, ME, ChB, D Av Hid, Royal Navy,
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine, Fartborouaht, lHashire. IK.

I SlfO4Aik!

The operation of the Wasp helicopter froe the decks of Tribal Class and Leander Class Frigates of
the Royal Navy is described and some of the diLficulties involved in such operations, Including ship

F movement and turbulence, are discussed.

The Royal Navy has a number of helicopters operating from a variety of ships and therefore ships'
decks. The term operating from sall ships would probably be better redefined as operation froft smalldecks for once one excludes the aircraft carrier deck the size of decks available are all relatively small.

The helicopter that this dissertation will be largely concerned with is the Westland Wasp aircraft.
It is a small helicopter with four relatively short rotor blades, a g8e-turbine engine mounted immediately
behind the cabin, a twin-bladed tail rotor and a four-wheel undercarriage, each wheel of which is indivi-
dually castored. The major role of the Wasp helicopter ip that of a torpedo-carrying anti-submarine
attack helicopter and it ope.ates from the small flight decks of Leander and Tribal Class Frigates of the
Royal Navy. The Wasp is fully instrumented for night flying but is not sufficiently well equipped to be
brought to the hover in the dark without considerable difficulty. Noise and vibration are a constant and
inescapable eOment of any helicopter flight. They vary in intensity from aircraft type to aircraft type
and even from aircraft to aircraft. Attempts are made to tune out severe vibrations during the test fly-
ing of each aircraft at the factory before its delivery to the Service and luckily the Wasp is not a par-
ticularly bad helicopter frot this aspect even Lhough much of the time it has to be flown with the cabin 4•

doors removed.

The Wasp's main task is to deliver homing torpedoes to a position predetermined by the mother ship
and other A/S ships (or helicopters) operating in the vicinity. Ouce airborne and with good radar direc-
tion this task is not normally particularly difficult, nor is the retntrl to the immediate vicinity of the
mother ship. The main problems tend to arine during initial take-off, final approach and landing, and to
understand these difficulties we need to look at some of the basic factors involved. The Westland Wasp
wes developed from the Saunders Roe P531 Scout, and has a special four-wheel undercarriage and an extra
low minimum value of collective pitch to improve its deck operating capability. But apart from this the
pilots have had to take the helicopter as it was designed and have had to develop their own techniques
and skills to suit the task of operating from ships. How does this task differ from other types of
operation? The vessel and its superstructure will create a region of turbulent air which the helicopter
mt negotiate during the take-off and landing manoeuvres. uowever, much turbulence can be experienced
ashore around buildings or in mountainous locallties. Similarlyt although the flight deck of a ship is
dimensionally very small this type of helicopter frequently operates from confined areas ashore, for
example nut of jungle clearings. The main differance in the shipborne situation is that the turbulence
and the constricted space almost always occur simultaneously. In addition, because calm conditions at
sea are rare and because a relative wiad can arise from the speed of the ship, the manoeuvres are normally
"made in the equivalent of high winds not often cncourtered on land. A third factor, one that is unique to
shipborne operations, is deck motion. A ship's deck has 6 degrees of freedom of which the angular motions
of roll and pitch and the vertical heave are the more important when considering the operation of heli-
copters. The deck and ship movements can present ths pilot with a moving set of references which could
lead to disorientation when on the approach in poor visibility or -t night, or when over the deck close to
any superstructure. Deck motion can also increase the difficulty of judging the rate of descent of the
helicopter and of the slope of the "ground" on which one is about to land. The technique adopted where
possible is usually to hover (during landing) or to wait on the deck (during take-off) until a quiescent
period of motion occurs before making the final manoeuvre.

This then is the shipborne situation. The pilot has to manoeuvre his aircraft through moderate to

severe turbulence onto or from a landing platform that is very restricted in size and which, together with
the visual references, can be rolling, pitching and heaving.

Flyitn in such limited and turbulent conditions cun require a considerable degree of manoeuvring close
to the deck. Such manoeuvres inherently mean changes in the power demanded from the engine by the main and
the tail rotors. The yaw control is provided by the tail rotor which is often working in conditions near
the regime of blade stall. Therefore, quite modest incrcaoes in yawing momen, applied by the pilot in
dealing with turbulence can create a demand for a large increase of power. In fact the amount of control
available to the pilot is often considered in term of the Wasp's power limitations and certainly when
Smanoeuvring onto a ship's deck the engine torque indicator is an instrument that ;s constantly monitored
by the pilot.

The Ships

The Tribal and Leander Class Frigetes have their flight deoks placed at or near the stern of the
vessel. This has the advantage of giving the pilot an approach path that is usually free from obstruc-
tions. However, it haa the disadvantage that the vertical displacement of the deck associated with the
pitching motion will be at its maximum at this position. The Leealer Class has the forward end of its
flight deck obstructed by superstructure, mainly the hangar, extending the full width of the ship. The
Tribal Class on the other hand has its smaller deck relatively free from immdiate obstruction. both the
-, i ..balLm, ir Cl..•dla have e••teiisers that limit the aplitude of their rolling motion although
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at # ship's speed of lose than about 10 kte this stabilisation becomes ineffective. According to the
pilots the stabilizers also have the disadvan•gea that althoh they may limit the amlitude of the roll
they tend to Lncrease the rates of change of acceleration of the ship's deck.

Lesding sad TaM-Off Prmeedures

Is principle it is preferable to take-off and land the helicopter while it is facing into the rele-
tive wind end, although it is possible to approach and land on or take-off from virtually any azimuth
direction relative to the ship, it is usual to follow a comon pattern for all approaches in which the
helicopter comes in to land from the port astern sector. Me then hovers the aircraft alongside the flight
deck cc the port side and lands from that position under the control of the flight deck officer. As the
pilot usually site in the right-hand seat of the cockpit the above approaches give his the best view of
the flight Jack end is the one that can be best ted at night.

The oporatLng ruutine for landing can best be described if it is considered in four phaes:

1. The approach to the "gate" which is the position from which final approach is coUmmnced.

2. The final approach.

3. The land-on (or take-off).

4. The handling on the dock.

1. The Approach to the Gate

This is accomplished normally under radar control from the ship which brings the helicopter to the
positL:no in space whea: it cmn best cogmene its app-oach down tb- glide slope. There are various set
manouvres in case of radar or other control failures in which the helicopter is broudht overhead the ship
and then flies a set circuit pattern to bring it onto the glide slope. These ere quite complex and require
a great deal of accuracy and skill in the flying of them. An is stated above the point of all the approaches
is to intercept the glide slope loading to the ship's flight deck.

2. The Final Approach

The radar approach intercepts the glide slope at 2 miles and the initial descent is commenced under radar
control. At approximately I of a mile from the ship the pilot is looking up to twy and identify the dack and
the Slide path indicator. The letter is a projector site fashioned such that it projects three beams of
light as shown in Fig. I. The upper band of light is ambo- and indicates the aircraft to be above the
glide path; the Rlida path band itself is green and can be seen I of a degree above and below tha 3 degree
glide path. The red band shows below the green and indicates the aircraft to be below the Slide path. The
glide path indicator ((PI) has two problema. The lateral limits of the projected bem are approximately
6 degrees either side of the centre line, beyond that the glide path indicator is not sesn as a series of
besam of light but may be seen as a "ghost" amber at all heights. This may give rise to a false sense of
security in that the pilot thinks that he is high on the beam for his approach. The second problem is that
at the intarface between the red and the green bands another "false" amber may be perceived, particularly
in hazy condtLoans. It is hoped to ovorcom this latter problem in the near future by exchanging the
colour of the green and amber baams, ie the amber become the glide path and the green becomes the high
be&,%. Other and better GPt's are under development and are being tested at RAE Bedford.

To ie-cap, the helicopter is brought onto the approach about 2 miles astern if the ship, the airspeed
is reduced to 60 kts and the descent commnced down a 3 degree glide slope at approximately 15 degreeas
relative to the ship's -.ourge. Overall coemmnd of the situation is retained by the ship's commander,
first of all through the helicopter controller if the ship is fitted with radar and then by the flight
dock officer who must be in visual contact with the helicopter. Transfer of control at visual contact
takei place at a range of not less than I of a mile and normally at approximately I a mile. When in close
proxiaity to the ship the pilot brings the helicopter alongside the port beau about 15-18 metres above
sea-level. I a can then adjust his position and speed relative to the vsse] without fear of overshooting
into the superstructure. Finally he menoeuvres the helicopter sideways under the direction of the flight
deck officer to bring it to the required pobition over the flight deck.

3. The Lend-On (or Take-Off)

In the third phase over the deck an attempt is made to establish a hover relative to the ship with the
whaecs about 2 mstres above the deck. Control of this operation is still under the direction of the flight
deck officer who would normallybo in radio communication with both the ship 'a coman'd and the pilot hut who
also has hand-held flags (or at night illuminated wands). When in the flight deck officer's opinion the
helicopter is correctly positioned, and at an appropriate time with rcgard to ship notion, the helicopter
is put firmly onto tha deck. Take-off is similarly under the flight dock officer's control and he chooses
the most appropriate ment for lift-off. The helicopter becomes irborne in a comparatively very short
tim- and usually there are no problems provided that the pilot does not translate into i.,,-ward flight until
ha is clear of the ship in order to avoid impact between the main rotor and various aei•.lu, masts, or
other parts of the superstructure of the ship. Difficulties on take-off are only likely to arise when a

S€combination of adverse effects such as hot ambient conditions, ingestion of hot funne! gases devoid of
oxygen, liGht winds, and maximum take-off weight, all occur togaLher.

4. Hendling on the Deck

I In the fouzth phase. that is on the flight deck, the helicopter must be "flown" by the pilot as long
as the rotots are turning, for, even though the wheels are on the deck, the rotors will still retain their
faculty for exerting lift forces and control moments. Therifora once the touch-down has been established
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the pilot will salact the minimam collective pitch of the mint rotor blades that to available to his sma,
" bee been stated, om the asp helipter en extra low collective position is provided. The eacp replace-
mex the .Lpmz, hae a capability of producisg rever"e thruet pushing the helicopter onto the deck to
coeateraet the inerease Is lift that cern oneer a the rolling ention of the ship causes the rotor diUc to
ohme its iAnidm*e.

The Wasp is normally flows with its auto-etablliser equipmnt operative. it is necessary therefore
for the pilot to switch off the auto-staiilisr as soon as possible after touch-doam and similarly it is
only witched or immdiately before take-off. If this is not doa the auto-stabiliesr will attempt to
counteract the roll or pitch of the aircraft that is being iresased upo it by deck notion. If this is
considerable it my nawse damage to the rntor blades.

Turbulence

to relative winds anywhere from ahead of the ship the airflow around the flight deck is both variable
end complex in character. Vertical dowadraughta can occur which contain funnel gases and the helicopter
rotor may than pull themse gase iito the engine and into the cockpit of the helicopter leading to diecom-
fort of the aircrev and detriment of engine performance. The masts, the funnel@, the boat., of the Frigate
forward of the flight deck give rise to eddy shedding and vortices can roll up between the Junction of the
dock and the side of the hull. These can combine to give a band of groeter turbulence along the edge of
the flight deck. As the relative wind moves around to the side this turbulence can &)read out over the
whole of the flight deck and a dowadraught can occur on the leeward aids of the vessel. In a bean wind
this curl-over becmes nor* pronounced and should a helicopter move out to the leeward side or attempt toi land from the loward side a lot of power could be required to deal with this downdraught.

The helicopter pilot becomes aware of the turbulenca as he approaches elongside the stern of the
vessel. In ight winds there will be little influence but above 15-20 kta of wind over the flight deck it
will become increasingly significant. Winds from ahead are probably the leet troublesom. When out on
the port been in such conditions the helicopter will be flying in the undisturbed f.ee aitstroanm there
will then be a short transient period as it moves through the band of turbulence at the deck eogr to hover
(relatively) in the low wind velocities over the flight deck. The worst situation from a landing point of
view occurs when the relative wind is 30-40 degree on the starboard bow. In such a case all the hovering
and movement onto the flight deck would be carried out with the aircraft copletely immreed in the turbu-
lent wake. The full rangn of paver end control of the Wasp helicopter may be required to land in such a
situation especially if the pilot allows the helicopter tn get into the downdraught on the leeward side
msntioned previoualy. There are obvious benefits to be gained by allowing the helicopter to approach
facing into wind if this is possible. However, this is not always so especially during exercises when the
mother ship my be constrained in the direction of its movement.

Ship motion

The degree of movement of the ship's flight deck depends upon the sea state and the direction of the
ship's hand into the waves. In practice weve motion is irregular and the amplitude of flight deck notion
is not constant and therefore short intervals of time occur when the mov~asnt uL the flight deck is rela-
tively emil. it is then that the helicopter can land-on or take-off even in rough sees since the moment
of couchdown or lift-off can be chosen by the pilot and the flight deck officer and the duration of the
action is only a matter of a few seconds. Limits are leid down as to the degree of flight deck motion.
However, as the limits in fact epply to this moment of landing only the helicopter will usually fly in any
weather in which it would be possible to launch the seaboat to rescue the pilot should the Wasp ditch.
Apart from the actual landing, the helicopter will be standing on deck with its rotors running for o.e or
two minutes both before take-off aad after landing. The ship's motion duzing this period, in which the
pilot is 'flying' the helicopter on the deck, may be considereole especially if the ship is turning onto or
off a flying course. For this reason a central strop which can be released by the pilot, and lashings for
each of the wheals which are rle saed by flight dock crew, are provided, When the wheel lashings have bean
removed the central strop can be used to allow the pilot to turn the helicopter around on the spot to the
direction selected for take-off. The strop is then released as take-off power is applied. When returning
to the deck, unlike landing co a static sloping ground ashore, the pilot cannot be certain beforehand in
which direction t

1
.e deck will be inclined at the instant of touchdown. He is unable therefore to antici-

pate the noatrol movesmnts that will be needed. His requirements are for a control system that will give
him the ability to move his helicopter rapidly and precisely without unduly large control movements and
this on the whole the Wasp helicopter gives him. However. in spite of the 'controllability' the best tech-
nLque is for the pilot to keep his "wings" as level as possible and not to attempt to follow the motion of
the deck otherwise there is a distinct chance that he will become disorientated, particularly at night.
Aleo in contrast to landings ashore, the rate of descent of the helicopter is a combination of the aircraft
and the deck vertical velocities. It could be expected that the pilot would thus have greater difficulty
in judging his landing, leading to heavy load& in the undercarriage. That this is rare is both attribut-
able to the pilot's skill and an Indication that the collective control on the Wasp is sufficient for the
dock lity to lanognauvrs rdqerkd. The pilot's experienced tehnequet and skill have a diges indltnce an
his ability to lnsd on requirl dok. The mors experienced h n qets the batter hie landiegs tend to ne.
Attempts to comparo the degree of heavy landing with deck movement and with relative wind speed over the
deck has shown that high rates of descent onto the deck teud to occur more often in light winds and when
the deck is level (Is in good flying conditions). This probably reflects the greater caktion exercised by
pilots on the landing task as the sea state increases but it undoubtedly mean an increased workload in the
cockpit in such circumstances.

So far in considering ship's motion we have not considered the effect on the pilot himself. At a
state of Alert 2 which means able to launch the helicopter within 2 minutes, the pilot yel be strapped
into tht Weep on the flight deck, heaving, rolling and t3irninS with the ship. When the wind is anywhere
ahead of the ship fumey nd smoke from the funnel most add to his discomfort as mentioned before. Re may
be kept in this condition for 2 hra by day "rd up t. I hr at night. From this condition of alert he "a7
be lauached on a sortie right up to the lait minute. Wasp pilots have admitted to considerable dolgrees of
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dieoriaatation md even %ausea in this situatieo particularly at night ad more thano e Wasp bag di$tbhd
aleungide the skip i•in4adtely after take-off.

it moet am be plain that the w•rkloead o the pilot flying from the deck is mukh greater than vsen be
is operating ashorse Thie problem meantioed above require even greater than normal conuentration and
co-ordinatios from the pilot whilst flying, His reliable extamal visual outs are limited especially at
night and -bay are tsually in metion. Pilots frequvat'.y have their own personal visual references to
assist accurate landings. However, in poor visibility and at night, on the v.preach to the ship and in
the hover, the pilot is conuitted to mixed visual and i.striinnt flying which as we know from oyperience
Is the worst possible situation and is normally comwletely contra-indicated in any form of flying. The
attention required by the ensLne torque indicator close to the ship mans that even in the beat visual con-
ditions nuch "mined" flying is required.

Further Areas of Stress

Owing to its extremely faet rate of descant in autorotation, ditching a. Wep is a hmaerdou1 business
at the best of time. escape exits when the helicopter is in the water are very limited if the cockpit
doors are mounted and closed, and the chances of escape are extremely poor. Therefore at this time the
Wasp is only permitted to be flown over water with its cabin doors removed which, of course, includes moat
of its flying operations. In the tropice this can only be described as an advantage but in total contrast
the Wasp is being flown from Prigates on fishery protection patrol off Iceland, is inide the Arctic Circle
and here flying with the doors off can be a considerable diseJvantage. With temperatures in the Arctic
reaching a man daily minimum as low as -

0
C with occasional drops as low as -17

0
C and a large wind chill

factor through the open door the pilots cma become very cold indeed. They are provided with electric gloves
and electric boots but the wiring tends to be unreliable and the aircrew have no rheostatic control over
this equipment (ie the only control is an on/off switch). Pilots have reported loss of finger tactility
such that they have been unable to operate small switches and to pull the circuit breakers by the end of
the flight. The doors being off cai alls result in rain, slect, snow and even so"-spray entering the cock-
pit and obscuring instrument visibility. All this and concurrently streainig eyes and nose from the nold
do not help the pilot's comfort or concentration whilst flying in these conditions. Fully loaded with
weapons (two torpedoes), the Wasp has only a 10 minute flight duration with a little spare fuel for one
extra attempt at lending. This str'.ctly limited endurance must always be in the pilot's mind and can do
little for his peace of wind during a sortie.

In spite of the short duration of the Weep sortie end the fact that even during an exercise the pilot

must be ellowed 8 clear hours under no state of alert from whiels-on of his final sortie of the day, to
wheals-off on the first sortie of the next period, life for a Wesp pilot can be quite fatiguing. For
inst.auce, during that 8 hours he must get his sleep, get his main meals, and do any necessary Squadron
work (which may b-. considerable). The other 16 hours he will be at a minimus of Alert 8, is S minutes to
launch, fully dressed in flying clothing and close to his aircraft. It should be stated here that living
in cold weather flying clothing can be very fatiguing in itself. Periods of the 16 hours will be spent
strapped into the aircraft at Alert 2 as previously described. Double pilot meaning of Wasp rArrying
Frigates would ease this problem of fatigue but it would also reduce each pilot's flying preatice to
dangerously low levels. It is probably worth mentioning hers that the living conditions on board shi?
tend to be very cramped. Also when the ship is moving around swiftly in en exercise the noise and vibra-
tier in"most areas of the ship are not conducive to healthy sleep.

As has boon just mentioned the Wasp pilot is usually the only pilot an board; he is the flight zsumsn

der mAd he is the captain's adviser on avietion matters such as the local operating conditions in which the
ship is sailing. As mot of the ships from which he will operate will not carry a Medical Officer, he is
also responsible for grounding himself and therefore his aircraft when he is medically unfit, and when he
does an he must hold in mind the fact that he thereby renders the ship's major weapon unserviceable. This
must be a very stressful decision to have to make, for instance should he have a cold in the middle of an
exercise.

To suemariss very briefly, the summation of a combinati" of the strasses mentioned above can lead to
anti-submarine helicopter flying in the Wup asicrsft from Leander end Tribal Class Frigates being 2 very
stressful and fatiguing occupation. Nevertheless it is on the whole approached with great enthusiasm.
skill and high morale, and is cArried out in an effective end thoroughly professional manner.

The author wishes to askoowtedge the assistance received from Mr 3 5 D Johnston and Mr Johnson, kAX
Belford, 829 Squadron ilAS Portland, Lt V Hacking and Lt J Itush RAE .ernboroughp in the preparation of
this repotrt.
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THE IMMERSION VICTIM

by

Surgeon Commander F.ST.C.Golden, R.N., '.B., B.A.O., D.Av.Med.
Royal Naval Air Medical School

Seafield Park
Hampshire, England

SUMWMAR

An aircraft accident may result in the occupants being forced to survive the rigors of an
aquatic environment.

In spite of the provision of sophisticated protective clothing and safety equipment, many
such victims will suffer the effects of drowning and/or hypothermia.

Those responsible for the training of rescue crews and for the clinical management of such
survivors, should be familiar with the treatment of these conditions.

This paper briefly discusses the mechanisms involved in the production of both, and outlines
a course of management for the immersion victim.

i. INTRODUCTION

On the 11th July 1965, a U.S.A.F. aircraft ditched in the Atlantic off Cape Cod.i Of the
19 crew members, 12 managed to escape from the wreckage, the remaining 7 were presumed killed on
impact. Ten and one half hours after abandoning the ditched aircraft, three of the original 12
survivors were rescued alive, the remaining 9 had died of 'exposure/drowning'. All 12 were wearing
immersion suits and lifejackets. The water temrnerature was 11oC. One of the three rescued alive
had been unconscious for the last two hours but had been supported by a colleague for that period.
The 9 who died were the least protected from the cold from the point of view of body insulation.

Most people involved in Aviation Medicine or in Airsea rescue work have many similar stories
to relate. The problem of survival in water following an aircraft accident was well known during
the Second World War. 2,3,4. During the war it became increasingly obvious that the problem was
just not limited to the immersion phase, as after rtscue many of those rescued alive, died. A
historical review5 reveals that this problem was also known in the maritime world among the
shipwreck survivors and is still the case today.

Those who are responsible for the survival of aircrew on immersion following "ditching", or
on parachuting into an aquous environment, ensure that the equipment and training is adequate to
provide the best possible protection for the individual, both from drowning and hypothermia.

Those who are responsible for the training of rescue crews and for the clinical management of
such survivors, should be familiar with the treatment of both drowning and hypothermia. Retrettably,
the management of both conditions, although adequately dealt with in initial training, are invariably
dealt with as two separate entities, the management of either of which does not always lend itself
to amalgamatiun with the other condition. Whereas in practice, both conditions, frequently co-exist.

This paper attempts to clarify the situation and talks in terms of the "Immersion Victim"
rather than the "Drowning" orliypothermic" victim. A course of management for the "Immersion Victim"
is outlined.

2. EItA'ISS

Following immersion, survival will depend on interaction of many factors; these include
swimming ability, physical fitness, distance from the safe refuge, water temperature, body insulation
and efficiency of buoyancy aids, sea state etc; Thus under normal circumstance a good swimmer in
relatively warm water (15 - 250C) mill remain afloat until such times as he becomes too fatigued to
continue to make swimming movements, when he will no longer be able to keep his airway clear of the
water end he will drown. This will happen relatively quickly in rough water.

If the water is very cold (L5V C) muscle temperatures fall quickly and co-ordinated motor
activity becomes progressively more difficult so that drowning will occur relntively rapidly but if a
lifejacket is worn it will keep tho airway clear of the wnter end will, in most instances, prevent
drowning. A lifejacket will also delay the onset of hypothermia by reducing the need for limb
movement but eventually hypothormia will develop in all gases. Such individuals may be rescued
deeply unconscious and apparently dend from hypothermia . A more thorough desertation of the
physiological disturbances occuring in acute hypothermia are to be found in AGARD Report No 620 7.

A lifejacket is not always a guarantee against drowning; ir, rough sea states (state 6 end above)
the wave face tends to be flat and vertical rather than sloping and sinusoidal as occurs in lower

eoa states and, as a consequence, the 'lifejacketed' body no longer floats freely over the waves,
which means that the water continually breaks over the face end drowning will only be prevented for
as long as there is voluntary control of respiration. Drowning will ensue when consciousness becomes
impaired as a result of hypothermia. Thus submersion is not essential for drowning.

Another factor to be borno in mind in airerew who have not removed their oxygen masks before
water enti-, Lz the dnarer of inhi• ln6 water through the oxygen hose unless a special anti suffocalion
vlIvu Ie fitted 0.

H~yperventilation, with respiretory ra on in the region of 60-70 per minute, has been observed
in naked subjects during tho first ten minutti of immersion in water at IOOC 9. Tetany has been
reported in one case 10. Even expert swimmeri may drown in the first few minutes of water immersion,
if the water is particularly cold.



This 4yperventilation may ompromaise ones chances or esoapine underwater from a ditohed
S~helicopter.

One other pr~oblem in vary call water (air"A 50C) to the apparent inlability of com~petent
swsimers, unhabituated to cold water, toafaintsin swimming movements for any length of time, even

when dressed in outdoor winter olothi .
'thatever the reason for the submersion, experimental evidence in animals 12 sul gsts a

period of strugling during which large quantities of water Wy be swallowed in an atte-pt to avoid
nsrtion. Vfitig ooccur at this stage. An inoreasiu arterial carbon dioxide tension (Poo2 )

and fallin• oxygen tension (Po2) will eventually cause inspiration, with consequent inhalation of
wtr It has been suggested 13, %. that, in anthing from 10 to 20ý of oases, the initial entry of

water into the larynx my produce a Nevere laryngospasm, or closure of the glottis t5 whch persists
until asphyxial death supervene&, end this is the likely oxplanntion of the so called 'd41 &rownings'
found at poestortem. This seeu. highly improbable, as it is difficult to visualize how such woole
spasm could be maintained in the severe hypoxia which mist be present in the terminal stages.

In the majority of oases the entry of water into the larynx and upper rospiratorv passasss
accompanies savere retroaterunal pain and violent coughing. In animals, death follows quickly in
fresh water due to ventrioular fibrillation (VP) resulting from electrolyte changes associated with
haoodilution and haemolysia following absorption of large quantities of fresh water from the lungs 16.
In sea water V1 is unlikely 17, death beint due to asphyxia and is a slower process.

The differences between fresh and salt water 4rowning have been admirably reviewed 07 Modefll
(1968)17, but toad to be largely of academic interest from the tharapeudio view point, as the basis
pathopbcusioloi!ial problem is very similar in both situations, i.e. typoxaemia, h"proapmse and
acidosis1 7, .

Regardless of the drowning medium, the organic and inorganic contents of the inhaled fluid
produce an inflamamtory reaction in the alveolar capillary membrane which quickly leads to an
outpouring of plasma rich exudate into the alveolus 9,p20.

The loss or destruction of the normal surfactant 21 by the inhaled water can result in laro
areas of atelectasis which may further oomplicate the picture.

3. LFMU AtISflI APM RISCt

The immersed victim on rescue may then be either ouaoiouas, unconscious or even apparently
dead. He may be suýfering from hypothermia, alone, or complicated by drowning.

Immediately after rescue the toeperature of the hypothermic, individual will continue to fall
for a short period before he begins to recover or death ensues. This is che so called 'after drop'

1 7
.

At core temperatures below 330C supraventrioular cardiac arr1ythi•As may be encountered with
vertrioular arrhytheias oocuring with core temperatures in the region of 30o0. Cardiac arrest due to
ventrioular fibrillation is possible at core temperatures of 2oC or below 2. Cardiac arrest hMe
usuyally oacured by the time the oore temperature has reachod 2oC 23•.

Even i the victim survies the immediate effects of imersion and appears to be meking a
reasonable recovery after rescue, there ia a great dauper of developing an acute pulmonary oedema
any time from 15 msinutes to 72 hours aft*.- the drowning incident, 1 0,24,25. as a coneequenae of
the inflamatory reaction of the alveolar capillary membrane. A large series of post mortem. by
Puller 24, in which survival times ranged from a few minutes to 19 days damonatratel that hyaline
muaterial. wi be found on 'the wells of the inured bronohiolen, alveolar ducts, and alveoli of
those wo have survived from 12 hours to the third day.

Other possible delayed effects of drowning, or its treatment, include the development of a
condition resembling the respirrtory distress syndrome, which my be related to caygen toxicity 26,27.
If severe cerebral hypoxia is a feature of the incident, cerebral codema

2
. my rove a problem and

lastly, when the drowning medium is polluted pulmonary Infection is likely 
2

4s,0.

4. M~1~

Treatment of the Immersion victim is aim•od at the restoration of adequate ventilation and

heart action, correction of the acid-bass 3tatus, and raewar•uing. These priorities only alter because
of the facilities available.

At the scene of the rescue, there are usually no facilities for the correction of the acid-base
state and few facilities for re*saing, so that the major aims are, the provision of adequate
ventiletion, the assistance of the circulation where necessary and the prevention of ay further beat

loss from the body.
Attention has always been drawn to the requirement for Immediate action and manyauthorities

advise that no manoeuvres designed to drain the lungs of fluid should be performed 2ý50. Others
have found thn.t a quick attempt to drain the lungs has often allowed much of the ingesated fluid to

flow out and this reduces the risk of regurgitation and subsequent 11piration pneumonitis 31.
Harlier work by Painer et al 32, and more recently by Modell at al . seems to indicate that it is
worthwhile to attempt to drain the 2ungs in salt water &-owning.

It is important that expired air resuscitation should be carried out as soon as the mouth and
oropharynx have been cleared. Practical experienc, has shown that restoration of adequate vetilation
will often bring back satisfactory cardiac rt )4. If a pulse can not be felt after the first few
infltations, then closed chest cardiac masage (CCCR) should be started 35 in all but the "yothermio
patient. All innersion victims should be re;oved to hospital au soon as is practicable. When suitable
apparatus is available, ventilatory assistance should be given using 100, oxygen if possible via a
manck and a Guedal airway. If the patient is very restless then a nasopharyngeal airway is best.
Attempts at intubation by inexperienced workers have usually resulted in more injury and less udaquate
ventilation than the simple method desoribed.

After rescue, the oontinusing fall of the core temperature of the hypothermia viotim could
lowor the already low body temperature into the soae where unonaciouanese can be anticipated (COOc) 23

or even into the zone where the -yooardium bcomas extremely Irritable (28
0C). 3 2



CoMS 4UBo h IPQthe"1o patietA therefore Should be rauwrme rzapi6 in the most ies6U7 &VIjlshl
hot both (ýJgOC). U. OncouN hiPOth~ruio P&Atiets whose temperature is below 200 ma Iemlclp
ventrioulAr fibilation (TY) spotaeously,V or soe UOU&l following the .li11 teat mechanical
irtittic,2t . . hYPot&hIaMi victim wheeoos e tespeatuwe in this low wil almost oartail a be" no'palpable pule and is unlikely to be breathing at a roogimbl level. It howweverdiO Mes ga•
is given to such an Individual then Vi will commoly result. The oclerest guide to the likelihood
of a victim beingx "thermia toe that he will be wearing a lifelankst or have some similar means•.of manainin his aiwycear of wate for, as disous•d above, it is Imossible f'or an iýWr44
subject to achieve this depth of oore temprature without drowin in the absence of mome seb

Support .
Te fir~st aid meangament of such votit is therefore the maintenance of an adequate vmtJltion

and the prevention of further beat loeasn.
Figure I is a flow d outlining the procedure to be followed in the Lasediats mnnaoement

of the 'Immsrsion iotlm'

A MR

~.Fig. I

While oontinueing to support ventilation and circulation by first aid measure& it is now
essential t correct the acid-base status or the victim and to assess am deyree of kpothernia.[ An intravenous line using 8.4% sodium bicarbonate should b4 set up as soon as possiblo. The standard

L requirement is usually 150 maq immsdiately, and 70 m•q for every subsequent 10 minutes during which
-r adequate ventilation and circulation have not occurred. An electrocardiograph (1CO) should be taken to

determine oardlwu rhythn awd If V7 ie present i ediate DC counter shook (40M joules) should be
applied except in the severely hypothermio patient (rectal temperature below 300C). VP will not
easily convert 37•38 in adult hypotheraio &bOae0ts but rapid rewarminS to above 3000 ma produce
a spontaneous oonversiom 39,M1 or at least make the chances of electrical defibrillation more
likely. 3 7

Rapid exwrming of the zWoardium is best accompliahed by mea" of cardiopulmonary by'pass
technique 38,42 but not evary hospital has this facility readily available. The next best mean$
of rapid rewaring is by iimmersion in a hot both at 150C 23. The practicalites of doing CCCVL while
rowar-aing are almost imurmountable but it has been shown that deepl hypotheraLo patients may suffer
little a•oxio domage during parioUe of up to 15-20 minutes circulatory standstill 10#45. If it is
considered inadvisable to discontinue CCCM for the duration required to rewarm te ocre to above
300C, then a slow rower. technique way be applied while CCCM is continued. Slow rewaxm ie probably
best achieved through the respiratory tract by the methods described Lloyd 442 and Shanks & Marahb4 5

while at the same time ensuring that further heat loim from the surface of the body is at a

.. . . .

II
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Having started the bicarbonate the patient should be intubated and ventilated with 1OO',,

oxygen. Recent experimental 33 evidence in animals, and actual 33# 46, 47 evidence in near-

drowned humans, have shown that the use of positive and expiratory pressure (PEEP) of 10 cm H20

results in far better ventilation and control of oedema in near-drowned patients than standard

intermittent positive pressure techniques with suction.
In victims who are likely to recover, these measures will provide an adequate heart action,

but the return of spontaneous respiration will depend on the degree of anoxic brain damage suffered

by the victim. Some authorities 2o recommend therapeutic hypothermia (30
0

C) as a moans of lowering

cerebral oxygen requirements and decreasing cerebral oedema (vide infra).
In non hypothermia subjects, whose acid-base state has been corrected and who are being

supported by good ventilation, in whom an adequate heart action has not been restored, an intracardiac

injection of 2-4 ml of 1/10,000 adrenaline and 10 ml of 10,5 CaCI2 should be given. This may produce

a reasonable rhythm or VF which can be treated as before. If this proves unsuccessful then

intravenous or external cardiac pacemaking could theoretically be considered.
Figure 2 is a flow diagram sum.'arising the management of the immersion victim on admission

to casualty. 36

6. DELAYED IWIAG•EN•'T

The problems of delayed management are primarly those of 'secondary drowning' 2408 and later

the development of a condition which closely resembles the respiratory distress syndrome.
Secondary drowning is characterised by a rapidly increasing pulmonary oedema associated vrith

a tachycardia, a fall in pulse pressure and then in ovorall blood pressure associated vith
anoxaemia and subsequent changes in cardiac rhythm 17,18.

For both conditions early ventilatory support with PEEP usually prevents the further
development of this chemically induced oedema, while circulatory support by the infusion of up to

I litre of plasma, under central venous pressure control, has usually proved sufficient to overcome
that aspect of near drowning. Acid-base status should be normalised during the anoxic phase.

In such patients one must assume that there is not only chemical irritaLion but also bacterial

contamination. The use of methyl prednisolone (5 mg per kg body wt. per 24 hours in 6 divided doses)
has been advocated by Sladon & Zauder 48 to counteract both the pulmonary oedomn and cerebral oedema
secondary to anoxia, end the use of a wide spectrum antibiotic seems to be a reasonable precaution.

The flow diagram shown in Fig 3 outlines the suggested mannrgemont of the immersion victim
on admission to the hospital ward. 

6
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Fig. 3
DELAYED MANAGEMENT OF THE IMMERSION VICTIM

Cardiac arrhythmias secondary to hypothermia (e.g. atrial fibrillation, or flutter and
var/ing degrees of heart block) which are frequently seen, do not respond to any form of anti-
arrhythmie therapy and invariably revert spontaneously in 8-12 hours after the core temperature has
returned to normal.
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If one is to appreciate the principles involved in protecting the head fronm injury, be it soft tissue
"dage. brw damage, concussion or permanent brain damage, it is eassentil first to have a clear under-
standing of the machanism which cause injury. In some cases these are apparent. For esample, if oe
hits the head hard enough with a heavy enough blunt instrument, skull fracture and brain damage will be
inevitable: the problem remains, however, to define the word 'enough'. In contrast, the mechanics of pro-
duction of concussion are still only poorly undarstood.

CUIAMICS or IMJUX!

Hydrostatic pressure, per so, hui little effect on living tissue which, provied it contains no air,

may be consderd incompressible. This observation led Nolbourna (1943) to state that 'linear acceleration
forces tend to produce cowressionel or rarefactional strains which ...... have no injurious effect' and he
attributed ell head injuries to two basic schaniesm - deformation nf the skull, with or without fracture,
and sudden rotation. In the letter cue the inertia of the brain would cause it to rotate less rapidly
than th- cranium and, because of its irregular shape aud various attachunuts, local shear forces would be
produced. It is shear forces, not pressur- %ic cause a nerve to cease to conduct impulses when squeezed
by a pair of forceps. Thus, Holbourne conk .. ed thit shear forces were essential for the production of
concussion, or other brain injury.

In 1948, Ward and co-workers suggested that, whilst compression indeed did not cause injury, rarefac-
tion could, and did. The suggestion usa that a low pressure wave caused cavitation in the brain tissue,
and that the subsequent collapse of these microscopic cavities, or bubbles, caused call damage in their
immediate vicinity. Lindgren (1966) measured intracranial pressure during experimental impacts and Showed
that, due to the ir.ertia of the bra'n, a high pressure zone developed initially at the sits of impact, with
a complementary low pressure zone at the opposite pole. Thus, a linear head acceleration could lead Lo a
low pressure shock wave, cavitation, bubble collapse, cell damage end coiucussion.

In some elegant animal experiments, Lissner and Gurdjian (1960) showed that a simple pressure pulse,
in the absence of skull deformation, caused concussion. Furthermore, they obtained a clear cut relation-
ship between prGssure end duration for threshold pulses which could be related to pressure pulses cca*s-
quent upon linear acceleration of the head. From this and other data has come the acceleration-tims toler-
ance curve for human cerebral concustion (Figure 1) on which US helmet standards are baed.

im
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FIGURE I. Tolerance of the human head

to impact acceleration.
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We thus have a number of potential injury mechanisms:-

1. Direct local impact causing soft tissue, or bone injury. Here the degree of injury will increase with
the energy of the impactor, and with decreasing contact area. train tissue deep to the sits of impact may
be damaged secondary to distortion, or fracture of the cranium.

2. Even in the absence of local injury, a direct impact will ceuse linear azceleration of the head, with
the possibility of cavitation and concussive injury.

3. Direct impact may also cause angular acceleration of the head with the development of atear forces and
local, or more widespread, brain dmaga.
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4. In the absence of head impact, forces tranesitted through dte neck way cause basal fractures (#Cz
acceleration) or, by initiating high angular accelerations. conicussion (kGx or :tG aceeleration).

?OLIIAEZ TO ?1JIM

Before considering -thode for protection, human tolerance to these potential injury mechanism mat
be discussed and, if possible, quantitateu. One of the problems is to know vhat unite to employ. For
example, the deceleration of the impactor, or acceleration of the head are readily measured and frequently
used in tolerance def=in'tions. The units may be'ft. ust.-, m, 2 , or G. If the heed is freely mobile and
its mass known, then the force applied to the head (or impactor, since action and reaction are equal and
opposite) voy be calculated (forca - mazs x acceleration) and expressed in pound weight (Lb.). kiloponds
(kp) or Newtons (N). If the contact area is known, then the force way be expressed per unit area as a
pressure (Lb.in,-2. kp me-, Nm- 2 ). Finally, and porhAps most logically, the total transfer of 4ne., or
work done on the head, can be computed and expressed in foot-pound weight (ft.Lb.), n-tre-kilopond (ukp)
or Newton metre (Joule). Appropriate conversion factors are given in the appendix.

By general convention, aceleration (in C) tends to be used when discussing concussion, force (Lb.)
or pressure (Lb.in." 2 ) for bone fracture limits ant energy in Joule (3) for head protection raquirements.
An example should make these relationships clear.

A head weighf.ng 10 lb and travelling at a velocity of 30 ft.sec.-I strikes a solid brick wall. The

frontal boe fractures and is depressed to a depth of 1 in. Assuming constant deceleration, the relation-
ship between velocity (ft.sec."l), acceleretion (ft.sec.- 2 ) and stopping distance (ft.) is given by

V2  - 2 ,........... (1)

go, "o2  . 2a x 1. or a - 5.400 ft.eec2 or 168C..j

The force acting on the head (or wall) was 1680 Lb.

The kinetic energy of the head prior to impact is givea by

ke - mv2........ (2)

So, I- x 1 (m is mass, not weight) x 30 - 140 ft.Lb. or 190J.

Also of interest, since the head responds dynamically, is the duration of the impact (figure 1) and, again
a.ussuing constant deceleration, this is given by

SV - at .. . ... (3)

-- So, 30 - 5,400t and t - 5.6 rec.

We have now definad all the paramet :s of this particular head impact. Note, however, that had the
head not frecturtd, the stopping distance would have been mnich less, perhaps one hundredth of a foot. In
this case the de:!aleration would have been 5.590 G. the force 55,900 Lb., the duration 0.2 metc, but the
input energy would still have been 190J. This example emphasise, the profound effect of stopping distance
on the forces involved in a given head i~act, and shows how the sk-ll and soft tissues could, by allowing
deformation, actually protect the brain from excessive acceleration. Obviously, too much deformation will
itself lead to local brain damage. The relationship between stopping distance, impact velocity and accel-
eration is given in figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Stopping distancc as a function of

impact velocity with constant

accelerations as parnmctcrr.
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Let us now costLdor human tolerance to the four injury mechanisms referred to aerlier.

Direct impact - soft tissue and bone injury

Information obtained from car crashes as well "s from cadaver experimentation ha. provided reasonably
repeatable bone strength data. Break strength daperds upon impact site, and ranges from a mere AO G for the
noes, 40 G for the jaw, 50 G for the xygonatic arch, l1O G for 4 in. 2 of front teeth, 50 to 1OO G for 1 in. 2

of teeporoparietal bone and 100 to 200 G for I in. 2 of frontal bone (Swearingen, 1965). In each case the
force may be obtained by multiplying the acceleration in 0 by a factor of 10. These injuries were produced
by 'form fitting' moulded impactors so that soft tissue injuries were minimised. Obviously, much lesser
impacts could cause soft tissue injury depending upon the impactor surface, and greater forces would be
required to produce nore depressed fractures with direct brain damage.

Forces required to produce deformation of the cranium without fracture are less well documented, but

we have evidence that the cranium may be dented up to 0.5 in. (12.5 "m) without concussion. Here the esti-
mated impact energy of 150 to 250 J was partly absorbed and distributed to the head through a protective
helmet (Glaister, 1974).

Linear acceleration

Numerous animal studies have been conducted in attempts to measure tolqrance to concussion and to
scale the findings to man. Figure I gives one such prediction and shows clearly the effect of impact
duration. This curve has led to the US requirement for protective helmets which states that, under appro-
priate test conditions, the headform acceleration shall not exceed 400 G, or ZOO G for more than 2 msec,
or 150 G for more than 4 m=cc (American National Standards Institute, Z90. 1-1971). Equivalent British
Standards (for example, BS 2495:1960) quote 500 G (no time limit), but this is "urrently beirg brought
down to 400 C (transmitted force of 4,400 Lb. or 19.6 M14).

Swearingen (1971) stressed the significance of cranial distortion and concluded that the human brain
can withstand crash impact forces of 300 to 400 G, or more, without concussion, or skull fracture, pro-
vided provisions are made to prevent deformation of the skull.

Angular acceleration

Ozmmaya sad others (1970) have developed scaling factors from the results of animal experiments whichS~suggest that a 50 percent probability of concussion in man, with a brain mass of 1.3 kS, would occur at &a

angular acceleration of 1,800 red sec- 2 , or at a rotational velocity of 50 red sec-I (480 rev min-1). MoreS~direct information in needed, however,

•. Basal fracture

V This injury mechanism undoubtedly exists - we have ueen cases following helicopter crashes where there
was no other head injury and where the protective helmets were unscathed. Prom other evidence, the force
involved wes considered to be well in excess of +30 G( with a very snort rise time, but what the force
would have been at head level is unknown. In +G% impacts, however, the skull base is relatively stronger
thsn other parts of the spine.

lIC14MICS OF PRTECTION

From the foregoing, several possible mechanisew are apparent whereby a helmet could protect the head.

1. It could distribute an impact load eo as to prevent, or reduce, soft tissue injury. This mechanism
was recognised by the Emporor Nestorius in 1760 BC when he provided his Macedonian warriors with hard
leather helmets.

2. In a similar way a helmet could prevent deformation of the skull and so increase tolerance to linear
acceleration to. perhaps, 400 0. This protective mechanism is stressed by Swearingen (1971).

In both these cases the requirement is for a utrong inflexible shell. However, if the shell is
separated from the skull by en appropriate distance, some flexion, or distortion, of the shell becomes
acceptable. In this case the load hba to be transmitted to a large area of cranium by a suitable muspen-
sion system. A measure of the potential benefit which can be affordei by a rigid helmet shell may be pro-
vided by a simple example:

An aircraft rums out of runway and decelerates at a modest 4G, so throwing the pilot's unprotected

forehead asainet the top edge of his instrument panel. M4oving through 12 in. of travel prior to impact
the head acquires a relative velocity of 16 ft.sec.-l and energy of 551. The subsequent contact area
manures 3 in. x 0.5 in. If there warn no fracture, the heod would stop abruptly (may, in 0.12 in.) and
the applied pressure would be some 2,650 Lb.in." 2 (18,OOO kN R-2). Undoubtedly, the frontal bone would
have been fractured. The saws head, protected, strikes at the sam velocity (though the impact energy is
increased by the added mass of the helmet, to 75J). Nov a stopping distance of 0.6 in. Ia availabl (see
below), the load is distributed (no fracture) and the head acceleration is reduced to SOG for 6 Omcc (rno
concussion).

(However, it mast be noted that had the head been prevented from contacting the instrumnt panel by
attention to crashworthiness in the original design of the aircraft and harness, the head acceleration
would have been oil', that of the slowing aircraft - 4G. Also it may be noted that an wraergy absorbing &ad
load spreadin3 capability could have bean pruvided in the design of the instrument paenl - and so be taken
off the head. Head protection should be a last resort, the primary aLa being to eliminate potentially

A lethal heand impacts.)
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3. By providing s finite stopping didtauc4P, a hems.L can reduce the peak acceleration imposed in s given

impact. Note that the reduced acceleration will 64 appLied for a longer tims, the product of acceleration
and tim, velocity change, biLng the 8rn4. These features have been seen in the previous exavple, an
increase in stopping distance, ftne. one hundiedth to one twentieth of a foot, decreasing the head accal-
station frm 400 to GO G, though the duration rose from 1.25 to 6.25 me,

The practical maximum ImiW r to the stopping distance which can be built into a helmet is about I in.
(25 m). Much more than this end the helmet become unacceptably bulky. Even this one inch is reduced by
the relative inefficiency of energy nboorbing materials, no that only perhaps 0.6 in. (15 -m) is actually
available in which to reduce the -relative velocity of head and struck object to zero.

Thoir are two basic energy absorbing systems whith can be employed in helmets, though many others
have been cnsidered. Current RAF hslmets employ a fibrgesl e shell which breaks up on impact. The impact
load is transmitted to tha '4ead and distributed widely by means of a suspension harness which initially
provides an air gap of about I in. anergy is absorbed by the shell ineleatically each time a glass-fibre
ruptures, or is pulled out of the resin matrix. Peripherally, energy is absorbed by crushable foams.
Use of this technique implies a compromise with the requirement for a strong, rigid shell. A second
mechanism, more favouted in the U.S., makes use of a layer of crushable foam beneath the shell. These
materials crush to about 402 of their initial thickness. However, a stronger shell can be employed.
Factors thich may affect ahe choice of major energy absorbing system are set out in the table below.

4. Less obvious is the fact that, by absorbing energy inelastically, energy transfer to the head is
reduced to a minimue. For example, if the head were to bounce off the impacting surface with a coefficient
of restitution of unity, the overall energy change vodld be doubled, This factor favours the frangible
shell concept and has tasn discussed in detail by Rayne (1969).

5. So far, no mention has been made of protection against rotational ecceleration. A very heavy helmet
could reduce head angular acceleration by increasing the inertia of the whole head, but only at the expense
of excessive weight and an increased riek of neck injury. This zmchanism is never intentionally employed.
However, if a need strikes a surface at an acute angle, it may either slide along it, or roll along it,
depending upon the friction of the contac• area. By making the helmet shell gluey smooth, and by elimi-
anting external protuberances, the tendency to slide can be increased end rotational acceleration reduced.

6. A final mans by which the head could be protected is by prevention of crushing when the head is
trapped between two colliding surfaceo. This appears to be a rare mechanism of injury, however, and the
shell would have to be very stiff to add materially to the crush resistance of the human skull.

Table I. Comparison of two energy absorbing systems for heluet use

A. Crushable foam/hard shtil B. Frangible shell/suapension harness

40Z of available stroke lost by crushed Some stroke lost through elastic extension of
thickness of foam. suspension tapes.

High heat load, umlese com'ined with an air Can be well ventilated end cool.
gap and harness.

Tends towards a relatively high coefficient Low coefficient of restitution.
of re$ti.tution.

Low surface friction. Initially low surface friction may increase

following impact.

Not easily damaged in routine use, but any Easily dmsaged in routine use, but da ige
damage invisible, visible.

Capable of giving good ballistics protection. Poor ballistics protection.

Only accepts one major iupact per site, but 3nly accepts one major impact per site, but
load spreading capability remains subsequent load spreading capability is
uacoupromised. compromised.

Tends to be heavier than B. Tend, to be lighter than A.

Xxtent of protection

* All the mechanism for protecting the head which have been discussed only protect the area ectually
covered, and overall protection is compromised by the need to provide an adequate field of vi.sion and
head mobility. As hba been mentioned earlier, the bones of the face are particularly vulnerable to
injury, though the eyes are quite vell protected by the wargins of the orbital cavity.

A particular problem arises at the margins of the helmet, for here the shell is inherently weaker and
the discontinuity leads to a local concentration of stress. Tape tuspenAions are iueffective at the hAl-
mat margin and energy absorbing foam have to be used.

Visors are not considered to provide a protective capability in current helmets. Indeed, they are
generally designed to be stuck nut of the way in an impact ts a broken visor could do more damage than
none at all. It may be noted that visors are not covered by current standards of head protection
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(Glaister, 1975). This situation is rapidly changing with the introduction of new materials, such as poly-
propylene, which do have a protective capability.

Helmet retention

Helmets must be retained following a survivable impact so that protection is still available in the
event of a second blow. Multiple impacts are not uncoamon in the experience of users of RAF aircrew hel-
mets (Glaister, 1974). For example, on ejection, a canopy strike could be followed by a strike against the
separating seat and a final ground strike on landing. Furthermore, crashes rarely impose a single axis of
deceleration and multiple head impacts are likely to occur.

The consideration that neck injuries could be produced if the helmet were too firmly fixed to the head
led initially to the provision, in the neck strap of RAF helmets, of a shear pin designed to part under a
load of 130 - 150 Lb. (580 - 670 N). Consequent upon rather frequent helmet losses the strength of this
pin was doubled some four years ago. The pin was then nearly as strong as the strap attachments and has
since been deleted. Helmet losses still occur, however, especially in high-speed ejection. These losses
may be accounted for by a recently demonstrated aerodynamic lifting moment which measured 460 Lb. (2,050 N)
at an air speed of 600 kt (Hawker and Euler, 1975). This force is shown plotted against air speed in
figure 3a and, for comparison, figure 3b illustrates USAF helmet loss rates, again plotted against air speed
at ejection.
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FIGURE 3a. Helmet lifting force plotted against airspeed. FIGURE 3b. Helmet loss rate plotted against airspeed.

Aseessment of protection

The various standards which are currently used by NATO Air Forces for the assessment of protective
headgear have recently been reviewed by an AGARD Working Party (Claister, 1975) and will not be detailed
here. Briefly, standards cover the three main aspects of helmet design, namely:

I. Impact protection. The helmet is struck under controlled conditions against a flat or hemispherical
anvil and the transmitted force is measured. Current RAF helmets are designed to withstand an impact
energy of 203 J, US helmets are designed to withstand multiple impacts of lesser energy (about 120 J).

2. Penetration resistance. The helmet is struck against a conical anvil having a 0.5 mm radius tip.
In relevant UK standards the impact energy is 16 J and failure is either excessive local deflection of
the shell (> 9.5 mnm), or penetration. US standards employ a similar anvil at 29 J impact energy, but
failure is indicated only by electrical contact between anvil and headform (i.e. maximum local deflection
of the shell plus penetration).

3. lIelrnt retention. After a moderate preloading period, the strap is loaded progressively. Failure is
indicated by displacement in excess of 25 mm for a load which is currently 890 N (UK standards), or
1,333 N (US standards).

In addition, the standards cover requirements for such factors as flammability, extreme cold, heat and
humidity (prolonged soaks prior to testing as above) and individual impact testing of padding materials.
It must be noted, however, that these standards are drawn up for civil use (racing car drivers and vehicu-
lar users) and that military applications may compromise some of their specific requirements.

Windblast protection

In high-speed ejection, the body is suddenly thrust into an airstream which can exert a windblnst
pressure (Q force) as great as 8.9 Lb.in.-

2 
(58 kN m-

2
) at 600 kt. The direct effect on the face of this

pressure causes petechial and conjunctival haemorrhages and, if the mouth is open and unprotected, blast
damage to the lungs. Face protection is, therefore, essential in high-speed ejection and may be provided
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byamasak and visor. or by a visor which Beals against a bolmet-fitted with a chin har as in the case of
te1 ys3hle.btaprahshvbenom to h aet penilto p hhefm in IA

speed ejections, provided that polypropylene visor@ of adequate strength awe Aitted.
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Covrso factorsI

-2 -2

Gravitational conetant (g) -32.2 ft.sec. or 9.807 m.ecc

To convert ft. to m. multiply by 0.305

kp to N. ' 9.807

1bi. to kN -2a 6.895I

ft.Lb. to J1" 1. 356

ACXNW:;L;:S ;b rike, n yHakrad ue, ihprmsin

Fiurr1i redrawn from GurdJian et al, J.A.?4.A.. 182 :5G9 -512, 1962; and figures 3a and 3b

Crown CopyrJ4ht
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The pznblem of noise In aircraft ie not new hut me which is beomting inOreeinl•y important end
critloal. 'rho complexity of many Im.orn aircraft necessitates at least a '•o-man crew, and the relationship
he',en then crow members Ut be se close that misetkee are not made and t~m is not wasted with the
unnecessary repetitlon of Information. The link between the crews moere is uually affected Only by
mana of speec, so that any degradation of this @pooch link is of vital Importance both to the emossaful
completion of the sortes or mdasion and to the lives of the crew. The speech link wlt therefore be rapid,
reliable and accurate. By far the moat significant factor acting to degerad the quality of the speehd
signal is the mient cockpit noise. It xs, moreover, true to say that if the high prevailing levels of
&*Lent noise were loiere or removed that problem of auditory mmiadoation would cease to exist. For
this reason it is important first to examir.- the nature of noise in aircraft.

The soroe "nd ature of Noise in Aircraft

It ie obvious that different typee of aircraft produce different type. of noise. In high performance
:"I ano d two seat airc.raf~t the predominant sources of• ambint cockpit noise aUo-

a. R;undary layer noijo. Thin is casued by the layer of air adjacent to the skin of the aircraft
being turtulent causing the akin and canopy of the aircraft to vibrate. This vibration it manifestod
to the 4ircrew as siyborne noise.

b. Cabin air conditioninq systems. Cabin air conditioning system often require large maes*e
of air to be forced through small orifleime and the turbulence associated with the prensure drop
acroes tha orifice inevitably generates high noise levels.

Whichinver of these noise sources is more important depends upon the type of aircraft, and on the phase
of flight - the boundary ).ayer noise, for exorple, beocmilng nore important at low altitude and high speed.

In contrrst, the important sources of noise in helicopter* "nd propeller driven aircraft are mechanical,
i.e. the engines and gearboxes, though aerodynamic noise from the rotors end propellers also play a
significent role.

Consequently, the natures of the noise in the aircraft outlines above are different. In the high
performance strike aircraft the nolse is not only of a high level (possibly in exooes of ILO da) but thic
high level in maintained throughout a wide band of frequencies (fox ex-ale, between 63 Ia and 8 KM). The
noise in helicopters, though of an overall high level, ie likely to be conzentr•-ted toward the lower
frequencies. Thum while the noise level way be over 100 dB at 63 Rx and 125 Hz It will probably have reduced
to only 70 db at 4 Ma and 8 KUS. There is a further difference in eo far as the noise in strike aircraft
is generally distributnd evenly "n continuously through the aduic epectr%=, but the noise in henlicopters
tends to be concentrated in narrow frequency bands (often associated with the rotation of individual gears in
the power train).

KIinisising the asbient nOise level is, of course, important and can be effected by seem or all of the

following "&ano.-

a, Msaximieing the canopy thickness,
b. Damping the walls of the crew coMartment.

C. SmoatL..n the boundary layer by removal or redesign of excrseences.

d. Insuring proper design, and minisimlng the maes flow of air through the cabin conditioning system.

e. Prcper design end main-enanco to smooth the operation of mechanical points.

In practice, however, it is of Ln difficult to produce significant reductions in ambient noise without
incurring other unacceptable penaltioe, particularly in teron of increased weight. It is therefore important
to attempt to isolate man as far as possible from the noise in his environment and this, of course, in the
vole of the personal equipment.

Personal quirmxnt and Communication

a. oxygen "ak Microphones

It is perhepe, surprising that the attnouation if oxygen masks in not of cruwial importance. This is
beceuse althouGh an oxygen m•ask is a poor attenuator (and, at certain frequencies may actually ampli*y the
ambient noise) the speech signal iside the mask is of very huig: level. A given vocal output which would
register about 75 di at I metre from the lips in a free field, may produce a sound pressure level in excessj of 120 de inside the confiuod volume of an oxygen ma•k. The consequence of this is that even in a very
noisy aircraft, the level of aircraft noise inside the mask is likely to be at least 15 dB below the level



of time speech sigma. :tl differonoe in leala iseleuftly &$quate to conval Latell~iqible spee as I
b. Other WMorqeeme

1% aircraft where ceygen mask. aer not used. awes bevr. problesms exist. They are only ever partially
oeowrs by the wse ofC throat microp4Ions. or noise-oance llng boop microphonmes. throt microphones work
by pressin the tXansdnooer aginsht the larynx. They a". cxtteely resistant to ambient noise but
unadot~matisly gre rathevr poor tranadum"r of speech as their location prevents thens frt being sensitive to

ma "formantas of speech rhat are not prodoced in the throat (e.g. the "voiced" part.. of speech).

Pol atm A boon aicropbree. on time other haml, &te good speech transduacer, buat "'a relatively
sensinitve to amient noise. Mmhee are, therfore, clear out penalties and advantages associated with each
of thoee type. of microphone and the choice will depend on thme spocifio microphones available, the aircraft
being f14wa, and the preferences of the crew.

0. Meedger

the point other than the mouth at which ambient noise cam ent~er the commuicat~ions syse tm is,. of courtse,
at the ear. ht this'point, in order for the speechk signal to be intelligible, its long terma "average"

(ro snsquare) va~lue should exceed the anient noise level at the ea" by at lecat 9 or 10 al This
differeono, howevez, cannot simply be achieved by increasing the level, of the speech signal. for two reasons.

* ~~is pwotect~i.ig the inner ea" by preventing thesa high energy levels being transmitted to it. Thum a inasured
difference between signal and noise ~aigasnoise ratio) at high lavels my not proPduce the seens result in
tarm. of Intelligibility am that saw signal noise ratio at lower sour-d preasure levels. *The second reason
is that. a definite maxime Level exist~s at which the aleedi signal may be preserted if ear damagme is to be

avoided. Decidinsl what this level should be in difficult and depend- upon a numer of factors. **ois 'doese:
is a cumsalat-ive quantity in as much an a short exposure to a high level of noise will equate in dams"e riskK
tarm. to a longer exposure tj a lower level, and the risk of damage of courtse, increases with increase of
doss. Way-i of calculating noise dome and aosoci .te risk aer clearly set out in 190 recoinmndation M1999
and other simlar documents, but it is up ts. individual o~rganisationms to decid. what level of damage risk
is acceptable for airroew. Generalising very broadly however, it )s possible to say that it insunsatisfactory

toproduce signal levels at the ear such in excess of 100 da.
it is therefore a clear requiresment of the headgear to reduce the amient noise level to at least 10 dB

below this figu~re of 100 GB, and this task presents momn difficulty in certain situations - especially when
the situation is examinead awe cosely. this ic because the attenuation of any flying helmet or other e&,r
protector iwcrseees with Inoreaiiing frequency. Thus the attenuati.on of a typical device may vary between
5 da to 10 dR at 63 Ma wan 125 Hs up to over 40 do at 4 K35. nowayer, them frequency band over which aircraft
communcations systems operate Is limited from about 300 Nz to 3 53s - this being the frequency domain in
which the information heaving parts of speech are carried. The attenuation of the flyingj helmet considered
sbove way, on some wearaer, be little more than 10 43 in this frequency region and thus. in an aircraft with
an ambient noise level oC over 110 45 at these frequencies, the helmet cannot reduce the noise levelT
sufficiently to enable an intelligible signal to be presented.

The attenuation of flying helmets is therefore msot or-'tical and much recent effort in the design of
ne flying he'msts hes been devoted to maxisising the amut of ncise exclusion which they provide.

Intelligibility Aeeessiont

Conaidereble rmention has been made above of the intellig"Lality of coomsmicationu systems. The
intelligibility of a given system depends on a numer of factors. Its* primawry one is the difference between
the levels of speech and of the noise interfering with it. Thkis Is. prticularly true at certain frequencies
(for example in the octaves oentred on 500 Hz, 1 M~e, and 2 Me)i, and this fact is exploited by techniques
like the Artioulati at. index which use the difference between the speech and noise levels in certain octave
bends in a siMple calculation, the reault of which gives an indication of the quality or intelligibility of
the speech.

There are however other factors Influencoing the intelligibility level attained, including the size of
tevocabularly in -use, the listeneres experienice of the speaker, and so on. In aviation, the vocatularly

size is usually limaited, with consequential high intelligibility, but Important situations many arise, for
example between a forward air controller and grounid attack aircraft, where a large vocabularly sire must

beused, end consequently a large signal noise ratio is required in forder to maintain adequate intelligibility.

However, in testing system it is difficult to determine what level of intelligibility is the aninime

wors arfulyseecedfo teirphneiccosttuio t aset olitnr)o na*wesystem with
anoter, r t evauat posibl impovemint toa sytem.Thepi.:lm isp n 4terelin wh deqsad atee
and his s cmpliate by he fct hat hatis aequtA o thegrond i unikel to e inqu theI t air.r

Itis perhaps nutvl biubthsas eetl onsont edmntal reta simple
PSY&M~to worloa canprodce "90 ffecs o audtoryproessig caaciy sVA ihn te estle kindn

of udior ocmmnlotirA as isuse, he ffctsofonvromeeta mirot o conimictius as m beb
gussdatbt rea ytuing stanard, ithouighib isulity l tests th lrxndo eaaxey isrtiof

and ll oherstrees o whch ircrw ae exose wil Lwove hei capcit forcomreh adin itoryor
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This paper discusses the major ocular hazards encountered in military aviation and describes OO
protective meaasures which may bu adopted. The hazards considared are solar glare, bird strike, wind
blest, miniature detonating cord, Lamers and nuclear flash.

ZMTRODtET10t4

1xcluding agents of chemical warfare the moet important ocular hazards encountered In military
aviation fall into three categories. Solar glare, trauma and high energy light. Protective devices against
these hazards must be compatible with existing aircrew equipment assev*,liee and not inhibit the safe end
efficient performance of aircrew tasks.

solar Glare

Protection against the discomfort and the reduction In visual acuity caused by glare f roe direct,
reflected or scattered sunlight, is essential. In transport aircraft where slow donning and doffing is
not a problem such protection may bpi provided by sungleese.. in high performance aircraft whara protective
helmets are worn photo stress is usually avoided by moans of a tinted visor which is Integral with the
flying helmet. The visor should be capable of adjustment by the wearer to provide protection sgainst
external glare sources whilst permitting a view of his instrumentation below. in the fully lowered pouitý-on
the visor should be capable of preventing the ingvess of all unfiltered light.

The filter for use in the aviation environment should have a luminous transmittanice of between l0-l5%i
a transmittance significantly higher b*irg only of cosmetic value. The densities of the filter(s) before
each aye should be closely matched to avoid false projection (Pulfrich affect) . The tint must be neutral
to avoid adverse effects an colour discrimination particularly the recognition of red warning signals. As
discomfort from glare is eliminated it is Important to ensure that infra red wavelengths outside the
-isible band (800-1400 nm) ore also attenuated to avoid the posAbility of retinal burns.

As with all transparencies interposed between aircrew and the external scene care must be taken to
ensure that the field of diew is as wide as possible, and that the optical properties and the physical
p-r master conform to specification,

Protection of the face against birdetrike. rig. 1. The hazard cf birdetrike is always present during[ flight (both day and night) at Low level. Approximately 85% of birdstrike in the UK occur at altitudes
-l~ow 500 ft aql whilst only 7% occur at altitWbs Above 1,000 ft ag1. The incidence of birdetrikee in

low level flight is such that a hit In the cockpit area is a relatively commn emergency (with respoct.VLO
the various emergency functions to be provided by htadgear) . Whenever possible the strength of cockpit
traneparencies should be such that they w~ill not shatter when a bird is hit. The strength necessary to
meet this requirement when an &ircraft flying at high spend hits a heavy bird may however be prohibitive.
If practt.Al, secondary protection to the aircorw should be given by a tough screen mounted within the
cockpit. Again however this requirement may be Incomipatible with other functions, e.g. external vision,
escape. Furthermore there are many aircraft in service at present in which prctection of this type is
not provided and yet they are being operated at high speed at low level.* Wher a bird impact occurs onto
a cockpit transparency both pieces of the birei and splinters (some of them large) of the transparency fly
towards the head and shoulders of the aircrew member. The pieces of aircraft canopy in particular are
propelled towards the fae of the occupant. The most vulnerable organ is the eye and temporary or even

permanent blindness may follow a hiwdatrike in the cockpit area. In the absence of other forms of
protection (strong transparencies or internal cockpit screens) a helmet mounted visor made of a strong
transparent saterial such as polycarbonate (3 me thick) is essential for aircrew operating at high speed
at low altitudeas. The visor should protect all the uncovered area of the face an voll as the eyes. Thus,
the lower edge of the polycarbonate visor should abut closely (loes than 5 m gap) against the oronasal

mak. As there is virtually no hazard of birdatrike above 2,000 ft ag1 the crew member should be able to
remove the polycarbonate visor from in front of his ayes when flying above this height, since any loayr in
front of the eyes producee a small but significant impairment of vision. W6hilst it Is deireble that the
over should be able to lock the polycarbonate visor in the down position for blest protection, theru is no
requirement to be able to position It in any position other than fully up or fully down. Although It

would simplify and lighten the headgear if the strong polycarbonast visor could also act as the antiglare
visor there are many flight conditions in which birdstrike protection is required without the antiglare
function e.g. low level flight at dusk and night. A diual visor system is therefore essential wherebirdetrike aad glars protection are required. rig, 2.



Blaste Protection

no ha i e d too very high mo ai totm on eection at hig sp . The" aeroyn
foe ipor ver e high angular ael leraty oys to the head jed mpaft the he at alit the seat at h,0 f

Thlcity. in addion the blast moy bale to rsely of the face, in •artiv ulab the i , by i ang lme
gro pr didpla edwnt and tpture of tistu. anthe o re the blast s Ny displace the headgear which tey wbll
th a be lost al visother. Protecte lonkadnt thne effects of blat hi ejection includes the retention of
the heaiar and ob prtvention of dar ge to the unwithd poMin one of toe atin Cnd nMek. Ritention od
henigetr if necessare in orer to pnovaie ithint prtectcion to whic head i uping the subse nt sie gfs of
the ayection sequ.nce and the delivery of osygrn to the aneotom aftir escape at altituder above t5,0iO ft.

The cK ochpto the d cast pro•led is to bely on the prolectin n given by thi rigid flying helmet
which iS ptrovird with a strong .in stra and oxgen mk suspension system. The eyes are protected by
the pohyca ve een vaior which ou cs be •eino down on leaetdon. This fr mtem provhas s aseqralt prodection
teacnst blant ep to 6 s0-650 knpto.

Miniature Detonating Cord

Some aircraft, notably the Barrier, are fitted with Mitniature Detonating Com5 (NDC). This device

particle. of lad e sigve cha.g I ontained within p let coat whi.c is applied tn thel ineratel ket hi

canopye nrg. t on ejeotion de•r u iatterl the eanore Into aylatUi.vy small fragments priof to the visr
lervina the eyekpst. ahe devir e hac pnovd to be of gneat value in mtra miking do r tonal and squrfpaeot
da~mage or. a throug canopyi ejection.

There have boon a number of occasions on which lead spa•tter from NDC has caused superficial datmagetd
the face and eyes. Th•e mot severe damage has boon c-irnoal penetration to a dpth of .3 =m by smll1
particles of load. rig. 4. In this examqple the pilot had his visor oleavteed and deliberately kept his
e ye6 open. it in considered unlikely in the extrem that "n oouiar damage will result if the visor is
lowerd and the eyes are closed. In order to prevent lead spatter tracking down the inner surface of the

visor various guarde have been developed both solid and of foam plastic, theme devices may have the adverse
effect of increai4qg visor alating.

Lasers

Lasers are devices which produce beam. of monochromatic light which are usually of small diameter,
intense and highly collimated. The energy density within the beam only decreases slowly with increasing
distance from the laser. The eye has the ability to focus the collimated beams of somme lasers and to
concentrate the energy into small Image sizes on the retina. Fig. 5. Thus: lasers can damage eyes at
considerable distance from the oouxce.

Neodymium, gallium arsenide and ruby lasers which emit at 1060 rum, 900 nm and 694.3 run respectively
are the most important lasers encountered in military aviatioi. The applications of theme lasers include
ranging and target illumination.

Laser protection is best provided by the adoption of safe working distances. STAMG 3606 givzs
guidance as to the mothod of calculating the Nominal Ocular Hazard Distance (NORD). It must, however, be
reali•sed that the calculated MOBD does not make an allowance for atmospheric conditions giving rise to
'hot spot&' or for intra bam viwing using optical instruments with a magnifying effect. The necessity
for pilot protection from his own laser is debatable. The likelihood of a specular reflector in the range
area orientated normal to the beam must be small, the probability has been calculated as lose than 10-6.
Should such a reflector be present, its reflectivity at the laser wavelength is not likely to bw high. it
is considered that pilot protection is not necessary provided the target and surrounding area do not
contain specular reflectors e.g. windscreens.

Where protection is considered necessary this may be provided by goggles or vieors with the requisite
optical density at the laser wavelength. Care must be taken to ensure that the luminous transmLttance,
effect of the tint on colour recognition and optical properties of any protective device rm adequate for
the task.

Nuclear Flash

The fireball resulting from a nuclear explosion is capable of producing direct and indirect flash
blindness end indeed may cause a retinal burn. By day the small pupillary diameter and the optical blink
reflex should prevent retinal burns at distances at which survival is possible. Similarly indirect flash
blindness from scattered light within the atmosphere and the globe itself does not pose a problem. Direct
flash blindness from the img of the fireball on the retina is difficult to avoid, but again at survival
distances tha irradiated area will be small. Even in -the worst case of the fireball being imaged on the
macula, pars macula visin should allow all vital flight procedures to continue. At night with a dilated
pupil the situition is mAoh worse. Retinal burns are possible and sorte importantly from the operational
stand point, indirect flash blindness a.y deprive the aviator of all useful vision for unacceptably long
time periods. In short, prutection tjaLnst nuclear flash is not required by day but is vi!.al at night.

(VG t&1.96!
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Figure 1.

Fractured windscreen on a Jaguar aircraft, resulting from a strike by A herring gull.
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Figure 2

Dual vi~or helmet
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Figure 4

IA&6d spatter from H.D.C. on face and eye
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Figure 5

Fluorescent angiogram of lager lesions on a~ rhesus mornkey retina
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The possible applications of helmet mounted sights a&d displays are considered. Brief details of
the software and hardware problems which may be experienced with such systems are given before outlining
in more detail the psychological problems encountered. The manner in which the rate of visual informa'-

tion processing by the pilot may be inLaresed by varying physical parameters is discussed.

Modern high speed fighters are requirod-to operate in situations in which the pilot not only has to
endure high physiological stresm but also has to work at the limits of his mentel capscity. It has long
been raealised that the human, even when highly trained, is limited In his ability to take in information

P through the peripheral sensory organs and process it centrally within the brain (Broadbant, 1971;
Cherry, 1953; Moray, 1969; Trietnan, 1969). The sensory modalities ar, not mutually exclusive, in that
they rely upon the same central processor, consequently systems which redistribute senmory information
across the modalities do not necessarily improve the rate of information intake. It ha, been estimated
that within the flight environment more thro 90% of flight information is taken in through the visual
systea, thus systems which are able to present visual information more concisely to the pilot reduce his
information load.

SThe development of high lumiance cathode ray tubes (CT'*) has eucuuraged the productio,-, of the now,

iamilier head-up and head-down displays (HO au' UDD, respectively), which present computer genarated
symbolic information to the pilot or navigator superiWposed either directly on the outside worli (BUD) or
a TV Macerated image of the latter (HDD). BUD's and BUD's are at present employed in a numbei rof rles
designed ta improve the pilot's efficiency and extend the operating range of his Visual systm, ThemeS • roles include prosentingi-

Sa. Avionics symbology.

b. deapon aiming symbology.

c. Low light TV generated images of thc outside world for night flying.

Inevitably hardware problems have repeatedly hampered the successful applicatioi of the above
display techniques, but mote recently improved CIT's end associated optics have permitted reliable
systems to be produced. lowever, although many of the hardware problems may have been surmounted, the
software, the display format itself, is proving a amh more complex problem, especially as more and more
information is being displayed. The problem is one of what? when? where? end how? should informetion beC displayed to the pilot to improve his efficiency.

SSUM" MOUNTED DIVICSS

-] By positioning mall optical devices proximal to the eye it is possible to subtend visual angles
at the eye far greater than those possible from much larger devices on the instrument penal. Thus a
small, lightweight display cQried on the helmet may partially or totally replace the necessity for a
larg.-, heavy, space consuming ID or BUD in certain conditions and supplement it in others,

SOriwigR AMn H~ARDWAR PROBLEM

Many (;f the software problems associated with such displays are similar to those encountered with
IDs sand LI~s, however, a boat of new havdvare and psychological problems arise. Briefly, Ltio hardware

problem are related to the role envisaged for the display. Simple filament or light o-itting diode
sig~hts and displays pose problems far less severe to those encountered for complex raster denorated
displays. The former are by their very nature small, lightweight devices which can Le iWtterStte4
relatively esily into the helmet, although the optical interface to the pilot is by no u&mA simplu.
The visual information must be reflected into the eye or eyes either from the L•ner surface of the visor
or a •mll sdditional reflector held in front of the eye. Similar optictl interfacing is tequired for
the rester display, however vhers and how to house the miniature CRT may be a major problem. Carrying
the CRT on or witain the structure of the halmet increscas the overall weight of the helmet and sayi uccentric loading may increase neck fatigue in the pilot and Introduce a potential eojectien hazard.

Positioning the CIT remte from the heed but optically couplint it to the head by fibre optics is
accompanied by a detriment in r"tical resolution.

PSYC90LOGICAL P101UL~S

. -ft A-m- A .. re mad the tharacter-



lutecs nf the teask in which the hardware is to h*emp1oyed. The simple helaet Mounted might (Dii) is Of
little ie. to the pilot value* 4t cam be limked to eam servo controller within the airframe which in
capable of positioning the eight image over the target to be stWWke or whose navigation co-ordinatee
are to be star"A within the computer. The solution adopted im to employ a fUsed sight of wmall exit
papil and use the halest as the controller. Thu.. by moviug the head to position the sight over the
"targt and moasurlrg the azimuth sand elevation az"ltE of the helmet sloe cro-optitestly it in possible to
cooute the terget'o position, relative to the etrfrawat even at large offset angles far beyond the lial.to
Of conevntioeal M'MS MAn )Os This lind poSitioO semiaig ddVice is fund~miental to Any hetmaL Mounted
sight system and is important in overcusing @me of the psychol~gical iroblemis inherent in helmet mounte"
die7 ' ye ( 'e.The technique relies upo a good positive fit betwean the helmet and the head of the
Pilo:.

Mi Seed Notion and Disorientation

The human head con be rapidly positiorsd with reasonable precision in a no vibration environment.
floweter, in the flight environment, particularly at low altitude, tranumission of vibration to thAJ hand
requires the helmet asiouuth ea" elevation Angles within the Asati loop to be traueforme to reduce the
error@ toweed by involuntar7 head motiomis. This ranff'ormatiou ma7 be achieved either by filtering or by
introdmuciog different noce-lieart control to display ratios between helmet and tasagt seMUer into the
control loop at different phase* of the task.

Simplo e 3 presont static symboltz information to the pilot. The presence Of horizontal eod
vextical lines within the display are potentially disoricuting at low altitudes as they are stabilie.*d
relative to the he"ad nd their visual. moveent may conf~lict with that of the horizon of the outside
world and vestibular motion cues. This problem becomes ,wre marked in raster Ileplays where there may
be both visual movemint within the display and between the display and the outside wwrld. The offset is
particularly marked in the roll axis. These dfaorientstiun* may be reduced if not eliminated by fesding
hack helmet a&gls* to the syjmbology to partially atabilese it relative to the airframe .

(ii) Information Processing

Early raster display, were dasignad under the misapprehennion that if different visual information
ware presonted independently but simultaneously to the two eyes both channels of informatt a could Ue
processed simultaneously by the centrAl procsessor, the brain. It has already bear, stated that tkas buttna
io limited in its ability to t~ke in and process sensory information and in the above situsation the boraJ.4
is unable to process tho two channels of visual information eimrltaneously in a parallel Manner. Ratber,
sequential processing occurs, the bi~ain oscillating at low frequency bohvesn the two deannele of vi sual
informoion, sampling f rom both channels. This phenomenon is knowy-i as binocular rivalry end isnvole a
shift of attention from one informacion channel to the other.I

Vactors Affecting Rivalry

Binocular rival'y to a couples phenomenon (Ogle, 19~64; Leveit, 1965), the rate of attention shifting
being determined by the interaction of s&weral phivatcal poremeters. These tnclude the relative eaimatches
in (a) luminesce; (b) colour, (c) accomodation; (d) image complexity; (a) image magnification and
(f) f-told of v~iew across the two eyee. Ita normal binocular vision the above parameers are very nearly
eqvivmlant ac"oss the two eyes. ilowever, in existing displays rarely is move than one of these five
major p&-.awtoer equivalent.

The available high luminance CXlls are unable to produce laminencas anywhere rear equivalent to these
experienced from reflected sunlight. The light transmitted from the CRTe is also usually confined to the

areeru portion of the spectrumi. The image presented on the display can take many forma ranging from
lspimp symbology to compics symbology tsi a magnified T'" image of a portion of the outside wo-ld which may
or smay not be elignac with the portioru of the outside world being viewed directly by the non-display eye
a&M which isy or may not have .4ymhology superimposed upon it,* The displayed information ca-1 be iocumed
at Imflaity or at aM suitable predtteralned optical. distaxwe.

As the physical composition &ad the information content ef the stiauli presented to the two eyes,
ib.hlst %ving a AiM, may have both similar and different elementn, it Ii iMportant to consider which
s lements are utilized by the visual 6yatem mnd w~hether they cause independent or ccem~ic effects across

* the two eyes.

(a) Lftmivnce

All visual ia2oremation, whatever its nature, must inevitably enter the visual system via the photo
sensitive retinae of the two eyes. The sunt of energy incident upon the cornea of the eye is uot equi-
valent to that impinging upon the retiua. The retina, slthftgt~ sensitive to-a large van*. of lumineanes,
ix. incapedls of dealing directly with tbc extreime lualurinces encountered from roflect*4.. sulight. Thua a

*control imechamim existe which is capable~of reducing the high luminances to within th? working range of
the retinal elements. This is achieved by the iris of the eye which is capable of varying the pupil
diammeter. Iris control is achieved by a closed loop system the input to w!.ich is the light energy
incident upon the retina. This enurgy produces afferau: nusual potentisal within the optic nerve which
Art tranasitted to Ame btaIn, If the frequency of thace potentials is beyond the bWndiidtb of the

*optical systen, is the amount -.f light impinging upon the retina iA too greet, efftront neural potentials
are transmitted to the iris causing it t" conatrict and thue reduce the light energy passing to the
retina. The central controller, the brain, is able to mionitor bith afferenca and efference simul-
taowr-ly and thus establ ish the intensity of the light incident upon'the cornea of the eye;
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LUMIMANCE CONTROL

The above Oi::;rihea the eitua~ion wihexists for a single eye. Hovaver. when two eyes:?:re
conaidsý,i it is apparent that it is possible to arrive at a situation in which two eyes ore subjected
to morkAtIly difforing levels of illumination. (Figure 12 L2 to the non-dimplay eye, L4 to the display

sodsto he to iisRathoteir, moveiments are yoked, the oparacive input to the control meachanto

Inthe 10 context~, whern the luminance of the CAT may be sevrsial ordoer of imagnitude less than that

Byreduiag tM)gttaotte o tt m-diaplay eye by iacreaa 4 4 the optical density of part or all
ofteV#tt~Aefc a edmnse tthe enpww o e duin viint teotio ol.M

redcedto fo th ono-dis~lay eye and Ls for the display eye in Figure 1.) This latter reduction say
be ritcalIf hepilot e rtq.~ited to perlorm a target detection task prior to using theI .

Tke mismatch in illmainatica of tbe two eyes not oaly affects the apperen'; brightness of visualII informatiou but also inflvences the ability to shift attention in the binocular rivalry context (Figures
2). With equal illumination the ability to shift attention from outside world to display And back is
equivalent in both directionse. Novever, when the outside world illui-niution is greater then that of the
display more time is required to shilt from the outside world to thij display than is necessary to move is
the oppoaite direction. The moor. of time spent attending to the display is also less than that spent to
the out~ida world. With the display brighter than the ou-ts14a world the above would be reversed.

(OW)

L~eL~ATTENTION SHIFTING

The extent of these attention shiftimg eltents appeefe to be despemd&at upon the magni~tue of thew
illumination xtiamatch aad the etteatiovial importaaike of the intfrmu';ion dimplayed in eath eye.



In the bisecular riwvlry situation the control ot attautiou shifting appears to have a volnawy
compmoet. Voluntary control ma W faitilitated if the two viual informatLon channels are independently
labelled so that the contral controller can readily distinguish and rapidly switch between the two sets
of informatiao. It has beoe already pointed out that the extent of voluntary control is partially
goveed by the illmaination at the two eyes. Thus the absolute level of obural excitation within each
informestin cuhaemial end the imtth is excitation level actoss the two chanoels may be important factors
affeeting voluwtAvy emtral.

Hot only does the ovarail level of excitation appesr to be im•ortant but aiso.the type of excitation.
The iatrodaetien of coloured tints to the visor and the colow of the Cal phosphor and its associated
reflector affect the eLility to separate the two sets of Inforaution within the br4in. Thus colour coding
can he utilised to facilitate attention shifting. Again, this Improveweat in voluntary control is
sahieved at the expense of degrading the information entering from the outside world in that tints
applied to the visor affect tha ability to detect contrast edge@ In the outside-wrld. However, careful
4 electieon of both visor tint am!, CR phosphor tran~smisio wow lengths may result in contrast enhsncmeaet

and *t contrast degradation.

(€ ccommodst lea

The voluntary €otrol of attention shifting appears also to be inflitenced by accommodation
processes. As for iris control. accomodation cannot occur independently within the two eyes. Acco-
dation is to a certain extent under voluntary control, thus the central processor must select a single
set of infotrtion if two mets of information are presented independently, in different focal planes, to
the two eyes. In the UM contest it may be benaficial to focus the displayed information at an apparent
viewing distance of a metre or less. rather than at infinity.

(d) Uage complexity

The major processes affecting the traunsission of information to and the separation of information
within the brain have been outlined but now tha brain must be considered as a cngnitive processor as well
a, a peripheral sensory nodality controller, The physical aspects of the visual stimuli contribute to
the binocular rLvalry process but the inforaAtion content of the stimuli is also an important factor. It
baa been already stated that the displayed information can take many forms ranfing from simple symbology
to complex pictorial representations of portions of the outside world. The former present less of a
problem as far as binocular rivalry is concerned as the brain is able to fuse siople symbology with
iaformation frem the outside world, as in the i8 context. It hae yet to be established how complex the
symbolic information miust become before binocular rivalry ensues. This point is governed by the format
aad content of each display and must be individually assesaed. The rivalry phenomanou is accompanied
by the pettern recognition problems nherent in, igDs anM thus the two cannot be investigated indepen-
dently. Although binocular fusion of outside world and display information may be achieved the brain may
consider the two sets of visual information as completely separate prtterns and thus process than
independantly rather than as one integrated whole.

wban more complex information is displayed the problea of rivalry and pattern recognition may
o~cur simultaneously. In this situation only by carefully considering both the physical characteristics
and information conteat of the two channels of visual information cAn be a viable solution
be arhieved. Additional cognitive factors also influence the ability of the pilot to function
efficiently under these coditLions. If symbolic irformation is being presented on the we0 the pil'ot
must be confident that spurious information is not oting displayed as this will cause him to focus his
attention predominantly to the outrlde world.

Similarly, if the displayed information is derived from a TV comera slaved through a servo control
system to his head, unless he is confidmnt that the TV is 4ollowing his head exactly he will fail to
recognise targets presented on his UtD.

(e) Image Magi-ification

In this latter situation the problem of pattern recognition becomes marked when the TV cara
presents a magnified image of a portion of the outside world to the display. The non-display e/" is
presented with visual t'-.muli of unity mise whilst the display eye may receive stimuli several orders of
magnitude greater in sise. This Increase in magnitude is applicable both to sise and the velocity of
movements in the outside world. This problem is inevitably related both to the field of view of the TV
ctmers and the visual agle subtended Ae the eye by the display. A narrow field of view is desirable for
the comera if details are to be discernable in the displey. A large subtended angle at the eye enhauceo
discrimination. However, further problems may be introduced if this angle is excessive. Peripheral,
non-display informatiou entering the display eye wi;l be excluded and may result in a decrement in the
ability to monitor the flying task. Visual search pnd movemet identification within the display may
become problematic as the relationship between non-display and display information within the central
controller cannot be maintained.

A sfo- iris and eccommodation control, sAccadic (ballistic) movements of the eyes are yoked
(il.'-, 1966). Thus ismge szses and motions on the retinas of the two eyes will be incuspatible in
ampitude if the display is an enlarged repr,4entation of the outside world. Thus when attention is
shifted from one information channel to the other theogain of the efferent control to the extreocular
muslees of the eye has also to be chagal and the eyes.. repsitioned to place the area of interest on to
the fovea of the attended eye. Thiis repositioning and rectlibration of axtraccular gain can rapidly be

achieved. with training. .Noever. partifular attentiona mus ba paid to #Is dominane so normally one'+• .,.e dri--, tho otko w• asir sac, , ... ..
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if sova'rtnt informAt~tio from both the display end the 6eutsoe ldo w to ;rcritted to stisealate tho
retina at or proximal to the firtea conflicting efferent infaiuation is transmitteod to the central
controller. The central controller is ouly able to rempunJ to on. set. of mor-meat! Information and which
one is attinded to is determined by the vulocity of the urymamet and both the, luminance and contrast of
the woving object (Figure 3). This problem can be surmou~nted by employing on appropriate interface
between the CRT and 1G) and the eye.

Mf rheld'of View

TLe magnitude. of the anglit osubtended by the display at Ithe eye also ianfuences thin configurations
employed for displaying symbobop. In normal vision the fovea of the two eyes are bilaterally repre-
seated in the homiLopboers wA1Lat the uaaal retinae cross via the optic chiameL to the opposite hemi-
spheres. As the WAsgee on bivth retirae are approxiAstily equivalent the result is that information
from the left "~Lialds enters the left hemisphere wbilst that from the right hemif Liod. Wooss to the
rioht emaieptWere.. Nares" the non dominant hemisphere may only process information an the vieual basis,
the dominant h~aisphere may process information both visually and in terms of verbal content (fictmit and
Davis, 1974). Ctmauseqstly, although interchange of informationt -an take place l;eween the two hadi-
spheres via the corpus callosum, cevtain types of symbolic information may bie procassed =more apidly if
presented to .hi hemufielis projecting to thin dominant hemisphere.

When binacular rivalry occurs, as witt the D the 'nAs&. an corresponding hacifiolde conflict.
77h iaformetiolt projected to eachhemisphere isi ncompatible and ham to undergo some form oC' deceding
process before bein4 subjected to further central procet-aing. Under these uconitions the time saved by
transmitting Information requiring verbal decoding direct to the dominant hemi 3phere mAY result in only a
marginal incr,!se in performanua.

Another ficat of the biuccular rirR'lry Phenomenon is that recalnitionv of pattern sisiilariti.. across
the two eyes danuot be achieved by simultaneous comparison of the two retinal images. ftecause of the
sequential mode of operation in the ceutral controller luring rivalry, pattern recognition must be
achieved by cemparing the rutinaLi image from the attended eye withi a stored ropresenratiou of the retinal
image from the non-attended eye. If rapid responses are required pattern recognition nay have to be
achieved using meory processes., The problem associateA with magnification within Cho display may become
acute as the discrepancy in the detail stored in memory sad that visible within the display will be
considerable. Such discrepancy will lead to eA increase in processing time within the brain before recog-
nition can be achieved.

C011=61011

The psychological probleahs encountered whilst uving a Mi are consierarbly loce than these which
exist with Me~). With the latter, the couplas interaLtOn Of Vdy`4bOl~giCal effect$ adve not Preclude A
satisfactory solution from beiag aoubieved. Careul atteation meat be paid to every aspect of the optical
interface if the two channels of visual information eae to be distinguiishable by the pilot. the forest of
eykbolic information and the relationship batween pictorial ilnttastion and the outuide world maet be such
as to reduce incongruities to 'uvuila which do not seriously increse the domuds m"do upon tbhe cognitive
processes within the pilot. T~.-ining tapl.ly improves both pailomisue on the flying t~sak an4 the ability
to process and utilise the disoliayed infows'kioa. Although hardware desigams imo~se limitation upon the
operational roles in which Moos'g be usefully employed, improvd design say reduce tLase limitations
to move acceaptable levels.

n(!emr tia MIoo Iftudonj 2Ats.,
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C0t1002ATiaFORI 10MNLIThUY OPZUItOlII
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The demands upon the crews of military aircraft are intense and little time is available for aircraft
system management. The primary aim of the sortie is to reach the target, deploy the moet effective
weapons and to return, so automation is employed as far as possible. The workload cma vary greatly accord-
ing to the type of sortie, terrain and hostile forces, but it rarely permits adequate surveillance of all
aircraft system. If failure occurs in flight, inattention or inappropriate action could Jeepardise the
safety of the aircraft. The failure could become progressive as the large measures of rn4umdmoy usually
incorporated in modern military aircraft could permit the flight to continue if quicker action were taken
at the right time.

In order that sircrsv should be informed when such a failure occurs, warning systems are used. TbeeA
present the crew with information about the defect as unambiguously as possible, and also indicate, in sows
instances. the correct response for the crew to make. The purpose of this article is to present the prin-
ciples employed in the design of warning systems in aircraft.

PDLIORITIES

Three priorities of warning have been established:-

1. Warning signal. This is defined as a signal indicating the existence of an immediate catastrophic
condition requiring imoidiate action, or limitation to the flight envelope of the aircraft.

2. Cautionary signal. This is defined as a signal showing existence of a hazardous or impending
hazardous condition requiring attention, but not necessarily immediate action.

3. Advisory signal. This is a signal used to indicate the aircraft configuration and condition of
performance, the operation of essential equipment, or to attract attertion for routine purposes.

These signals are usually presented in three ways, by visual, auditory or tactile signals.

Visual Signals

This is by far the most common method used for the presentation of all types of information as the
visual sense is the most discriminatory. Colours are used to good advantage and the priorities of warning
axe assigned the following colour codes. Warning signal, red; cautionary signal, yellow or amber;
advisory signal, green, white or blue. The advisory signals are further subdivided by function. Thus
green signifies that a unit or component is within tolerance or is satisfactory, whareas white or blue ii.
ujed to advise of a state of position or action without implying either a safe or unsafe condition.

In addition to colour coding, warning signals also use the appropriate legends to indicate what system
or failure is present. In practice these displays take the form of small lights or lighted panels which
are marked with the appropriate legend so that the legend becomes legible when illuminated. Where the
panel is too small to encompass the appropriate word, standardised abbreviations are used. Care is taken
that the abbreviations used ere unambiguous and lists of approved abbreviations have been prepared to
ensure standardisation. Aircraft designed more than twenty years ago tcnded to have signals dispersed
around the cockpit so that warning signals and other controls of a particular system were grouped together.
Whilst this may make recognition of a particular signal easy and facilitate remedial action, it tended to
make the cockpit haphazard with signals of varying priorities spread around all the cockpit displays.
Modern military aircraft group all visual warning system together as a standard warning system (SW5).
The BWS is sited outside the blind flying panel but within the 300 cone of vision of the pilot. This posi-
tion ensures that any warning will be tmmadiat4ly noticed. The 511 presents a small panel to the pilot
bearing a numkbr of illuminated windows, When the system is activated, thi appropriate window illlmiaatas
and if it is a warning.signal, is one requiring inmmdiate action, additional signals or 'ettontion getters'
are also activated. These attention getters consist of more red lights placed in the direct line of vision
of the pilot. The attention getters flash and auditory warnings are also heard to reinforce the urgency of
the situation to the pilot. The attention getter lights and audio warning can be switched off by us. of a
cancel button on the 51, but tht iluminated caption on the 81 remains until the emergency situation hais
passed. If a fire warning is present, a red light illuminates in the appropriate fire extinguisher button.
also situated on the 59, to indicate to the pilot the actions he should take. The cancel button only acts
for one specific warnin and Msubsequent warnings, or those of higher priority, activate the whole sysnta
onc more. Cautionery and advisory signals are also presented on the SWS. G somo aircraft the warning
system is physically split into a standard warning syatam and an auxiliary warning system (AWS). The AWS
presents the cautionary and advisory signals which are not reinforced by attention getters, lights or
audio warnings.

Other types of visual signalp are machanical in nature. Rode or flags can protrude into the pilot's
line of sight in Ote cockpit or from various surfaces of the aircraft to auppIimnt cockpit information.
These are usually striped whit. aid black or red esd black for visual distinction purposes. Colour markinse



o! instrument displqs also fall into this category and the colour of the insatrumnt background (either
disc/povi.er or coumtar) gives mhormstion on the condition of the system indicated. gleetrochanical
visual warning indicators ae usually fitted to modern flight instruents such "s the attitude and hori-
mental sitvnatin indLcators. These warnings are sall flags which drop across part of the display to
indicate failure of pomer or input. The flags are labelled appropriately and are either coloured or
striped red. Other types of visual warnings consist of illu.nated panels to order abandonment of the
aircraft, excopt in those aircraft fitted with seats side by side or with commnd ejection system.
Visual warnings can also be used with head up displays and other electronic displays. A flashing letter
W across the centre of the hbed up display has beau advanced an a possibility as there is A limitation in
the use of colour in electronic displsys of current aircraft. The concept of an SWS is likely to remin
and sem sort of attention getter in the head up display will be used to transfer attention to th. SWI
when necessary. Visual warnings could also be employed with good adventage in helmet mountsd displays.

Auditory igmnals

These are of two form, verbal and non-verbal, the latter being much more common. Electronically
stimulated bells are used to enforce warning signals appearing on the MWS. Howver most modern air:raft
now employ a 'lyre bird' audatory warning for this purpose which has become standardied amon$ NATO forces.
The lyre bird signal consists of a tone rising from 600 to 1,700 He in 0.85 -seconds and repeated once a
second (rig 1). Auditory signals are also used in Naval aircraft to supplement information ou airspeed or
angle of attack on the approach to landing. A fast airspeed (or low angle of attack) on the approach is
characterised by a 1,600 lHe tone Interrupted at a rate (I - 10 Hz) corresponding to the airspeed. An air-
speed marginally faster than the optiom is accompanied by a 900 IR tone plus 1,600 HS tons interrupted at
a rate 0 - I Ue according to the airspeed. When the optimnum approach speed is achieved, a M00 Hs tone is
heard. Airspeeds below the optimum carry auditory signals of 900 Us and 400 Ha interrupted at 0 - 1 Ha
and 400 He interrupted at 1 - 10 Ha depending on the airspeed of the aircraft.

Verbal auditory warnings are aleo used. With these systems, either a tape recorded or electronically

generatad voice is presented to the crew listing the system or service at fault, the specific location of
the fault and the nature of the emergency, eg 'engine, Ho 4, fire'. Some verbal auditory warning systems
continue the signal with the correct recovery procedure for the crew to follow.

More sophisticated auditory signals could be employed In aircraft operating in hostile areas. Here
hostile radars my illuminate the aircraft and the crew would wish to know what class of radar is being
used, from what direction, and whether the radar illumination is locked onto the aircraft. It may be
possible to demodulate the radar signal received by the aircraft and present it as an auditory signal to
the crew. The exact nature of the signal would than allow trained aircrew to distinguish between the
various types of radar and to decide on the procedures to be adopted. These signels might possibly be
supplemented by a visual display of some sort.

One must also include here the aeditory identification signals which are superimposed upon TACAN, ILS,
and other navigational channels. Thes,: are presented aurally to the crew end m=st be identified correctly
(usually by morse code) to eliminate false navigational information.

Tactile Signals

In addition to visual and auditory signals, tactile signals are also used. The most widespread

example of this is the stick shaker which warns the crew of airspeeds approaching the stall, These types
of warning are used mainly in transport type aircraft. In addition to shaking the control column in come
aircraft, the system physically pushes the stick forward to enable the aircraft to recover from the Aimpending stall.

The Harrier VTOL aircraft employs a rudder shaker tactile warning to inform the pilot of excessive
conditions of yaw, s potentially dangerous condition. The tactile warning is delivered to the rudder
pedal that, should be depressed to correct the yaw condition, hence the warning and the corrective action
required are tombined. Other machanical warninge are em loyed in the mode of automatic terrain following.
Rare the aircraft is guided by radar to follow the contour of the terrain as closely as possible to avoid
detection. Failure of the system could be catastrophic so, in addition to the SWS being activated, the
aircraft is automatically manoeuvred into a safe climb.

Experience has shown that the visual display of warning, cautionary ot advisory signals is the most
effective and unambiguous manner in which to present essential information to the crew. Once the attention
of the craw has been obtained they only have to read the caption to &*esrtain tho details of tha emergency.

Auditory vwrnings to reinforce visual presentation are acceptable but become difficult to distinguish when
nutous. Warning signals are presented infrequently so that disorimination is from memory, and this could
be misleading. Audio warnings used for airspeed data differ in this rempect as they are used much more
frequently. It has been recommnded that the numer of non-verbal audio vwrnings should be limited to
avoid confusion.

Tactile warnings can be used to give graduated information, ea & the situation become more critical,
the shaking increases in intensity. Apart from the examples given of tactile warnings there is no evidence
that tactile warnings ere more efficient than visual or audio warnings combined. However, tactile warnings
could have a bigger part to play in thuse aircraft without an automatic flight control system, eg combat
helicopters itare the pilot always has his right hand on the control columi. e Rare tactile displays pre-
sented as moving surfaces or plungers Which %xpand so as to bece palpable could give either warning
(eg radar altitude low) or director information. Two axis plungers could direct the pilot either to hold
a given course or to manoeuvre the aircraft to acquire a target; the stick being moved in the direction
that the plunger indicates. Combinations of plungers or surfaces could be reed to signify different emer-
gacies or dagreoe of argency. Clearly more work is required to "certain whether this concept has any
advantage. '"
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th c t of a 'visual display comdbiad in a MIW s probably the sat efficLent metbod of preseutiug
essential. .mzusucy iuformatiou to the crew. Attention ptters and audio varuing• should be used to assist
this presentation. Apart from a few specific casts, audio warnings do not have distinct advantages over
visual displays. In sam aircraft, tactile warrinp can be used to good effect and extension of tactile
displays to other situations should be examined.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to concentrate on the major developments which are influencing military
cockpit design and the aircrew task. More than twenty five years ago Williams (1947) undertook an
analysis of the pilot's task. While specific features may have changed the following quotation is per-
tinent to the contemporary situation: "Between the knowledge of what control movements to make and the
knowledge of the purpose of a mission lie all the areas of information which together result in the accom-
plished flight. Since the only course of action open to the pilot is through manipulation of the aircraft
controls, it follows that all the information he receives must eventually be filtered down to this level
in order to participate in the flight at all. These pieces of information somehow work together in an
organised way, and for purposes of analysis must be fitted into some descriptive pattern - thus the problem
is first to break away from the notion of specific ways for presenting information and second, trying to
develop a scheme into which all the various pieces of information will fit in a logical way". Carel (1965)
consolidated Williams' analysis by developing the broad functions of a vehicle guidance and control system
in order to provide a starting point for determining the pilot's overall task. He suggested that the
operational use of a vehicle implied the following functions:

1. The selection and identification of a goal (for example a ground target or destination).

2. The measurement of the position of the vehicle relevant to the goal.

3. The selection of a path to the goal consistent with vehicle constraints.

4. The measurement of path error or the computation of predicted error at the terminal goal given
present performance.

5. The selection and use of sensing and control mechanisms to physically realise a control law and
thus reduce the error or make good the path.

6. The selection of components for the synthesis of the sensing and control mechanisms.

7. The selection of material for the required components.

Carel further suggested that the above functions resolve themselves into the attempt to obtain
answers to the four questions:

1. Where in the world am I with respect to the goal?

2. What is and what should be my velocity vector?

3. What is and what should be my attitude and angle of attack?

4. What should I do with the controls?

Roscoe (1974) represented these sub goal functions in a diagram representing the hierarchical nature
of the flight task as shown in Fig. 1. He points out however that the pilot must also take into account
what he describes as the constraining factors of the flight:

I. The performance characteristics and present condition of the aircraft.

2. The presence and flight paths of traffic in the vicinity. The relationship of that traffic to
the aircraft (friendly/hostile), and the need to avoid or intercept it.

3. The weather, both local and en route.

4. The geography and topography of the terrain over which the flight is being made.

5. The characteristics of the crew or passengers that impose constraints upon the flight.

6. The body of rules and agreed procedures that govern flight in the particular airspace.

In the military context the above discussion of the control and guidance functions performed by the
pilot, must be set against the background of increased aircraft performance, greater weapon systems effec-
tiveness, demands for total 24-hour all weather flight capability and the need to use operating profiles
which disadvantage hostile defence systems. To satisfy these requirements a wider range of information
sources are now being drawn upon, for example infra red radar, low light television, laser ranging, inertial
navigation systems and ground based radio and navigational aids. In their initial form each sensor has
tended to be designed as a mainly independent system having its own information display and so the number
of displays in the cockpit have increased.
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in order to participate in the flight at all. These pieces of information somehow work together in an
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2. The measurement of the position of the vehicle relevant to the goal.

3. The selection of a path to the goal consistent with vehicle constraints.

4. The measurement of path error or the computation of predicted error at the terminal goal given
present performance.

5. The selection and use of sensing and control mechanisms to physically realise a control law and
thus reduce the error or make good the path.

6. The selection of .omponents for the synthesis of the sensing and control mechanisms.

7. The selection of material for the required components.

Carel further suggested that the above functions resolve themselves into the attempt to obtain
answers to the four questions:

1. Where in the world am I with respect to the goal?

2. What is and what should be my velocity vector?

3. What is and what should be my attitude and angle of attack?

4. What should I do with the controls?

Roscoe. (1974) represented these sub goal functions in a diagram representing the hierarchical nature
of the flight task as shown in Fig. 1. He points out however that the pilot must also take into account
what he describes as the constraining factors of the flight:

I. The performance characteristics and present condition of the aircraft.

2. The presence and flight paths of traffic in the vicinity. The relationship of that traffic to
the aircraft (friendly/hostile), and the need to avoid or intercept it.

3. The weather, both local and en route.

4. The geography and topography of the terrain over which the flight is being made.

5. The characteristics of the crew or passengers that impose constraints upon the flight.

6. The body of rules and agreed procedures that govern flight in the particular airspace.

In the military context the above discussion of the control and guidance functions performed by the

pilot, must he set against the background of increased aircraft performance, greater weapon systems effec-
tiveness, demands for total 24-hour all weather flight capability and the need to use operating profiles
which disadvantage hostile defence systems. To satisfy these requirements a wider range of information
sur(c•i are now being drawn upon, for example [nfra red radar, low light television, laser ranging, inertial
navigation systems and ground based radio and navigational aids. In their initial form each sensor has
tended to be designed as a mainly independent system having its own information display and so the number
of displays in the cockpit have increased.
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(from Roscoe 1974)

The trend towards increased cockpit complexity has led to the recognition of the following honstraints:

t. The physical workspace of the military aircraft cockpit is severely limited with the consequence

that there is little spare space available to add additional displays.

2. With the trend towards greater freedom of vertical operation, i.e. V/STOL capability, the need

for greater exterhnal vision from the cockpit reduces the areas which can be used for the display of

information within the cockpit.

3. Trends towards combining information on to one display have not always proved successful.

4. Delays arise as the pilot has to change eye position from outside the cockpit to inside the

cockpit and back again.

5. If the pilot is forced to select and process raw data from multiple inforgmtion sources he is
subjected to high workload and speed and load stress.

The consequence of theabe a emconstraints has been the demand for display systems which satisfy

the requirements of using onboard computing facilities to integrate information so that the pilot's task

is simplified and he is less heavily burdened. Linked to this aim is the recognition of a need for more

flexible display systems than the conventional electro-ms chanical systems which have formed the basis of

aircraft instrumentation over the last three decades. The major requirements for such a display system

are that it should have:

1. Multi-sensor capability, i.e. the display should be able to accept information from a range

of inputs.

2. Multi-function flexibility, i.e.. the information displayed should be capable of being changed

to meet the needs of a particular flight phase.

3. Multi-format flexibility, i.e. it should be possible to display the same information in a

variety of formats.

The display device which currently has the capability of fulfilling these requirements is the cathode

ray tube (CRT). The CRTs performance in terms of resolution, accuracy, brilliance and environmental resis-

tance is significantly better than other types of modern displays. On the other hand the physical con-

straints of electro optical systems ensure that the size of such displays is large. Also compared with

other types of ý)ddressable systems the associated weight and cost of the necessary symbology generation is

significant. Tlie. idea of the use of CRT displays in flight usually raises the question of their reliabi-

lity. V~vide,,ce is now available which indicates that reliability is less of a problem than was first

thougtV,1 it aight be. Marconi-Elliott Avionics Systems, manufacturers of the widely used cathode ray tube

,ised in the A7 A and E aircraft, have now evidence based on over a million flying hours. Their experience
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has som thUt mik of the initial emotional ortries a"d comncer regarding the reliability of the atl"e
tube are largely unjustified. Such reliability problem that be ocuurrd ha booe asoociated with
Shgk spent maog digital converso c~ taLtzy a" a toolery for ground c to we the CRT display in
a -r " briegl ts.l .. for l periods as a nowipsties ottk sste a met display. In this
too• wt it isworth noting that in a single year in rae Uaitod k military oration 802 of all
Stube failrar wver associated with the gradual etching by burning of the test display foreat caused by
proloupd operation of the display system in the entirely static check out moda. When the display .ystem
mie opered within specified limits CRT lives in the order of 1,400 hours were bei, achieved.

The application of wilti-function, multi-uada displays can be considered in relation to the planes of
operation eaeounored in flight. Currently two basic configurationd can be found in ea . The first is a

Ae•L..s2m !Mf, a forvayd looking presentation providing a spatial reference in the X ad Z
Sofaa-lamth a.Cilevat•av. This display fulfils the role of the attitude inditator or the attitude
director indicator with addltional capability for weapon saiing and the display of besic information such
as altitude, airspaed and heading. With additional multi--snsor capabilities the Mobination of electrosi-
cAlly generated, low light television and inufra red forward looking imformatine can be superimposed on the
display.

d Ts e second configuration is the horisontal situation display, a donwaurd iookLng Oioplay of informs-

tion in the X and I co-ordinates of asimuth and range. This display presants heading information and. in
addition, bearing information with regard to radio beacons, targets and other identifiable way points on
the ground. Ultimately the sim is for horizontal information such as the moving Ump, radar and electroni-
cally goearcted navisational sV'abol'ly to be capable of being eombined onto one presentation. Hovever, atthe mostat this developet mwait& the availability of the high revolution multi-colout display capable of

displaying topographical map information in adequate detail. A compromisS can be achieved by the use of
optical combining systema which superimpose radar and moving map information. System Akre now becoming
available in which map information con be overwritten with alphaumeric data displays using ligpt eaitting

I addition to the vertical and horizontal situation displays another display uhich is now available
in a variety of prototype forma is the .rofle Jia1U. The profile display gives a sideways looking indi-
cation of the vehicle's behavicr in Xt.Tio to tM x and Y axis, i..a. elevation and range. Inforsation
of this typu is particularly relevant to V/STOL operations where a sophisticated approach path aay be
required to be followed in order to achieve an effective deceloration and transition from forward to ver-
tical fli&ht. A•zong the parameters whtch studies have show to be ne.essary to the pilot are.

1. Ground speed and direction. to enabla the pilot to arrive over the landing spot at the desired
touch dovn speed.
2. Vertical speeds iost V/SfTL aircraft have s la-i normal acceloatioa capability in the approach

configuration and it is important for the pilot to be aare of the % :on-isaity of the safety boundary.

In all three of the above display configurations ther" are a varistj of uptions open to the designer
with regard to the way in which information may be displayed (see Suva"a, 1973). Probably the most signi-
ficant one At this time is 1.ith regard to the vertical situation display whether it should present its
information head up or head doen. The head up display calls upon the philosophy that the pilot needs to
look out of the cockpit and Jaersforc the information should be located so that he does not need to remove
his eyes from the outside visual scene. In addition if thi display can be made to appear at optical infi-
nity he will not need to changse thk .ccomodation of his eyes or change his attention from one display to
anothar. Ta&as two aims are achiuovd by the use of a collinated presentation, optically mixod with his
forward view. The co4cept derives Liuch from the gunsight but the opportunity hba been taken tu improve
both the onfarm-tica ccntean of thi dasplay and its method of presentation. The head up display has found
f svoar in military aircroft Cor example, Jaguar, Rarrier and the AVSA.

Developments have also b-A taking place in head down vertical situation displays. Again the multi- -
"saSor, balti-fu.nctiou capabilities of the display are utilised but no attempt is made to combine the die-
play directly with the outside visual vorld. The argument for this philosoph; is that where the and goal
does aot r.quire a continusous scanning of the outside world there is an advsnt.;e in presenting as muct,
inforsation as possible head down in a larger format than available with the head up display.

While the present time sees the cathode rey tube favoured as the primary me•ia for the presentation cf
flexible information developments are progressing towards the application of other display techniques. The
wst promising of these is the move towards the uas of solid state display techniques. However it is
likely that these will supplement the cathode ray L, ý e. rather than supplant it. This means that devices
such am liquid crystals and light emitting diodes will be applied to ýhe display of alphanimaric graphic
displays which will displace electro-mechasnical displ4ys. Prugress has bean usda with the design of
light esittint diodes in recant years. The brightness of LADs has bean incras ed to a level vherA they
are now totally compatible for use in head up and head down displays. Their &Zdresseble nature and the
high resolution which can be achieved by these displays make it possible to construct comsplox alphanusric
and grspbti displaya which are often considera"'y nore effective than the electro-wechanical ones they
replace.

To suimarise• in this paper the attempt has bLen made to examine ths background against which recant
r.dvances in dieplay tc~chnology shave taken placp in relation to the military cockpit. Imphasis has been
#laced Won providing &A adequate assessemnt of the information needed by the aircrev in orter to perform
their task and frou this *volve a display ayazen capable of presenting information in a fl-iriblw uwner.
In order to do this the demand for a multi-function, mslti-oapsor information grocessing eal display system
has presented itself and a ntembr of solutiotu to thi pyoblem have tvlved. A: the present time the most
widely used form of display is LbA& etlhode ray to" wcah :A" the required fi*oxbility.
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SUMMARY

The major types of map displays are distinguished and their functions are described. The principal
design parameters are reviewed with particular reference to user requirements and human factors, and an
outline is given of current problems of map annotation, display legibility and brightness, radar-map
matching and display complexity.

INTRODUCTION

En route navigation accuracy of less than 0.5 nm is an essential requirement of low altitude tactical
operations. This can be achieved by conventional map reading techniques, supported by extensive pre-flight
planning, but the navigation workload places enormous demands on the pilot in flight. Consequently, geo-
graphic disorientation is a major cause of mission failure in single-seat aircraft.

A variety of map displays have been developed to ease the burden of in-flight navigation. Three major
types of map displays can be distinguished:-

a. Direct-view roller map displays, consisting of a strip map mounted on motorized rollers with a
cross-track cursor indicating present position.

b. Optically projected map displays (PMDs), with a microfilm transparency of the original map
back-projected onto a display screen with the aircraft's present position indicated by a moving
symbol against a fixed map image, or by a fixed symbol against a moving map image.

c. Electronic map displays - cathode ray tubes (CRTs) or light emitting diodes (LEDs) - with all
the displayed information, including the map, generated by electronic techniques.

The moving components of these displays are driven from the aircraft's navigation data sources, i.e.
VOR/DME, doppler, ineitial platform. Across this categorisation there are a number of displays that com-
bine CRT displays of symbolic or radar information with optical or direct-view presentation of map inform-
ation. A detailed description of contemporary map displays is given by McGrath (1971).

Currently, direct-view map displays are favoured in helicopters (e.g. Puma and Wessex) and transport
aircraft (e.g. Andover and Hercules) for their simplicity and cheapness. Projected map displays are used
in long range low altitude strike aircraft where their large map storage capacity and flexibility are
appreciated (e.g. Harrier, Jaguar and 0RCA). All-electronic displays are likely to be incorporated in the
next generation of strike aircraft, provided the problems of cost, weight, computer capacity and colour
imaging are satisfactorily resolved. Multiple sensor combined displays and the flexibility of electroni-
cally generated displays are particularly attractive because of the efficient way in which they utilise
the cockpit space occupied by map displays, usually about 6 inches diameter, which is difficult to justify
for a single display function.

ADVANTAGES

The main advantages of map displays can be listed as follows:-

a. Workload. They reduce pre-flight planning time and provide an immediate, continuous monitoring
of the aircraft's geographical position, reducing navigation workload and head-in-cockpit time, and
improving the pilot's control of the aircraft.

b. Interpretation. Navigation information is presented in a way that is easily interpreted, i.e.
with reference to a map, thus reducing the likelihood of gross navigation errors.

c. Correlation of Navigation Systems. Map displays provide a means of cross-checking the outputs
of navigation systems such as doppler, radar, inertial platform and visual reference to the ground.

d. Map-Computer Linkage. They are a convenient means of communicating with the onboard navigation
computer, checking its integrity, updating its accuracy, and inputing navigation problems.

e. Map Storage. PMDs store and display large areas of mapping at a variety of scale3. Up to
3,000 s.. ft of original charting can be stored on 35 mm microfilm in some displays.

f. Navigation Data Storage. Map displays store and display a variety of navigation information in
addit[on to that depicted on maps, e.g. track marker and steering information, digital readouts of
present position, waypoint and destination co-ordinates in lat and long, ground speed, wind speed and
direction, time-to-go and range-to-destination.
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g. Anticipation. They improve the ability of the user to anticipate and recognise features on

radar and on the ground, and thus provide a timely updating of the navigation system.

DESIGN ISSUES

During the development of PMDs a number of design issues arose that are peculiar to map displays and

illustrate some of the major human factor problems encountered.

Fixed Map, orMo.ing a C ble .human factors research and debate has centred on the
question of whether the map ahould move and aircraft symbol remain fixed, or vice versa. Researchers
concluded on the basis of experimental evidence that pilots conceive of the earth as the fixed com-
ponent of the navigation system, and that therefore, in map displays, the map should be the fixed
component against which the aircraft should move (Roscoe, 1968). This philosophy has also guided the
design of altimeter and aircraft attitude displays. The disadvantages of this format are that frequent
map changes are required when the aircraft reaches the edge of the display, and that the important
"view-ahead" of the aircraft is not optimised. These criticisms have resulted in all current PMDs
having a moving map format.

b. Track-Up or North-Up. As a consequence of the decision in favour of a fixed map format, map
displays were initially orientated with the map north-up. This was supported by the argument that
this would facilitate reading of map lettering. More recently, with moving map formats, it has
become apparent that users prefer the map to be oriented track-up, i.e. with the track line pointing
to the top of the display, and that they only require occasional reference to the north-up mode when
lettering needs to be read. Most operational displays now have optional north-up and track-up modes
to be selected at will.

c. Centred or Decentred Present Position. Early PMDs were designed for convenience with the
aircraft symbol in the centre of the display. A centred present position is useful for flight plan-
ning and when programming and reading-in way-point co-ordinates. But in-flight, in the track-up mode,
pilots have little interest in the area behind the aircraft and this occupies half of the display with
a centred present position. Consequently, recent displays have an optional decentred present position
at the bottom of the display, leaving the entire diameter of the display for "view-ahead". This also
has advantages for correlation with ground mapping radar, with the sweep origin at the bottom of the
CRT.

d. Scale Magnification. Initially, PMDs were designed to project the map-image back to its
original scale. This resulted in serious legibility problems for small detail on conventional maps
designed for hand held viewing distances (variable, between 6 and 18 inches) when viewed in map dis-
plays at panel-mounted distances (about 30 inches). To counter this, recent displays over-magnify
the map image by factors as large as 1.63x, with a limited optical scale change facility to vary the
apparent viewing distances (McGrath, 1972). But with a display of fixed size, map magnification
affects the map area shown, reducing the view-ahead. The problems of long, fixed viewing distances
for map displays are unlikely to be entirely solved until special purpose mapping is provided that
takes this into account.

e. Image Brightness. High ambient cockpit illumination of the order of 100,000 lux presents pro-
blems when viewing a map image back-projected onto a translucent screen. To make the map image
independent of ambient brightness, field lens optical systems have been used which form the primary
map image within the display where it cannot be reached by extraneous light, unless it enters by the
exit pupil of the lens system at the pilot's normal head position (Briggs, 1972). Such a system also
has advantages when optically combining a CRT generated radar image with the map image. CRTs with
sufficient brightness and persistence time have not been available, and a field lens system is neces-
sary to permit the use of conventional CRTs without brightness problems (Webb, 1965). Field lens
systems have the disadvantage of limiting the viewing angle and freedom of head movement. Moreover,
indifferent optics easily result in image-field flatness problems, causinp the map image to appear
distorted. This has serious consequences for map interpretation, range estimation and causes con-
siderable eye strain. Operational experience with simple back projection systems, such as used in the
Jaguar, suggests that a legible map image can be obtained with a bright light source, without recourse
to a field lens system with all its disadvantages. However, the argument for using a field lens
system in a combined radar/map display still remains valid.

CURRENT PROBLEMS

The design issues discussed above have largely been resolved. A number of problems still exist and
new ones are emerging as operational experience with map displays is gained. Some of these problems are
discussed below:-

a. Map Annotation. The need to annotate maps has been a perennial problem with PMDs where the
maps are stored on microfilm. With hand-held maps, navigation information such as routes, fuel
status, restricted and danger areas are normally added during pre-flight planning, and the maps are
often enscribed in-flight with reconnaissance information and targets of opportunity. Optical com-
bination with CRTs has been proposed as one future solution, and digital read-outs go some way

wiwards ivervcorping the problem on some of the current displays. Aircrew solve the problem by carry-
ii ih! i hanild-he-ld in1alis. ent4H-ribhd with route-planning information, and work back and forth
I..iw-.! l '.. n"1I, di!ilu7 'vInd! the Ihand-held mail. This r lelarly dIe feats one of the major objectives of
islol 0i!pi.iayo : to unbluroen the pilot of the need for paper maps, except as a back-uLp in case of system
riilire. A variety of microfilm annotation techniques are being explored, such as light sensitive
film I aliogs, but ,ntil practical solutions are found the full potential of PMDs is unlikely to be

rt-;, I i 4-1.

h. 1ij -,, I y7 I. i ,iI i ty. A e.uidHHnI, and equally importaLIIt reasoUi for carrying hlind-held milps is that

l,,, legibility ,f I'MDs [eaves much to be desired. Poor legibility can arise from a number of factors:



ambient liU tins, lons velavig lset,•ce, saeeme grain aesumt, poor optial resolution, and 0.e-'
at,. microfilm r,-4uction facta-P. O ~ut the major souseem of dill talt sto from the eamtim*nd too
-- *a ui stiomelu moo Am the d ley'e,* with poor aolowr tmditia mt , tmewes leewly
fire detail, irrelevant info.-wLem end xea ve cl•tter, partiea&Xly on 1:250.000 deoals U•PinS.
To some extent colour and coutreat problema em be improved by advances in microfilm processing, but
the legibility problems ov so @overe that it is likely that anything ahort of special purpose mappinu
will be ultimately unaccepvable to the user. Recant research at the UK sad VA., to conjunction with
the Mapping amd Charting IstablLibmat ha ijantified the important design rarmeters for naps for
projected eystems. Uteamative map foriiats, cuur coding* and symbology V.Ms bean studied together
with analyses of map content and usaer requireasnts, and considerable programss has b"e ade towards
developing detailed map pecificAtioui (Ferratt at al, 19753 T.ýylor, 1974at Taylor, 1975).

c. Night Vimica. During the day, the problem is to display a legible map image that is suffi -

ci~atly bright to overcom high eabiant b;ightneso. At night, f*M pilot requixLv a legibie map isge
that dom not destroy h. dark adaption and night visiou jensitivity. Until racantly, this prot.em
has tended ti be neglected beea.,se little night flying has been carried but in aircraft with PIms.~ewer, reet attempts to extend might capabilities have deamortrated tet eiati dielamay be
too brIght at their lowest intensity levels for safe operation at low atitudes. The solution often
proposed in the past has beau to intrieuce red filters, but recent reeserc h Las shown that red light
for map teeding gives little advantage in term of increased nigit vision sensitivity and has aeriLous
and prdk'iitive consequences for map legibility because of the lose of colour %)ding (•Taylor. 1974b).SReverse format "black maps" present a ptitial solution by restricting --e light transmitted to infor-
nation items only (Roscoe, 1967). gut thbs: have limited application and are -. likaey to be a iet- .uble for daylight use. Moreover, the problems of giving an adequate relief represent~ation on "black .

maps" team intractable. An engineering solution is likely to be th, only eceeptablu one for the usser.
rach &a a rheostat dimmer rather .than the pxi set step switch. To some extent the field lens optical
system has some advantages at night in that light only leaves the display through the r..•ic pupils
light doos not scatter around che cockpit as with back projection systems, and the pilot can evo-
seeing the light by moving his head out of the exit pupil.

d. Radar-Rap Hatchiug. "Black maps" have also been evaluated as a possible solution to the bright-
name problems of combined radar and projected map displays (CRIPHN). In the CRPHD the map image il,
optically combined with same-scale orward looki-ig radar generated oa a CRT and vicwed superimposed.
Such a system has advantages for increased radar interpretability, facilitating the early res'ognitionof radar features, and provides a continuous monitoring of the navigation system. When the images

appear desynchronised, the map can be clawed by a hand-controller to eliminate error and update the
navigation system. "Black maps" have advantages for increasing the contrasts of superimposed radar
returns, but again, the problem of relief representation has proved difficult to overcoma. This is
particularly serious for radar-uap watching in mountainous ragLons vherc returns from steep slopes
and ridges provide the major source of useable information. Recent developments have favoured
modified conventional positive formats, with selective portrayal of radar significant features and
enhanced representation of relief L'ý, layer tinting and shadow shading methods (Barratt et al, 1975).

a. Complexity of Operating Hodes. A problem that map display designers are becoming increaaingly
aware of is that. with the trend towards more alternative operating modes and functions, pilots irs
having difficulty knowing and remembering what mode the display is in. Confusuons easily arise
between centred end decantred modes and track-up and north-up stebilimatlon, and withoi,: any positiv4
indication inherent in the display face the operatiag mode is not alwvys immediately obvious. The
solution to these problems probably lies in better engineering rather than improved training of

operators.
CONCLUS ION

Hap displays provide an elegant solution to the hitherto tuch neglected problem of navigation work-
load in low altitude tactical operations. Many basic design issues have now been resolvrdo but it vould
bA wrong to suggest that the area is without problems, particularly with respect to legibility And .arto-
graphic support. Hlov-ever, the advent of high!'- flexible and multiple function electronic displays, will
make map displays a coamon feature of future avionics systems. Already their value is widely recognised
and there is Yon better way to illustrate this than by quoting a USA" A7 pilot with 3500 flyioV hours rod
200 hours with PHID who when asked about the value of map displays, characteristically replied:

"The map eioplay is an absolute necessity. In order to have radar compatibility correlation with a
map display is essential. The map display also gives us our only means of updating the nrvigation system
when we don't have predetermined co-ordinates of a visual or radar fix. It is an outstanding aid in
avoiding obstacles or International boundaries in dirty weather or at night. I weld rat.e:: have the map
display, when it is functioring correctly, than any other system in the aircraft" (McGrath, 1971).

This rep'y was typical of those given by 105 pilots surveyed. If map displays are such. an essential
operational requirement as these users seem to suggest. then it is evsn more important that acceapabl"j
solutlons are soon found to the problems that iomain.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS TO HIGH SPEED ESCAPE

by

Wing Commander David H. Glaister
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, UK.

The forces which must be imposed for. satisfactory high-speed ejection approach, or even surpass, the

limits of human tolerance at several stages in the ejection sequence. These forces are:-

1. The +Cz acceleration of the ejection seat.

2. The -Gx acceleration due to wind drag.

3. Direct (pressure) and indirect (flail) effects of wind blast.

4. Other inertial forces (centrifugal, tangential) due to seat instability.

5. Opening shock of drogue parachute and main canopy.

6. Ground impact.

Of these forces the first must be increased to achieve tail fin clearance at high speed, the second
and third increase with the square of indicated air speed, the fourth increases with airspeed, and the
fifth must be increased if escape is to be successful in the high-speed low-level case. Only the last
force is uninfluenced by aircraft speed at ejection and the message is clear - high speed has a major
effect on forces imposed during assisted escape from aircraft.

In the following notes these forces will be considered in turn, in relation to the mechanism of
injury, incidence of injury, tolerance to injury and in particular, to the influence of air speed at
ejection.

+Gz acceleration

Inertial force acting in the head to foot direction (reaction to a headwards, or +Gz acceleration) is
carried predominantly by the spinal column. Overloading of the spine causes compression fracture and the
commonest site of injury is where the load is greatest in relation to cross sectional area. This is most
frequently T12 - LI, but fractures are not uncommon from T5 to L2, and occur rarely around C5. As
Kazarian has pointed out, the joint surfaces of the articular facets change direction at T12 so that below
this level they can no longer be load bearing. This discontinuity causes a stress concentration at T12-Ll
and must be a further factor in the observed frequency of fractures.

In 331 non-fatal ejections experienced by the RAF from 1960 - 1973, the overall incidence of spinal
compression fracture was 43%, but it must be stressed that many of these were symptomless and that the
incidence is strongly correlated with the degree of effort made to diagnose the condition. Corresponding
figures for other NATO Forces are: USAF, 10%; US Army, 34%; FAF, 22%; 1A", 17Z; GAP, 10%; HAP, 18%; CAF,
131. Thus, spinal fracture is still an all too frequent cause of injury in otherwise successful ejections.

Tolerance of the spine to +Gz acceleration depends upon: the vertebral load bearing capacity governed
by factors such as age, anthropometric variation and musculo-skeletal development; load distribution as
affected by seat design, harness configuration, pre-ejection posture and system of ejection initiation;
catapult performance; and human dynamic response. Tolerance is best related to the Dynamic Response
Index, since by this means the influence of rate of rise of acceleration (rise time, jolt), peak accelera-
tion and duration of acceleration are effectively combined into a single numerical index which may be
related to the risk of spinal injury. However, the other factors listed above must also be taken into
consideration. The DRI may be considered as the steady-state (infinite time rise) acceleration which
would have produced the same degree of spinal compression. A value of 18.0 predicts a spinal injury rate of
less than 5%; a value of 20.4, a rate of less than 20%; and a value of 23, a rate in excess of 50%. These
predictions are supported by USAF and UK ejection experience.

The influence of airspeed on the incidence of spinal injury is not clear cut and in theory, since the
peak DRI usually occurs early in seat travel, no influence would be expected. In recent RAF ejections,
107 out of 323 aircrew who ejected at under 300 kt suffered spinal injury (33%), whereas at speeds in
excess of 300 kt, 27 out of 32 suffered injury (84%). Statistically, this difference is highly significant.
By way of contrast, Martin Baker have looked into Phantom ejections using their H7 seat, and find a 5%
injury rate at speeds less than 300 kt (170 ejections) and an identical figure for 98 ejections made at
greater speeds. Broken down into narrower speed bands, these figures even suggest that injury rates are
greater at the lowest speeds (28% injury rate for 14 ejections made at speeds less than 100 kt), but nun-
bers are too small for statistical significance to be obtained. However, high wind-drag deceleration
could force the back against the seat and so improve spinal alignment, just as wind-drag forces acting in
other directions could increase the spinal loading.

The DRI technique has been extended to include other force vectors (±Gx, ±Gy), but our current feeling
is that the prediction becomes grossly pessimistic - a view admittedly shared by Peter Payne, the origina-
tor of the DRI concept (personal co=munication).

-Gx acceleration

On entering still air, the man/seat combination is exposed to wind-drag deceleration given by:
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deceleration ) p V2 x frontal area x drag coefficientejected weight . (1)

Tolerance to these forces was established by the pioneering work of Stapp, but wind-drag is not well
simulated by decelerator track experiments. Thus, on the track, the decelerative force is transferred to
the body by the restraint harness, whereas in wind-drag the entire frontal area is exposed to the dynamic
pressure and the body is squeezed between this and the inertia of the ejection seat. This situation is
more akin to experimental +Gx acceleration (rearward facing seat crash case) in which tolerance is higher.
Tolerance may be of the order of 50 C (for realistic durations of exposure) and for typical seat configure-
tions this implies a 600 to 750 kt ejection depending upon seat orientation (Figure 1).
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It may be concluded that wind-drag deceleration is not currently a limiting factor in high speed
ejection, and this is borne out in a recent survey of windblast injuries where no injury was seen which
could be attributed solely to this mechanism. Two points need to be made however. First, it is not known
how wind-drag deceleration affects tolerance to spinal compression injury (in rocket seats the two forces
are acting simultaneously and may be additive), and second, in an encapsulated ejection system, the decel-
eration becomes identical to that experimentally imposed on decelerator tracks and human tolerance is pro-
bably lower. How encapsulation affects peak deceleration depends to what extent the ratio of frontal area
to weight is affected (see equation (1) above).

Windblast - direct pressure effect

Windblast, ram pressure or 'Q' force is given by the expression:

Q -" pv . .......... (2)
where p is air density. Thus, windblast is proportional to the square of the indicated airspeed. At
300 kt the ram pressure is some 2.2 psi (15 kN m-

2
) whereas at double this airspeed the pressure is

quadrupled (Figure 2).
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F-IGURE 2. Dynamic Air Pre..dure vs. Airspeed

The direct effect of ram pressure on man is bruising and petechial haemorrhages over exposed areas of
skin, and conjunctival haemorrhages and, if the mouth is open and unprotected, blast damage to the lungs.
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In a recent FA1 review of 23 ejections carried out at speeds in excess of 400 kt, there were two cases of
lung injury. One was mild with clinical signs of mediastinal emphysema, the other was fatal. Such
injuries are, however, rarer than this incidence would suggest.

Tolerance to ram pressure was investigated by Stapp (where interpretation was confused by simul-
taneous deceleration) and by Fryer using equivalent pressures (up to 7.2 psi, or 50 kN m-

2
) produced by

lower velocities in water. In these latter experiments gross physiological effects were not seen and
petechial haemorrhages only occurred at the highest levels of pressure investigated (and at sites of low
surface pressure due to cavitation, an effect not present in windblast).

For brief duration (0.5 to 1.0 seec) blast exposures, Bowen and co-workers quote a 90% survival rate
from 30 psi (200 kN m-

2
) and an LD50 of nearly 40 psi (275 kN m-

2
). On this basis, primary blast injury

should not be a limiting factor in high speed ejection (Figure 2). This supposition is supported by some
calculations made by Payne who has shown that divers from cliffs at Acapulco impact the sea (voluntarily!)
at 80 ft/sec. 47 kt into water is equivalent to 1,330 kt in air at sea level, and subjects the diver,
initially, to a Q force of 44 psi (308 kN m-

2
).

Of more concern is the effect of ram pressure on personal equipment. The frequency of helmet loss
(US figures give 50% at 500 kt) is accounted for by a recently measured aerodynamic lifting moment of
460 lb (208 kg) at 600 kt. Note that the neck strap of current RAF helmets breaks at around 350 lb. In
addition, oxygen hoses, masks, life preserver stoles, pockets and so on, are all very vulnerable to
destruction from high levels of windblast.

Windblast - flail injury

From equation (1) above, it is apparent that, unless the limbs have identical area to weight ratios
and similar drag coefficients to the torso, differential forces will be produced. The situation is made
worse by the ejection seat which adds mass to the torso without greatly affecting its frontal area. Thus,
when exposed to wind-drag, limbs will decelerate more rapidly that the torso. Two mechanisms of injury
occur. First, limbs may be forced beyond their normal range of movement, so damaging joints and causing
dislocation, fracture dislocation, and ligamentous injury. Second, limbs may be brought up sharply against
a solid part of the seat structure so that bones are fractured. In the absence of leg restraint the femur
is particularly vulnerable to this injury mechanism.

Forces tending to displace limbs were measured by Fryer, and his results have recently been confirmed
by wind-tunnel experiments. For example, there is an outwards acting force on the knees of 108 lb (50 kg)
at 400 kt and this is trebled on the leeward knee at a yaw angle of 300. Outward forces on the arm are
lower - 81 lb (37 kg) at 400 kt. As would be expected, the backwards acting force on the arms is greater -
189 lb (86 kg) at 400 kt, and this force decreases in yaw. All these forces increase with the square of
the indicated airspeed and forces too large to be opposed by muscle action are readily attained in high
speed ejection. The incidence of flail injury would, therefore, be expected to rise sharply with ejection
speed and this prediction is borne out in practice (Figure 3). In non-combat ejections, major flail injury
has occurred with the following frequency: USAF, 3.4%; FAF, 12.5%; SAY, 5.4%; RAF, 5.9%. Average ejec-
tion speeds in these series were Around 200 kt. Ejection speeds increase markedly in combat situations
and US experience in South East Asia has shown average speeds at ejection of 388 kt for USAF POW's and
438 kt for USN POW's. Major flail injury occurred in 25% and 34% respectively, and since many ejectees
were missing - and probably injured - the real incidence could have been as high as 70%. With current
systems the risk of major flail injury at an ejection speed of 700 kt is estimated to be 100% (Figure 3).
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I. ,ad flail is 1,'.n of at problem provided that the seat remains stable, but consciousness was lost
(diw to head flail?) in 4 of the 23 I"AF ejections referred to above. In 940 USAF non-combat ejections,
heac ,and neck injuries occurred in 21 cases, whereas upper limbs were injured in 64, andlower limbs in 115.
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Roughly similar distributions are seen in other series. At current ejection speeds, head restraint may be

adequately obtained by the provision of mating contours between helmet and headrest. However, head flail

has the potential to cause fatal brain and cervical cord injury.

Protection from limb flail injury may be achieved in three ways. The first consists of trussing the

ejectee so that no independent motions of limbs can occur. The second, and more acceptable, method relies

on achieving a stable seat from the moment that it leaves the aircraft. In this way only simple limb

restraint is needed in a single, known direction. The third solution is to dispense with the ejection

seat altogether so that differentiel limb forces are reduced. In an ideal posture (head first into the
airstream), the tolerance of the Acapulco diver could be attained without limb restraint.

Other inertial forces

Current ejection seats (with few exceptions) are inherently unstable and tend to pitch back at high

ejection speeds. Once some pitch, or yaw, has developed (due to small aerodynamic off-balance forces) the
motion rapidly builds up so that the seat may ttmble, or spin, over several revolutions, at rates of up to

180 rpm. The forces which lead to these motions are again proportional to the square of the indicated air
speed. Seat motion of this nature has two consequences. First, inertial forces are developed which may
be tangential or centrifugal. Centrifugal force increases with exposure time as the rotational speed builds

up, and its effect on the seat occupant depends upon the location of the centre of rotation. Spun about
the heart, venous return will be severely impaired whilst the head will be subjected to -Gz and the legs to
+Gz forces. A head 24 in (600 ms) from the centre of rotation would be subjected to -22 Gz at 180 rpm.
Unconsciousness has been produced experimentally by a ten second exposure to 160 rpm, but in practice the
duration of exposure (at this stage in the escape sequence) is too brief for significant fluid shifts to
occur. The main problem of these motions is that limbs, or head, may be displaced and subjected to wind
blast from any direction, so that the risk of flail injury is greatly increased. In addition, parachutes
and drogues may become entangled when deployed.

A second effect of seat instability may also have serious consequences. If the seat is not aligned
at the time of drogue parachute deployment, very high snatch loads may be produced along axes other than
the +Gz. These forces, particularly if the seat has yawed through 900, could cause neck injury, or con-
cussion due to high angular acceleration of the head. Such injuries have been seen, but are not common.
However, as ejection speeds increase, and in particular as the delay between ejection and drogue parachute
deployment is reduced to improve the low altitude performance of the escape system, such injuries must be
expected to increase in frequency. Again, the remedy is to ensure that the seat is stabilised from the
moment that it separates from the aircraft. This stabilisation can be (and has been) achieved aero-
dynamically.

Parachute opening

It has been stated recently that major injury due to parachute deployment only occu-s when mechanisma
designed to prevent operation at excessive speed, or altitude, have failed. The most likely injury
mechanism is a snatch load on the neck, particularly if the body is incorrectly aligned, and this could
produce cervical vertebral fracture or other neck injury, or concussion. Neck injuries do occur in ejec-
tion, but the incidence is low and such injuries as there are may have developed at any stage in the ejec-
tion sequence and are difficult to relate specifically to parachute deployment. Thus, there were two neck
injuries in a series of 113 ejections from A-4 aircraft and a further two in 40 ejections from A-5 aircraft.
Death due to atlanto-occipital separation has also been seen when a main parachute was deployed accident-
ally at high altitude.

A parachute must travel a distance equal to 6-8 times its diameter before becoming fully inflated.
Inflation time decreases, and opening shock increases, therefore, with velocity. Free fall occurs at an
effectively constant IAS so that the true velocity change increases with altitude. In addition, canopies
inflate more rapidly with increasing altitude.

A current problem area concerns high-speed, low-level ejection where an excessive (or even adequate)
delay between ejection and main parachute opening leads to a potentially fatal loss in altitude. Thus,
deployment of the drogue parachute must be obtained early, when seat velocity is still high. If this
occurs with an adverse body attitude, neck injury is possible. There seems little doubt- that tie use of a
ballistic spreader gun to reduce inflation time of the main parachute has been associated with neck injury.
Thus, in recent ejections from the two aircraft types referred to above, bu , t • hth usecfa
gun, there have been 9 injuries in 74 ejections from the A-4 and 5 out of 10 (two of them fatal) from the
A-5 aircraft. A possible mechanism is that use of the spreader gun causes opening forces to rise and be
maintained early in the inflation, before the body has become correctly aligned.

Landing injury

Between 30 and 40% of ejection injuries may result from landing. Whilst ankle injuries can be attri-
buted directly to landing, spinal injury could be the result of ejection forces, or landing, and it is
difficult to differentiate between these two mechanisms. Indeed, the distribution of spinal injuries in
parachutists is very similar to that of ejectees, except that the spread of fractures above TIll is lacking.
However, since landing injury is unrelated to ejection speed, it is not a limiting factor in high-speed
ejection and will not be considered further.

CONCLUSIONS

Many of the potentially injurious forces developed during the ejection sequence are increased by ejec-
tion speed, some of them by the square of the indicated airspeed. However, tolerance to high-speed ejec-
tion may be greater than the 600 kt hitherto accepted and, with correct body alignment, may even be double
this figure. For this aim to be realised, research and development must first be directed towards the
achievement of a stable seat trajectory from the instant of separation from the aircraft.
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It in not intended to provide a couprehensive list of references to all the facts Which hb, bean
quoted. However, most of them my be found in recent AGM publicetions, in particulart-

AGARD Coderemwo Froceedings No, 170 Nliodynemic Response to WindbLast'. Ed. D.H. Glainter, 19Y5,

AGM Advisory "eport no. 72 on 'Spinal Injuiry after Ejection' by 1. Aaffret and R.P. Delahays,
Feb. 1975.

,la4erm are also referred to the following two publicationas

SAWD Conference Procee4ings No. 88 on 'Linear Acceleato ion of ImLact-Typ•'. Ed. D.H. Gleaflor,

-OMD Conference Proceedings No. 134 on 'Escape Probleme and Isanoeure- in Combat Aircraft'o
Ed. W.L. Jones. Feb. 1974.

ACEMILDGENWfTS

Figure I iA reproduced from 'A Textbook of Avistiim Pbyetologyfo ed. J.A, Gilliex, bry permise•io of
e"sgao•n Press Ltd; figure 2 to tkekn from Ring aet mi and figure I from Vane, bott% in AGMD Conference

Proceedings No. 170, v 4 th permission of the authors.

I as also indebted to Sqiadico Leader D.C. Reader for recent informatiou relevant to British
military aircraft ejection experience.
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PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS OF HIGH SPEED EJECTION

by

Group Captain A J Barwood OBE RAY
Consultant in Aviation Medicine

Royal Air Force institute of Aviation Medicine, .
Parnborough, Hants, UK,

SUMKARY

This paper describes the principles of ejection - to recover ai-rcrew uninjured, which Is best
achieved by the use of as simple an escape system as technically possible. Once the system has been
initiated all sequences automatically follow and there is no further action required by the ejectee until
he is descending on a fully deployed parachute. The hazards of ejection and the development of the open
ejection seat system up to the maximal capability are briefly described. The sequences of ejection on a
typical Martin Baker Aircraft escape system are outlined to stress the simplicity, and therefore technical
reliability, of this system as used in the majority of Service aircraft in the UK Services.

This paper should more aptly have been entitled "The Principles of Ejection and the Problems of
High Speed Ejection". The principles must be applied right across the capability range of an open escape
system to achieve, in the one operating mode, escape at zero speed with a high sink rate and at an
adverse attitude to escape at maximum speed at low level. The current requirement is for escape up to
650 knots.

Firstly the Principles:

1. To recover aircrew by means of an escape system without injury to their persons over the whole
flight range of an aircraft.

2. That the escape system must be as simple as technically possible.

3. That the escape system must be fully integrated so that it will react, in minimal time to a single
simple triggering system.

4. That the need to communicate verbally, or by any other means, the need for the crew to eject be
eliminated entirely from the system and that where necessary a system of Command ejection be accepted,

The need to recoler aircrew wholly uninjured is an ideal. All the sequences of ejection are
potentially traumatic. Recent Royal Air Force experience suggests that under peace time flying
conditions 28% of aircrew are capable of being returned to full flying duty within seven days. It is a
standard procedure in the Royal Air Force that all aircrew who have ejected are examined by a Consultant
in Orthopaedics and are subjected to full spinal X-ray within twenty four hours of ejection; and these
procedures occupy the greater part of one to three days depending on the availability of facilities, so
that a return to full flying within days is acceptable. Minor injury during the sequences of ejection
prevented a return to full flying in a further 8% of ejections, Major ejection injury including spinal
injury occurred in 50% and landing injury in 8%.

The design of an escape system, which must include the clearance of the ejection path by removal or
destruction of the cockpit canopy and by the retraction of the control column or other equipment, such as
navigational devices and weapon sights, from the ejection path, must depend on the design, role and
performance of the aircraft. Modern developments have considerably extended the flight capability of some
aircraft types into a very low, even negative, speed range which may be associated with high vertical sink
rates and into higher speed ranges not previously considered to be safe for an open ejection seat system,
The now obsolete 'V' bombers of the Royal Air Force were originally intended to have capsule escape
systems but this was technically not possible in the late 40's and early Ws, The great advantage of
the module or capsule is that it provides vital protection against air blast effects in the high speed
range but the prcblems of separating and controlling the module or capsule are such that these have not
infrequenLly been replaced by a conventional open seat system,

The earliest ejection seat system was simply a device to separate the crew from the aircraft. This
overcame the problem of climbing out of the cockpit or of finding the way to an escape hatch or door.
The crew still had manvally to jettison the cockpit canopy, to fire their seat by a face blind, no
alternative seat pan handle was fitted at this time, manually to operate their seat harness release and
manually to deploy their parachute canopy. All this took time and the earliest ejection system
capability did not always exceed manual escape capability but at least separation from the aircraft, a major
cause of failure to escape in the 1939-45 conflict, was eliminated. Later fully automatic and fully
integrated systems were introduced and with these escape capability increased very rapidly and by the
late 1950's most aircraft in Royal Navy and Royal Air Force service were equipped with a system capable
of recovering aircrew at a speed in excess of 90 knots with the aircraft level, at ground level. Some
systems, however, still had major weakness in escape in flight in that the time delays required for whole
system operation were excessively long. The linkage of cockpit canopy jettison to initiation of the seat
system eliminated an additional vital action and was known as SLE - single lever ejection. Where the
cockpit canopy must be jettisoned before the seat can be fired a time delay must be included at the
primary breech and in some systems this time delay was initiated only by the separating cockpit canopy,
so that if this canopy failed to go the ejection could not proceed. Initially most of these time delays
were or one second and the time delays on the seat system sequences were also longer - up to five seconds



%' automatic releane, ThG 94 an pa of develoMent O tm e delays was progesSiVely decrease4 as a
temelt o.f operational up•riem••, oqimeering developmeat and OA critical faamatenio of escape systm
used for al1 types of aicraft of the day. Saremetridally controlled time delays are necessary to
prevent too early separation from an ejected seat, as this could produce parachute entanglement with the
seat system and parachute deployment damage and ,,cessive speed or at excessive altitude. In oame air-
craft seat initiation operates the cany jettison system but ejection fun breach initiction is prevented
until the departing cockpit cenopy has removed a restrictor from the main gun breech mechanism after
which an additional pull on the Initiating mechaniem is required to extract the freed main gun sear.
Ejection experience suggest$ that the canopy jettison and breech initiating pulls are indistinguishable.
In other aircraft ejection initiation operates the canopy 3ettison system and starts a tine delay unit in
the ejection sun breech, but if the canopy does not Jettison the Sun will fire at completion of the time
delay mad the ejection will be through the retained cockpit canopy. Ejection through a separating cock-
pit canopy in likely toabe highly hasardous. Intentional through the cockpit canopy ejection was
initially accidental but later becam routine from a ev"er of aircraft and had the great advantage of
saving time, Through cockpit canopy ejection has always been ware hazardoue than ejection after cockpit
cenopy jettison, producing a very much hLgher inciden&e of spinal Injury and a high incidence of
equilemt damse which has been prejudicial to ultimate survival. Therefore au alternative method of
breaking the cockpit caw"py a desirable a" research with cord explosives has resulted in the appliea-
tion of Miniature Detoatint Cord, M6C, to the Inside of the canopy. This cord contains an explosive
contained within a tube whteh totally disintegrates when fired. At the present time the only mater•sl
which can be used for this purpose is lead. A thin lead tube containing explosive is backed by two
layers of thin lead koil and is enclosed in a polyolefin tube and rolled to a D shape with the foil
backing in the curve of the D. This is stuck straight side of the D outwards on the inside of the cockv
pit transparency in a pattern designed to produce maximal fragmentation of the cockpit canopy when the
MDC in fired by initiation of a detonator an upward seat movement or manually for emergency ground egress,
or for rescue from the outside of the aircraft. 14DC cord is applied to the central area through which the
pilot or crew will be ejected and also around the periphera of the canopy. The lead in the lead tubing
and the lead of the lead backing will inevitably react onto the aircrew and tends to be focused by the
canopy curvatures. Sges additional protection meat therefore be provided to prevent this lead splatter
reaching the eyes or damaning the stole of the life preserver or other equipmoent,

The timing of the eeqiencee of ejection has varied through the development period of the last twenty
five years. Initially timings were long to allow the drogue system tine to align the seat before separa-
tion and pArachute extraction, but the evolution of the dual drogue system and high energy drogue bullet
and the need for mote rapid system function reaultad in progresse reduction in the time delays but the
increase in seat capability provided by the addition of a rocket peck to apply sustained thrust after
set/aircraft separation, in order to increase seat height and trajectory, resulted fn an increase in the
time delay in the SOU to 21 seconds from the normal 11 seconds, but the G stop was removedi Ttming at
adverse attitudes can become very critical and at low altitude the addition of rocket thrust can
adversely affect ejection capability, This is an area which may offer improvement in the next few years
as the efflux from the rocket pack could, perhaps, be controlled so that the line of thrust to the centre
of gravity of the seat/man system could be controlled to vectov the seat into an altitude gaining
trajectory. The ability to select a long or a short time delay to seat man separation has existed for
years, this being determined by Q sensing, but the addition of alternatives to seat system functions adds
complexity and can only be acceptable if such systems are simple and well proven and if the next-in-
sequence system automatically provides a back up against single system failure. In the design of Britich
Escape systems the main principle has been SImPLTCrI¶ for EZLIAMILITY. Complexity has been avoided as
this leads to more difficult servicing and thus to a less reliable system.

The uechanics of ejection are simple. Ejection initiation may be by the use of the seat pan handle
for preference - for preference becaure this ti the control most easy to reach and to activate iu an
emergency. It also positions the haues and the arms inboard of the seat to reduce the possibility of
a bow scuffing in ejection for narrow cockpits or through the cockpit canopy even though this may be
fragmented by IQC. A face blind has advantages when time is not critical, eg. at attitude and when speed
can be .turned intd altitude, as it helps to retain the head and head equipment duriig exposure to high
speed air blast, hut it cannot be recommended for any sircrew initiating ejection alter the-cockpit
canopy has been jettisoned either manually or by the earlier ejection of another crew member as the
airblast may then dieplace the hands rearwards end so mask face blind contact more d.fficult or the air-
blast may displace the face blind from its stow•ae vAieh displacement will not normally produce tnitia-
tion. The precise sequences following initiation vary from aircraft to aircraft dependtng on whether
the ejection is throigh the cockpit canopy, broken or not by XDC, or whether the canopy must be jettisoned
before ejection can follow. The-sequences of ejection are triggered by upward seat' ovement:

i Ejection initiation may also automatically lower the helmet visor and may also fire MDI.
(Succeer. Jet Provost 5).

ii, After one inch of seat mevement upwards MDC may be fired.

(Barrier P19 1av).

iii Autc-tons is turned on.

iv The aircraft to seat portion of the Personal Equipment Connactor (GMC) disconnects and
emgency oxygen is turned on.

v Statie rods on the rear bulkhead trigger the drolgs gun Tine Delay Unit and the arometrically

Controlled Time Delay Unit (DC!), and the locket pack initino cable starts to extenI,
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vi The upward movement of the seat pulls the leg restraint lines through the snubbers as the legs

flex at the knee and hold the legs back into the restrained position. Arm restraint may also

be tensioned at the same time.

vii At full tension (900 ebs) the leg line zivets break, separating the leg restraint line from the

cockpit floor, and arm restraint is also separated.

viii At full ejection gun extension the rocket firing cable is also fully extended, extracts the

firing sear and fires the rocket pack.

ix The drogue gun fires at completion of the run of its Time Delay, QI - 1 second).

x The drogues are extracted and seat alignment commences.

xi Above barometric capsule height (10,000 feet or 5,000 metres) the BCTDU will be held. Below
barometric height it runs for its Time Delay (11 - 21 seconds), and then sequentially releases
(a) the drogues from the scissor release (b) the seat locks and leg restraint lines and on
most seats the man to seat portion of the personal equipment connector.

xii The drogues with pull transferred to the extraction line open the parachute container, extract
and stream the parachute which then deploys. Deployment may be assisted at low speeds by anti-
squid lines which carry the load between the pulling drogues and the parachute risers and thus
allow the periphera of the canopy and the associated shroud lines to separate and inflate quickly,
and so the parachute to deploy more rapidly. At higher speeds - in excess of about 200 knots -
the anti-squid lines break so that seat loading is reduced. Taschengurts also produce loops of
periphera which act as scoops to separate the periphera rapidly and so assist rapid parachute
canopy deployment.

xiii As the parachute deploys the harness is pulled away from the seat to which it is retained
during parachute extraction by the sticker straps, these being desirable to prevent seat
parachute interference.

xiv The seat falls away and the crewman descends on his deployed parachute.

xv On some seats the man portion of the PEC is separated by a lanyard from the life preserver
at seat man separation.

The mechanism used to produce the sequences of ejection is very reliable. The pitch, yaw and
rotation of the seat immediately after separation from the aircraft may produce very unpleasant
vestibular sensations which may suggest that the alignment system has failed. Such sensations must be
regarded as normal and should be ignored.

Thus the modern escape system has developed into a simple, integrated system requiring only one
action by aircrew up to full parachute deployment. The use of Command Ejection is a valuable method
of saving time. Command Ejection is the automatic ejection of one crew member by the initiation of
ejection by another and this may have to involve some additional time delay to ensure that individual
escape systems do not collide or interact and to allow the commanded crewman time for the system
automatically to position him for ejection. In the past it has been traditional that the Captain of an
aircraft should be the last to leave and this was reasonable if he was trying to control the aircraft to
assist his crew to abandon, but in modern aircraft with individual escape by ejection this no longer
applies, and the need for all the crew to be clear of the aircraft as rapidly as possible after the
Captain has declared an emergency requiring abandonment makes Command Ejection the preferred method. It
completely eliminates the communication time, and communication may be difficult to impossible under
conditions existing in the aircraft. It also eliminates the crew reaction time. In the past Command
Ejection systems have been excessively complex, to the extent that they have, in some aircraft, been
de-activated. Sequenced ejection, the timing or holding of one individually initiated ejection so that
collision with another individually initiated ejection cannot occur is sometimes necessary and is also
complex as it must work either way. This Institute has developed a philosophy that the pilot, who alone
is aware of the precise behaviour of his aircraft, should, when he so decides, initiate his own ejection
without the need to communicate this to his crew when conditions are critical. The IAM system uses the
upward movement of the pilot's seat to return the Observer or Navigator to an acceptable erect attitude
by tensioning his shoulder restraint harnesses and after a minimal time delay, initiated by the pilot's
ejection initiation, the Observer or Navigator is ejected. The Observer or Navigator still retains his
normal ejection capability with individual initiation. The system is capable, with minor modification,
of being used in reverse, in which case the Observer or Navigator would intentionally select Reverse
Command ON so that his ejection initiation could eject a fully restrained unconscious or otherwise
incapacitated pilot. The system has the very great advantage of extreme simplicity and of requiring no
pre-flight or in-flight action other than the removal of a sear pin paired to the main gun sear pin. The
adoption of this system in RAF and RN tandem aircraft could have produced nothing but benefit if applied
retrospectively to ejection experience over the last four years, It would have saved at least two lives
lost through the waste of time to communicate the need to eject and by collision with part of another
aircraft escape system. It would also have prevented a near collision and have prevented a near failure
when a canopy failed to jettison due to aerodynamic loading.

To revert to the Principles - SIMPLICITY, RELIABILITY with RAPIDITY are the keynotes for surviveable
ejection.

High speed ejection poses problems all associated with the ability of man to tolerate high speed
air blast of short duration. These effects are maximal at low level, JroV

2 
where ro is the air density

and V the speed applies and the effects increase dramatically with the increase in V
2 . Whenever possible

speed should be converted into altitude but time is so critical that this has seldom been possible in RAF



ejection supeaieme id appears not to thae been patticl, or Perhaps desirable, La .UAI)USY ejectiou-Cpe•W6LA~ kWA.Zt ASIA,. 1ii the J•od A, t%6-1974 a US ,if :340 kn~ots was as.oedl on only thne~
=,, inm l about 140 ejection #ý! serious atr blast and 11,01 flao.t injurie hav vat oacarrd, TheSloss of a rrotective heLot cannot always be attributable to air blast but these have oeen lost in high

speed ejections end blasP injury to the *)ee has ocnisraed, sobveajtiuctival hasa~rrhags resolving in
12-15 days. Air blast C.e~ to equipmarl- has been ainml, but test cperienie auggestr that som
""-ftinU of imeersion ( 'verall neck seals ..Ay have baen produced by air blast on ejacrtion and Wt 'JY
contact with the life 1rerve or perachute risers us oevitnaltl suggested.

UM: Jectiou experience in So~th East Asia has put the speed of ejection ,,p by about 100 luwts and
c high tercenta4e of ejections were occurring at speed@ in exceas of 400 knots. This has prodadktcd
much higher incideae of upper and lowe: limb flailing inolving injury and limb fracture. rnd Lhie ia&
a rrnaxry eause for aircrew being unable to evade capture a.i of tlheir inability to survive subsequezt
t') water entry.

Protection against tho effects of air blast voe fir't provided oa the W.; 8 ejection seat for the
TSZ 2. Pocitivo shouldear ha;.-uses retaction preced*f* heed -#traction and retention. Leg restraiut was
conventional but arm 'estrait: vai also provided, c.l•ds being applied in tunnels on the outer LCOV4ll
from heoulder to wrist, the co'4.e being tensioned by upard seat movment. The head retraction corts
were severed before eamt awn separatioa awn leg and arm restrairt were released conventionally. The
TSO 2 sea.' va3 extunsively tested but was never used in asgar. Or the Ik 10 seat for the KM=A ari EiwA
log restraint is again conventional and arm restraint is s ieler to that on the Nk 8 seat. Read
restraint is not applied but the head will be located in a shaped headrest into which the enclosed helmet
will loczte. The visor of t:.is helmet will be eautontictlly closed at .ej1%ction initiation and the msat
alco pmovtde automatic shouldar harness retrretion. Tewt.ig of the syste., end Lesociatod fling clothing
aesmblies bas revealed wisakkesses which suggest that electim in ;xcess of 600 knots on an open seat is
likely to be a treumatic experience bv( should not be rnything like as traumatic as the altera.tive.

Curtr! statistics suggest thAt the majority of ejections will contiuuq to be at lovisb ape,'ds and
at lavish altitudes. Sme alcernative time delave may li:come nacesoaxy to inable the systtw to fumtian
eazcetively at both eonA of the speed scale and tOeme auet be capable of failing safet, es that &hemld
one mode fafl the next vtll automatically operate,

mi{
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:•==•yho role of e&aape systems in fixed .ing miliftary airccraft to no well established. Almost all

cearbat fixed viag aire-raft in NATO countries are equipped with ejection seats and considerable effort in
spent on improvin the performance of these seats for future aircraft. The subject is vast and this
article vwil be limited to describing same of those areas whewe current esiape systems are deficient end
some ways in which future systems seek to overcome those deftet.actes,

M5APS PAjH- CLEAAUWI

Pefrae aiemrew can escape a ulear path must be provided as quickly 4nd safely am possible. Cockpit
canopies can be removed manually, by pnuimatic or hydraulic yressure or by pyrotechnic cartridges. All
these methods rely to smer extant upon the assistance of wind blest to remove the canopy. Under
conditioua of stall, spin or high sink rates, airspeed is loy end the clame.ance of the canopy will be
slower at a time when the available time for safe ejection is least. Some aircraft systems avoid this
problem by ejecting the cremen in his ejection seat through the canopy material. However, this brings
in its train the risk of head and nek injury. For VTOL aircraft, where any delay could be fetal, the
cancypy transparency is dispersed by nicro detonating coid MDC) - a thin cord of explosive applied to
the inside surface of the canopy. As the ejection seat starts to move, the MDC firs,. fractures and
frageants the canopy and ej!ects the particles out of the ejection path. Aircraft which use stronger
canopy materials would require bigger charges of NDC which would be injurious to tb-, crew. In some of
these aircraft, rocket power is used to jettison the canopy quick•y, a process that is relatively
independent of airspeed.

WhenCOK ncaping3 from aic~tat low altitudeý the trajectory of the escapl~e must be controlled to

reduce the risk of ground impact before the parachute has inflated. In most current escape systems, the
ejection seat is stabilized by drogues. Where rockets are used, directional control is used to cops
with differing psitions of thw canrtls of gravity of the man/seat complex. Cables at&ached from the
seat to resl devices in the cockpi t can stabilise the seat on ejection mnd tractor rockets can produce
very stable trej,-ctoria at moderate speeds. Future eRcape systmas are likely to employ a variety of
act'ive guidance systmm Lot trajectory control. Gyros and fluidic sensors have already been used to
dr•vn vernier rockets to control trajectories, but the real challenge remains to produce an escape
syetm with a trajectory that is height seeking. This system will alter the path of an escapee away from
the ground. One promising proposal is to use the electrostatic gradient just above the earth as guidance
for this purpose.

The asi of any escape system to to suspend the escapee below an inflated parachute as quickly and
a-•s safely as possitle. Thus th trend has been to shorten tive delays between ejection and parachute
opening. At high speeds, this results in greater forces being impos"d upon parachute and man. At
Saltitude and high aeedv the sin is to redue sleed and attitude so that the enviroment for the
escapee to as favourable as possible. iurrent seca,•e systems use time delays between escape ana para-
chute opline fiLxed at the shortest allowable timo based on low altitude conditions. More advanced
escape syytfr. use a vpriecay of tioe delays selected fvou altitude and airspeed data so that the optimum
delay for the xact pro-escape conditions, can be used. Tbhe mechanism for the tine delay can be either
electronic or pyrotechnic, Other systems deploy the paacLutm early, but in a reefed condition, and
only open the parachute fully when it is safe. A variety of levices are used to reduce parachute opening
time. Perhaps the most effective of theme ts the anti-squid Itce, or pull down vent line, which
increases the drag of the parcchute and by relaxitg the shroud lines allows the parachute to inflate more
quickly. In se systems, pyrotechnic devices are used to spread the ysriphery of the parachute
sechanically to reduee inflation time, but this can Increase thle forces imposed upon the escapee at high
speed. Parachutes deployed and opened by mortars can also reduce parachute inflation time. The use of
better designed parachutes can significantly decrease both opening tbu. and the forces imposed without
such disadvantages as higher terminal velocity or instability, These improved parachutes have a wide
application in many types of escape systems.

BLS PKM £ION

As airAca r e eas, the ple-ejeotion speed rises and the blast effects on the

escaper baccat more serions. The ejection seat is useful as a splint for the torso against Q force
at high speed, but it provides little protection for the limbs, and in se cameo, the head. Leg
restraint devices are usd with many ejection seats to restrain the loam and prevent flail. Data from
Sreturned prisoners of war in South lost Asia confirm that hostilities produce an increase in tth speed
at ejection, that these higher speeds produce more limb in;juries and that limb injuries seriously affect
chercea of evading the enemy. Fo-7 modern high speed combat aircraft mote effective limb rest5atst
devices are proposed and restraint of the arms mas* also be used in a msaner similar to that of leg
restraint. Other forms of erm rastcsaint have baen proposed, such as paddles and nets outboard of the
arms. Time will roll which are the more *Zgective.
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]ead movement and flail in a cerious probl-m at hi.-h speed as head injuries vould considerably
reduce the chances of survival. Kant methods have bean proposed, but the simplest, a cord device
attached to the helmet, has ben rejected %e*mue of the disadvantages of the connetion and disconeaction
before and after e"ch sortie, tendson of Lue cords on he helmet and possible limitation of head movement
in flight. Mechanically deployed face screens tension I by airblast rmain a strong possibility, vhile
matching contours of helmet and headrest show mome prou.'se uonsidering the simplicity of the system,
Lnflatable devines around the head and neck are other c-n4epts that dueserve invewtigation. The ultimate
in protection is the capsular form of excape where the -raw are co"oonod from the moment of escape until
Around or water is reached. At very high speeds, capse LP have a distinct advantage, but the weight and
cost penalties are anormoue.

If urn degree of injury can be accepted in the very few high speed escapes which occur, then the
open ejection seat remains the snot effective means of escape. Success rates from a wide variety of
sources cenifirm the efficiency of the ejection seat which hem nov reached a high degree of sophistict-
tioen.

k•ovuver, some profitable avenues for research in scsave systems remain. These include improvement
of tractor rockets or ballistic tractor devices for hagh speed conditions, the development of an
effective heigbt seeking trajectory control, improved limb and head restraints and the extension of
assieted escape systms to helicopters.

CI
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HELICOPTER ESCAPE AND SURVIVABILITY

by

Squadron Leader D C Reader
RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine

Farnborough
Hants

Most fixed wing combat aircraft are fitted b. Sideways extraction (Fig 1). Here a small
with ejection seats. Most other aircraft carry rocket is used to pull the crewman sideways out of

parachutes and it is only in transport aircraft or
derivatives from transport types that no escape
system is provided. 

t

Helicopters are not so equipped and para-
chutes are only carried on some test flights.
However, a recent survey of British military
aircraft accidents has shown that the fatality
rate for helicopters is almost 3 times greater
than that for fixed wing aircraft. Even if no Fig 1. - Sideways extraction.

escape system had been fitted to the fixed wing the cockpit by means of a nylon strap attached to
aircraft in the survey, the fatality rate for his harness. When clear of the rotor, a parachute
helicopters would still have been higher. Thus, is opened and the rocket is detached. This method
rotary wing aircraft seem more hazardous than isoedanthrcktsdtce.Tismhd
fixed wing aircraft. could also be used for crew in the rear of a heli-

copter. The system could offer better performance

Accidents will always be with us and as at altitude but will never work at ground level. It

helicopters will be used more and more, it would requires some modifications to the helicopter and

seem logical that the case for escape from heli- some development, although the system is at present
sepers loicl fhat thebcase fore e pe. from he point in use in some American aircraft. The Study Group
copters in flight be re-examined. Prom the point recmeded that research be started immediately on
of view of cost effectiveness, the US Army have hecosmmenm.

discovered that it costs 2 to 3 times more to this system.

replace one crewman than it does to replace thehelicopter. 2. For Helicopters on the drawing board but not
helicpterbuilt.

At present, only auto-rotation can be used u extraction or These methods

for descent following an emergency in flight. (Fig 2 and 3) require that the main rotor be removed

But auto-rotation is designed for only one type before escape. It is impractical otorp, slow or

of emergency, namely power loss, and it cannot

be used under conditions of main or tail rotor
failure, mid-air collision, fire or explosion,
transmission freeze-up,-pilot error or disorien-
tation. In addition, helicopters frequently fly
at altitudes and speeds and over terrain where
auto-rota ion cannot be used. In the British
survey of accidents, only 20% were within the /I/ )I'
parameters for safe auto-rotation. Thus auto- A .\iI//J If
rotation is not the answer.

If an escape system of some sort had been "'f
available, the helicopter fatality rate could have
been halved. Data from the USN, USMC and US Army
accidents show that between 43% and 47% of
fatalities in helicopter accidents can be avoided Fig 2. - Upward extraction.

if escape systems are provided; the German and
Italian figures also agree. The surveys also show
that the majority of fatal helicopter accidents 4,
occur at low speed (below 100 knots), at low
altitude (75% below 500 feet, 30% below 100 feet),
and in a nearly level attitude.

Recently, an international study group set up
by the NATO Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research

and Development (AGARD) has been reviewing accident j -.

statistics and possible methods of in-flight _

escape from helicopters. The Study Group confirmed
thae rhere was a good case for in-flight escape and
concluled that the following methods were the most
fruitful avenues of research: Fig 3. - Upward ejection.

1. For retrofit onto existing helicopters, fold the rotor and explosive removal of the blades
individually or of the disc in toto is the only

a. Manual bale-out. Individual parachutes are the practical method. When the rotor is removed, a
simplest form of escape system and carry little lightweight ejection seat or an extractor rocket can
cost, weight, space and development time penalties be used. American research has already shown that
but are limited in performance as they cannot be this can be done reliably but there would still be
used at low altitude. However, had parachutes been some development required.
worn some 22 lives could have been saves in 10
years in the UK alone. The Study Group recommended b. Sideways ejection with an L-shaped trajectory
that all helicopter crews carry parachutes always. (Fig 4). To avoid having to remove the rotor, the

Crown Copyright



115 A. - L-shaped ejection.

roasets firing in sequence ans it ise a means o
improvingu the performance of the system at low level
while leaving the rotor intact. The Study Group
recommaded, that both upward ejection with rotor
removal and sideway* ejection schems should be
dstwelop.ad for futuis helicopter@..

3. For helicopters not yet conceived.

Tbe Study Group recommended that all newA
helicopters incorporate iný-flight escape from
conception. Rlare che best choice is probably by
deaue of an escape capsule (P~g 5). In this method.
the whtole of the aircraft, part of the aircraft, or.
even just the cockpit is lowered by parachutes,
The capsule includes all the occupants but entails
considerable development and a weigh~t penalty.

Fig 3. socape capsule CaOlowet.

There are any other methods &L-1. variations
that have been considered, end helicopter aircrew
my havo ideaa of their own. The important point
is that if an research in done, namethod wi 1 be
produced at al1 and helicopter craws will never
enjoy the protection that most fined ving eircrev
no have.
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14r*obrough VW#Mobro Ingiaad

use intreduati.,n of several ne amikcat aircraft vhich have the structural integri ty and the engine
VOMIT to *111&001 maaoewres at high kovelp of acce)iratiou for conuiderabla periods of time reintroduces
tife 0e0nept that certain operatiois portiunlarly -air to-air now"L, soy be physiolotically limited
rather, ahaso Limait by aircraft design waruetrrs. An occoleAtt~omv OV.41 of CO SeAtetsia for M~' soaensa
ban 6... ovggated am a point to vhic'. accoleraiion prcteq~io should be aimed, 4ithough higher C lmevs
for oestor. period. of r4ime wm be ovsecta4d.

for eam decades the .weepted metýhada by Whidch the physiological cooqwkneatory mochatiemas of the
pilot at'S aWNbame4 oals

1. The psommstic L -L ' im 4 'roauiug peripheral Vascular resistmnce and preventing your..

2. Voluntary measures such as, msacle teuting and, the Ml maneuvxe, increasing venous return, and
raising intra-thovacic pressure and hence systemic blood pressure,

Those measures have been adequate as the physiological limits of their effectivenees have, for the
most piast, beena similar to airframe Ilmits in the 6-70 level. Wi -th this stunt of protection*a pilot,
tseted in a coixyeution~al ejec..ar ipat, Cal, resrin 1~CkWOU3 With adequate Vision. This Indicates that a
Moab blood pressure &t the eye graaeter than the ý,ntra octilar pressure is being suain'~siod. The pilot is

required to work herd at muscle teneing which in itself may be fatiguing and som perfovaance decrement
tionally protaeted is in increaing danger of visual loase and ltrs of cws~aciousamos. in a receg. ji..'nt
United States Air Vote' 'cRYell Air Ilotte &tu~,; 'I) t%%AVC ~~ecdcnrfg ujcswr
subjetdt S. for tw~ periods of one minute each. They were equipped wit~h anti G suitseand performed
tLae WI manoeuvre. Of the possible total ý, Lvauety four minutes spment at SG, only seventeen minutes Werd
a,'b(evad 4u,, C~u Lose of vision or~ consciousness. Additionally, that-e is same evidence, frt. animal

* stodies, that orposuro. to W.gh, Fustained acceleration may result in a degree of cardiac damage.

In order to masitain adequate vision the mean blood preeazre at the eye asiat exceed the 20-25 so WS
intro oculer p .ressur, and, for sawe margin of safety, a pressute. in Ithe ordar of 50 so Mg Would be
acceptehie. At 44GX, a further 190 a^ US pressure is required at heart level simply 'to tverceava the
hyilrustatic pressure raop reeoulting from the 30 en vertical distance between heart and eye. Therefore.
at heart level apen cf.~ 240 ss US mest be developed. This it at least a twofold increase over tb.i
normal vaLav. At thitm high level of arterial blood pressure the aox'tic baroreceptors will be eatposed to
a Pressure considerably, in e"ceos of that which is normal cand they will function to reduce the blopdt ~premeura. At this lows., of acceleration therefore, mainxtiniu& vesous return alone, as a conventionial
anti G suit 49". is likely to hewe little. if an7, effect. The problem at high C levels centres aroud
this peat disparity of ryeasurge at heart oen aye level, Prcotction mait be cantted around attemting
to reduste this diffearence.

The reclining seat is perha~o the psost praý.r'Ace vethod at the moment. This method of reducing thoe
effective heart to hrain distance is not aew and has uvau the subject of much discumsson anM exporiaaenr.
Sy raclining the back of the pilot's ~set a +Go enviroement is chansed to one with a comaination of 'Cx
And +f -

The viertical heart to ýWaim distance of a pilot recilinso in this way is the canine bf the angle of
the meat back from the vertical, Given a heart fo bra~ir distanUC of 30 me wbAn vertical, then ax 400
from the vertical, toe vertical bear.; to Wrain distance will be L12 cins. At this a"14s the blood pressure
required at heart level to maintain the 4%efreblm .50 emaMg eat the eye is 120 wome MgWhch eho ,uld heeasily
maintaiwied during acceleration. Thusn, by using ýý reclining seat a situation which imposes a severe
cardiovasculor stress may be alleviated to Lho point where a normal blood pressure vilj suff ice. %lweaver,
aseat with a beck eangle of 660 from the vertical would eass a complete reappraisal of the roekpit. Th'w
ferwar4 vision from such a aockpit partieularly ia the leading configuration-is likely to he severely
restricted. One aerodynamic factor in of note in c~is situation. When tight turns or Pulling up
manoeuvras are performed the lifting surfaces of the aircraft are required to generate an increased
amount of lift corresponding to the emount of G pulled, In order to do this the lifting surfaces have to
be pruseuted to the relative airflow at an iacreased ongle c'f attack, i.e. thet u'iroraft flies in a nose
u~p atitude ta the airflow. The p~.lot's east to effeuctively.veclined to the G vector by the Sam a m&nt
as the angle of -attaqlk hee increased. in -same new -aircraft Lhis ability, to fly.at large -aglea of attack
may assume practical proportions in increasing G tolerance. Consider en aircraft equipped w~th a Seat
with A back angle of 600 from the vertical. This would result in a halving of heart to hrain distance,
If thi*.aireraft were capable, in high G omenauvree, at flying at a.150 increaa, :in eagle of attck, then.
the relative back angle to the G vector would be 750 giving an effective hoart tp btrain ddist-ace of Is Cos
bwhe a blood pressure of 120 ma US would be adequate for approximately 12G.

Whilst a r"Ulning seat ddea result in coauiderable re~duction in cardiovascular stress daringt
increased acceleration the *Go iompoment is still significant with theo result that in those ateas eelow
the heart there will still be pooling of blood and some lowering of vencous return. To prevent this a
convenutional anti G suit would still be uaeful &Md such a suit has beasnshown to increase peripherdl
veroyot thresholds even at back angles of 750 from the vertical (2).



wren U~ ardievasoul~ax aspect the reclining meat, visin Uatg back asigles from the vertical Or& us"d,
am Wgovida k goad asath.si of providing protection. if tdo reajig~atory oystess '. conaidaresi the -situation
is lue m eag

t TOCL~.Jt lest, to be at fectiva in re~al MINS cardiwvaVesita atroess st'bjets tka pilo~t to' a largo
+4% cwiepank' bas subjects are esqomoed to 4%g there io a relatively wmall. decrs~as in vital cowaity
(VC), so"e 152 decreaus at edOx, This to due to a reInction in losp~ramoy .Qspacfty. rase.dual volume (RV)
___ f toctional renLdual capacity (TIC) ramsiniug constant. Changes in ragional ventilatiou srafu~sion,
rat-Lu within the ymg rumult in a fall in percentage artlicial ',.,.gu saturation t) epprouiswfeetly $52 at
+502. +4ubjocto dq'pied to +G% shossed a marked fall in VC rith a reduction in expireatory res.a"' VOLWAm
0MT) winbic at *30G,.'ba virtually d4.apeared. 7rszther iscreeaa DO +G, prdce am forthet rducr!.oo In
TO until at +4 -ý'O tbe PC ismi ol aalf the ome 6 vol1is. Arterial Oxygsaen auvration falls is a vsalnir
mem to that, aemo darina +G% rgain having fallen to 1151 at So. The vv~ductiomu in VC massm during the +G%
is attributed to che increased weight of the cheat 'sell as'S restricgtsao of 4iepbcgometic mobility by the
abdominal viscera, The reductiomi if PIC is known to predispos to acceleration stalectasia. In order to
overce these respiratory difficulties it has beess suggeared that a systams of positive pressure breathing
should be osed. ]Positive breathing Increases systesmic arterial pressure which would bes an Additional bonws
for the pilot although the effeeL of diminishing vvonue return to the heert would need to be counteracted
by furtbes: inflation of the snti C suit. The increased iatre. pubooskey pveesure would tend to "90u
lifting of the cheat wall increasming total lung capacity CTLC) end YRC. The Increase in F&C would result
in a larger numer of alveoli being available for effective gas exchasge and the tendency to etelectasis
would be reduced particularly if the gas supplied under presmorn contained ause oitraogeu or similar inert

Thus, ome possible method of high G protection involves a reclic~od mset, a cosvent;ossal anti 0 suit
and a positive pressure breathing facility.

The second method which might provide the degree of protection needed is water imiuuarion. This
method, again. hasa been anpreciated for a-na timei "14 hb be-n piwem to be at least pertly practical in
@:ha ?Prsnka P''fog "MA. During flight trials of the Franks suit Jn 1944 coaumrA*iAbl* Protection WOO
claismed, urn pilots repoirting accelerations of up to *9OX without viousl symptomms, The suit war not
adopted dur to cenaideratJion a f bulk, weight: end diaccomfort.

The concept of water immsersion is attractively simple snd offers the advantage thaý no supplies to
the suit are required In the aircraft.

In the caes of total body immermion any interal hydrostatic pressure &radiant is balanced by an
identical prsasure outside the body thus, cerebral amid retinal perfusion should remsain unsaifocted by
acceleratic'. of mny msgaitisda or df~rction. Veil high auceelerstions,' in the order of 300, have bee"
tolerated for short periods of time usirg total body imemersion ass protection (3). * Iinrion to eye level
baa bea-A reported to enable a subject whos', norsmal greycttt threshold eas +3%z to tole~ate +160,g with no
visual loom. Obviously immersion to this degree is unaceept-ible in sire-aft bu~t ixrs'~m from the heart
level 4wn way be feasible. Tia such a situation an increase in 4(z~ would have so effect on the Venous
veturn to the heart with no pooling in the lower limb*. and abdowen above that- seen at +lQm. Thus, the
compensatory changes seen *normlly duving unprotected acceleration exposures could be directed exclusively
to maintaining cerebral blood flow. A further piseibilty io to increase the touaaicty of the liquid
surrounding the body so that the pressure exert#d by the 3Uit .atcaeded that created within the body by
increased acceleration. This would tend to have a direct. effect on the pressure at heart level and
enhawncu venous return. A similar effect could be seen by raising the level of the liquid cover to the
naek. including the arme in the suit. With such a suit not only would there be a direct k2fect on the
artarial pressure and increase in venous return with increase in G, but the hydrostatic coluamn to ha
supported would be reduced from heart to brain distance to neck to brain distance, a reduction of
possibly 502. Despite the suit giving adequate protection to the systsmic vasculature the pulmsonary
effsect sme at high +(1, would obviots.ly skill he present. In this situation agaiu a pressure breathing
facility would be of use. The concept of surrounding airarow in liquid from die neck down &Ay seen out-
lam"ie but the possibility *24 obtaining good G protouction at highi levels without major cockpit redesign
is attra--tive, particularly as a liquid filled suit may be used for thertal conditioning in some air-
craft.* The snthr#epometric and bIsoangoxi*s.rn problems of such a suit may however, make it unattainable.*

In sumt~ry, thL canventiomal'anti a suit is unlikely to provide sufficient protection at high
sustained a levels, Of the two poseibil.~ties for Aimproved protection, the reclining seast with an anti G
suit and preasure breathing is probably the practical solution although the liquid filled suit has
attk7ec'i~v4 features if the practical problems could be overcome.,

1. CROSSEY, l.J., WUNIM R.I., LEUZI7, B.D., H1MANZLS0, K.D. and UUJUOOCI, 9.3. Human Physio-
logical tasponses to nigh, Sustained 4%g Accmlerati m. Royal Air Force InStitute of Aviation
Medicine Report No. 537.

2. DOIJIA, 1.3. &Md LAWIM. I.W. Effect on G 'Ailaracce of partial supinatioo combined with the anti 0
suit. J Aviat Ned 27 193% 490-4%6.

3. CLARK, C.C. and FLAJIGM GRAY, R. "A discuscion on restraint and protection of the humaen experienc-
ing the inth, and'ascillating accelerations oil propoed space vehicles", Chapter Vill in AGARD-
otropb'Se.48. "Bio-A-imay fechniques; for Numan a;atrifugas &Md Physiological Zffetos of
Acceleration",
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A COMPARISON OF RECENT ADVANCES
IN BRITISH ANTI-G SUIT DESIGN

by

Surgeon Coammander J W Davies, MB, ChBD Av Med, Royal Navy
Royal Air Force institute of Aviation Medicine

Parnborough Hampshire UK

SUMMARY

Comparisons in the field of a knee length anti-G suit and an external anti-G suit, with the
standard British anti-G suit worn close to the skin, are described and the results discussed.

The present form of anti-G suit used by the Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy is that worn close to
the skin, separated from it by a thin undergarment. This form of garment has always been considered to
provide the maximum physiological protection, the most rapid onset of protection, the minimum bulk and
the minimal possibility of snagging hazard. Its disadvantages in service are:

1. The difficulties of donning and doffing - especially in haste, which usually prevents its
being removed between sorties.

2. It results in the wearing of nylon close to the skin which is considered in some circles to
be a hazard.

3. It is often uncomfortable when worn over an Air Ventilated Suit (AVS).

4. When worn in conjunction with long underwear, it inflicts a high degree of thermal insulation
in the leg and pelvic area resulting in heat stress and sometimes considerable discomfort from
sweating, not only in tropical climates but even in sumner temperate regions.

British aircrew have requested in the past that consideration be given to some form of externally
worn anti-G suit.

The main theoretical disadvantages of such an anti-G suit seemed to be:

1. Reduced physiological protection.

2. Less rapid response.

3. A considerably greater interaction and snagging hazard in the cockpit.

Initially therefore an anti-G suit with reduced surface coverage, attained by the exclusion of the
below knee portion of the suit, was considered. Preliminary studies on the human centrifuge in the
United States and at this Institute (Crossley, R.J. and Glaister, D.H. 1970; Lemon, J.H. 1970;
Crossley, R.J., Lemon, J.H. and Turner, G.M. 1972) showed the mini anti-G suit, as it was called in
fond memory of a female garment highly popular with.the male population in recent times past, was as
effective a means of protection against +G, acceleration as the full length garment, Calf pain during
acceleration on the centrifuge was reported by a few subjects but was not reported by a number of pilots
who wore it in flight (Reader, D.C. 1972). Crossley et al 1972, recommended that a full experimental
trial should be conducted to assess the response of aircrew to the suit when it was worn during routine
squadron operations. This trial was carried out in 1973174 and was reported by Crossley, R.J.,
Allnutt, M.F., Harris, B., Lemon, J.H. and Turner, G.M. in March 1974.

The mini anti-G suit differs from the in service Mk 6 and 7 series in that it covers the abdomen
and thighs only and as a result does not require a closure sliding fastener. It is fitted instead with
a tensioning sliding fastener.

The heat load imposed is obviously less by the amount of reduced leg coverage, and whereas it still
cannot be doffed very easily (ie without removing the flight coverall) it is easier to remove and to don
than the full length suit.

Three sizes of suit were employed in the trial and a total of 54 subjects flying in RAF Lightning,
Phantom and Gnat aircraft took part. The majority of subjects (thirty-six) were Phantom aircrew, half
of whom were pilots and half navigators. The subjects used the mini anti-G suit for all operations for a
per;od of nine weeks, reverted to their full length G suits for two weeks and then continued with the
mini suit for a further period.

The subjective results of the trial are surmmarised as follows;

Twenty-four aircrew (45%) preferred the mini anti-G suit on all counts.

Five (9%) preferred the mini suit on the ground but thought the suits equivocal in the cockpit.

Sixteen (30%) preferred the full length suit in flight but still preferred the mini on the ground.

Four (7%) thought the suits equal on all counts.

Five (9%) preferred the full length suit.
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Isi of the fifty-four airere in tn. tr.-a reported calf discomfort when exposed to .Cs whilst
wearing the midi suit. All six wire Phaatoe sirerew - 4 pilots and 2 navigators. Five of these
deacribed only discomfort - a feeling of fIllmase or a dull Ache but ene pilot did complain of severe
pain.

Centrifuge studies suggest that pain occurs at -xd above +W11. A combinad USAF SAUJiRAY ZAN
centrifuge study (CroLeley, l.J., Burton, .R., Leva-ott, s.r. Jr,, and Shubruoks, S.J. Jr. 1973)
indicated that the call pain could be prevented if the eubjew.ts tensed maximally during the acceleration.
Caution is required in transferring this Information to the flight situation am the exposure on the
centrifue, whilst prolonged, was smt repetitive, oliaver. the welght of available ar.idence suggest,
that calf ain occurs on exposure to ÷G, acceleration wh.n sasrýu the mi anti-G suit unly when the
wearer is relaxed. It romaine to ho repeated, however, *hs' s&.gni 'icant calf discomfort did occur in the
ERA trial and in a similar US flight trisl of a mini anti*g suit --ignificant calf pain was reported at
6G. It is possible that calf discomfort and pain can occu oven i, tensed, experienced, aircrev at
ecoelerations of *+61 and above. Tkerefore the mini anti-i suit could not be reco nded unequivocally
in the trial report and an Intensive comparative trial of the rini and full length anti-G suits in Hunttr
and Phantom aircraft performing bilh +02 VAuoer*rwa sa suggested.

After stody of the above report a dec~siou was riade not to proceed further with the mini anti-C
suit but to try out the comcept of an external anti-G au"t similar to that wrrn by the VU.ited Lstdeg, the
Federal 14public of Germany, and Italian aircrew.

The need appeared to be greatest in the case of Harrier aircrew dvplooved in Europe whate the aircrew
can spend long periods in the field at a high degree of readiness with vircually no cooling facilitiem.
Therefore, sin prototype external anti-G trousers, designed by the Ministry of Deefence (Prc-.utemont
Rxecutivm), were mnfactured for trial by them. The trousers incorporated the sea bladder" as the
Mark 6 and 7 serlesj they were adjiuted and fitted by laces on the thighs and calves, and on the right
and left side of the weist at the rear, The laces wera covered by material closed with sliding
fasteners. The triel was conducted between April and September 1274 at RAF Wildenrath with six Harrier
pilots from No. 20 Squadron acting as subjects (Harris and Owes 1974).

The trousers were fitted with care, over the sircrev's normal summer aircrew equipment mssm.ly
(A•lA), with of course the exception of the Mark 7D anti-G suit, Thigh and lower leg pockets were fitted
to the external anti-G trouser for use in place of the aircrow covarallpockate which were occluded LY
t6• Lrouaer.

The trial was conducted in a similar fashion to that of the mins antI-C 'trouser in that the six
subjects vote the axterrAl trouser for eight weeks, followed by their in-eervice Mark 7D. anti-C trouser
for two weeks. and finally completed the trial wearing the external trouer again. Questionnmaires isre
completed by all subjects one week after returning to wearing the exteial anti-G trouser, and again on
completion of the trial.

it can be stated inmediately that the garments weme greeted WOtt nnthusiasm and that the trials
team hd some difficulty in recovering the garments from the appre.ci.cive aircrew.

The questionnaires reflected their opinion:

1. All six preferred the trial germent to their normal Mark 7P anti-G suit.
2. All six thought the external garment more comfortable than the Mark 7D airborne when

uninflated,' en as comfortable inflated.

3. Subjectively all subjects thought the protection against +G, accelerations to be equal to that
of their Mark 7D suit. (Previous experience at RAF TAM suggests that in fact theat will be a
reduction in protection of approximately 0.2G.)

4. All subjects found it advantageous to remove the external trouser on the ground tho.gh not on
all occasions. A particuler advantage was the ability to remove the load of the in-flight documents
contained in the pockets at the so time s the trousers, and then to be able. to quickly don the
anti-C trousers and know that all the documents wre immdiately available.

3. live of the subjects felt subjectiveiy cooler around the logs and abdomen when wearing the
azt.rcnl trousers rather than the Mark 71) suit.

There were a nmber of criticisms of the trials garment. The most consistent of these was
concerning the multiplicity of slide fasteners and suggestions that some night be replaced by velcro.
The slide ftsteners over the adjusting laces have already bean replaced by an elasticated material,
Lighter materials for construction of the suit were also suggested and a lightweight external anti-G
suit - adjusted by v4lcro gussets which is in current use by the United States Marine Corps, was damon-
strated by an exchange officer,

To sumlarise - the results of the trial showed that all six subjects preferred the external anti-G
trousers to the Mark 7D anti-G suit which they are currently wearing and that their preference was
strong. The min Advantage of the exterual trouser is the facility to remove them between sorties and
don them immdiately prior to walking out to the aircraft thus relieving the aircrew of some weight and



Tbase odvoutats apply in the main to tropical and temperate ommar coditions, Uaqwver, in
teaeraaa winter conditions Britisb aircrow normally veat an imnmrsion coverall, often over inaelating
=mdergarmeate. It wuould seem unlikely tlht an emternally worn enti-C trouser would provide adoquato
protection agsiest *G* acoslerationu in much circmaatances. The combination vould also be very L•lky.
The trial report recommended that the acceptability of the use of the external anti-G trouser under or
over an imnersion coverall, be carried out.

A preliminary aircrev clothing integration exorcims vearing the external trouser under a Mark 10
irionm rs coverallseueated that it might be possible to weer the trouser in much a fashion if minor
improvements to reduce its bulk were carried out. A study of the external anti-C trouser worn over a
prototype single layer immersion coverall which is to be carried out on the centrifuge at the RAW
Institute. of Aviation Medicine, hea just comsniced. Meanwhile the trial of the external anti-C trouser
in the Herrier aircraft has been considered aufficiently successful to initiate further trials of its use
in other aircraft. This say in turn Live rise to the need for further studies on the centrifuge of the
use of the external anti-G trouser at high levels of +G, acceleration and in combination with various
k1ARAs.
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THERMAL PROBLEMS IN MILITARY AIR OPERATIONS

by

Dr. J.R. Allan J,

Farnborough

Hampshire
UK

REVIEW AND INTRODUCTION

Military air operations may be conducted over the full range of natural environments from extreme
arctic cold to tropical heat. The present emphasis on mobility, with a strong tendency to reduce the
number of overseas bases, has diminished the extent of direct experience of environmental extremes.
The result is that physiological acclimatization is less widespread among military forces and
behavioural adaptations, so markedly affected by experience and training are less readily available.

The effects of natural environment extremes are most pronounced on the ground activity side of air
operations and in the survival situation. In contrast to the effort expended on behalf of aircrew the
problems of ground crew have received relatively little study. The situation may be with us soon in
which the overall effectiveness of air power in operations under adverse environmental conditions is
limited more by the ability of ground crews to maintain, refuel and rearm aircraft than by the ability
of aircrew to fly them. The imposition of chemical protection techniques is likely to reinforce this
position.

Nevertheless the present course is primarily concerned with toe problems of aircrew and the present
session on thermal problems will be mostly concerned with the flight environment. The three papers
deal with operations in cold environments, thermal problems in high performance aircraft and personal
conditioning. It would not be possible in the time available to deal comprehensively with the whole
thermal research programme at the Institute and the three papers selected concentrate heavily on the
applied problems in the RAF. Our basic research is mostly published in the open literature and
therefore available for those with a special interest.

Thermal problems in the flight environment are only partly and mostly indirectly caused by the
external ambient environment. In high performance aircraft, for example, kinetic heating of the cock-
pit is largely dictated by speed and altitude and differences in ambient temperature of the order of
20 0

C between temperate and tropical countries have only a small effect. Another potent contributor to
the thermal load in the cockpit is the increasing amount of avionic equipment in modern aircraft.
However, perhaps the most significant cause of thermal problems arises from the necessity to protect
the pilot from a whole range of aviation hazards. Such protection involves the use of complicated
multi-layer clothing assemblies including several impermeable garments such as anti-G suits and partial
pressure jerkins. These clothing assemblies significantly increase the insulation between the pilot
and his environment and diminish the effectiveness of his normal thermoregulatory responses. The
recent introduction of chemical protection adds a further dimension to this aspect of the problem.
This matter and its influence on the design of cabin and personal conditioning systems is dealt with in
some detail in the other papers.

The end result of many investigations into thermal stress problems is a statement of the relevant
environmental conditions and of the pilots' body temperature responses to these conditions, The diffi-
culty often lies in the interpretation of these findings in terms of their likely effects on operational
efficiency. Usually, the levels of stress observed fall well short of those associated with
physiological collapse, but they frequently come within the range where adverse effects on performance
might be expected. Herein lies one of the major problem areas in the thermal field since existing
literature concerned with the performance effects of thermal stress is far from adequate to enable
confident definition of what is acceptable and what is not. For the time being this Institute uses a
deep body temperature limit of 38.OOC as the upper acceptable limit beyond which serious performance
decrements are likely to occur. The evidence for this limit is only tentative and much detailed work
is required to substantiate or modify it. It might be useful to outline some of the problem areas:

(a) Much of the existing literature relates performance directly to environmental parameters, It is
very difficult to apply this work to aviation because of the overriding influence that factors
such as work rate and clothing have on the pilot's response to defined environmental conditions.
It is more useful in practice to relate performance to specific levels of thermal strain in terms
of deep body and skin temperatures and heart rate.

(b) There is insufficient evidence to enable us to distinguish performance effects that are directly
due to increments in the temperature of blood perfusing the brain from those that arise from
unpleasant sensory stimulation at the periphery.

(c) Little is known of the performance effects of transient thermal stress which is, of course, common
in high performance aircraft. High rates of increase of body temperature might have greater
adverse effects than absolute levels.

(d) Almost nothing is known of the effects of duration of body temperature elevation on performance.

(e) it is unknown whether those whose routine experience includes frequent elevations of body temper-
ature are less effected by them thin those for whom such stresses are only occasional. Most of
the existing experimental results are for individuals in the latter category whereas pilots of
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(j) TheTa ins am information, available on the interactions of different streusse insofar as Perfor-
*eA=& Off6cte are ConcerU*d. In tame cases these may' be additive such as when thermal stress is
comined with loss of $leep or acceleration. IA other @*sum. such as thermal stress and noise or
vibration, tbe combined offaqt say be tas~s thee that of thermal *treatn alone. gmwver, with the
present lack of detailedi kutoledge on the perloramace effect of individuasl stresses, it is doubt-
ful Aehatba the currant vogue, for work on multi-strasu environaents will do much to clarify the
problem.

I hae" mentioned this problem in my introuction because you will bear little more of it in the
Iemisder of our presentation* in the thermal field. Nevertheless it remains an important problem
ares and one which merits more attention than it is currently getting in the various aviation
medicine research centres.
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The incidence of cold stress in mil.itary aviation in discussed together with methods for overcoming
the probeim it poes, by cabin conditioning or by the use of insulating or heated garments. Protective
clothin in also required by 4ircrew Lo aid survival in emergencies mid the principles of its design are
considered. Lastly, an account is given of the NATIs permanent cold climate detachments and of cold
weather operational mad survivul training.

Introduction

The flexibility of modern military air power makes it comn for aircrew to operate at short notice
from bases with cold climates quite different frcm those wvit, which they are familiar. Cold stress occurs
on the ground in these situations. It say also occur in the air even after take off from a temperate air-
field as the performance characteristics of modern aircraft subject them, to gross temperature chmages in a
single sortic. Aircrew cannot fly officientlf and safely unless protected from low temperatures. Severely
cold conditions interfere with unskilled tasks and may even give rise to illness but much less drastic
alterations in the environment, perhaps in combination with other flight stresses, can cause decrements in
skilled tasks involving Zies amipulation, judgement and memory. Aviation requires the exercise of theseskills in l~rge massure.

I[ an emergency the aircrew mneber may have to survive on land or sea in a hostile climate. There
will usually be little time 'in vhich to prepare and the survivor will be forced to 'sake do' with a minimam
of equipment and protective clothing.

This paper will consider soms of the problems of low temperature stress in military aviation.
Additionally, it will suarise the cold weather training with which the VP" is associated. This training
is intended to ensure efficient operations in the cold clime and to enhance the chances of survival of
an emergency in such an environment.

Cold stress in Aviation

One characteristic of aero engines is that they produce much hot air and nowadays some of this cmnI
usually b6 used for cabin conditioning. In the past 10 years this has not always been the case. For
exauple, in World War II the tail gunners in large bombers became especially cold. In mom cases it was
posesi.le to keep then warm with electrically heated clothing but in Flying Fortress bombers the USAF had
more casualties from frostbite then from enamy action. Ivan now there is a cold problem in many aircraft
in cr•,rits conditions and in a few routinely.

Ground stand-by for loug periods in low ambient temperatures with the cockpit open can cause chilling
of the crev,the more so because they cannot move around to keep warm. Light. Arcraft with small powor
plants, for example Sioux and Wasp helicopters, where air is often just drawn over the oil cooler, have
poor cabin heating performance. In the Chipmunk there is no cabin heating at all. Search end escut heli-
copters fly with their doors off as do some helicopters in an anti-submsrine rola. Other helicopters must
be flown doors-off for visibility when deck landing or to emsure escape in the event of ditchinS. Another
aircraft with a bad cabin conditioning system is the Canberra especially when used for high-altitude slow-
speed plo.to-recommismance or target-toving duties. Cold stress also exists in certain tesat flights with
the Latch off or Canopy open and in this situation will be altitude dependent. In an emergency when the
fuselage is breached at altitude, cold is likely to become a problem, although with the modaem emphasis on
low level flight this is not likely to be so serious.

Overcoming Cold Stress

ftoadlyý any environmental stress can be attenuated in its generation, its transmission or its effect
o; the. man. There is little that can he done to avoid climatic extremes in aviation and protectigon frc-
cold commnces with interruption of transmission. The cockpit may be shielded from low ambient tempera-
tures whilst the aircraft is on the ground by the use of hbated lamngars. Fuselage insulation and paint-
work which absorbs solar radiation may help. Cere moat be taken to avoid exposure of the aietcaw them-
"selves to cold stress before they enter the cockpit.

Despite such measures it is often necessary to protect aircrew frQm low tempieLtures during flight.
There are two possible approaches to the problem. to heat the aircraft cabin and to provide insulating
clothing or personal heating. For many reasons the latter measures are commonly taken even when om• cabin
basting is available. Cabin conditioning plant is heavy end the penalty in performance or peyload easoci-
ated with an efficient system often forces A compromise when a new aircraft is being built.

.. ...... 1 ,



In a cold aircraft the body tria, to mintain ice deep tempereture against a gradient due to the
redu*e air tempersture. Vuontricti soon bocoan maiel. Reducing tbe surface area of the body by
bhddals up is not possible in am aircraft and a pesou strapped into a seat cannot produce more metabolic
heat esept by bluering, Aieh inteymhma vwm fine so-ordinmtiom. Lade of heat from the body stores
acts " a buffer to 8a extent but too great a lose is difficult to regain. Increase in clothing insula-
tion i& the beot available protection but this i. limited by the thickness and insulation of materiale.
It is not possible to wear muore than about I" of clothing, that is about 3 Clo, or the use of controls,
and flotation and ejection characteristics are interfered with.

it is a basic principle that the meu and his oxygen equipment should be protected against cold by
such manures as shielding and insulation if possible. Sometijme it my not be practical to protect by
insulation alone *nd it may be necessary to supply heat as hot air, hot water or electrical power. The
limit to the tamerature of surfseis in contact with the skin is 450 C. Above this tissue dromep can occur.
Sline the temprature gradient is so small the flow rates of fluid varning mudis smit be high. The hands
are particularly vulnerable to cooling. It it very difficult to supply enough warmth and still allow
manual denetrity scept by electrical hcatin, and in certain military aircraft electrically heated Glows
afe used. Socks or insoles for flying boots can also be heated. Ilectricity is a convenient form of
heating sines distribution and control ari relatively easy and the source of supply is readily available
in wost aircraft.

Oxygen equipment mnut also be protected from cold and freezing of moist expirate is particularly
troblesome. Mask valves must be a" of neoprene rubber to stay pliable at low teq)eratureas. Ice
build-up on the inspiratory valve is prevented by a nylon ice guard and shrouding prevents it on the
expiratory valve. Occasionally ele-trical heating of valves and visors is needed for equipment to met
it* low tesperat•aa specification.

Clothing worn every day in the cockpit must protect on the ground in an emergency and this duel
requireament pones difficult problem. A good meirn that is rarely followed is to dress for the environ-
mnt and set cockpit teaeratures accordingly. Even in routine use clothing insulation mat be flexible
as beat production can vary so greatly. Either layers of clothing must be taken off as required or there
msint be fasteners vhich can be opened to increase heat loss. The layer system is made ume of when
possible; a number of thin layers of clothing are worn rather than a concentration of insulation in a few
thick layers. This ensures versatility but for the system to work the succeeding layers muist be appro-
pri•aely desipwed and sized. Unfortunately in high performance aircraft partial pressure, anti-g and air
entilated suits must often be worn so that extra thermal protection, when required, is added as a one-

piece coverall to avoid further complication. As well as providing insulation, clothing must be permeable
to water vapour. 500 ml per day of insensible perspiration are produced and evaporated at rest and during
swesting smch larger quantities are secreted.- Unless the clothing is peramable all the avast will collect
insa1d6.

For even the shortest exposure to severe climates protective clothing is necessary. The precise
na ture of this will depend upon the environment against which the man must be protected; whether cold/dry
or cold/wet and wta.ther windy or not. The ultimate of the cold/vat survival situation is iunsrsion in the
sea. The open sea around Britain is cold sveto in mstinr and the uninpulated man will quickly succum to
hypothermia. A completely waterproof outer layer is iss*ntial in this situation but as stated 'above such
a garmont would cause mwat accumulation in routine waar. This clash of requirements is overcome by the
ufe of ventile fabrics.

Because of its vascularity heat loss from the head can be considerable. In flying, because helmets
are worn for other reasons, the head is adecuately protected and suitable energency head lear is carried
in the personal survival pack.

The Occurrence of Cold Stress at RAF Peramnet BAes

The RAF has few bases where severe cold and large amounts of snowfall can occur. There are two per-
mnenut detachments; one at Goose Bay, Labrador and one at Offut Air Force Base, Nebraska. In addition,
as described below, temporary detachents are carried out to ltorth Norway.

At Gocoe bay, from November to May, an average of 4-5 feet of snow cover occurs. Vulcan bomber
training takes place fruu here; very low level flights over undulating terrain which are not possible over
14 training areas. No aircraft are kept here permanently, they are sent over from UK for short periods,
but.there is a small detachmsnt of ground personnel. At Offut, Vulcas aircraft undergo integration train-
ing with the Awrnicm• Strategic Air Command.

The severely cold conditiono dictate certain changes in handling aircraft on the ground. If for any
reason the aircraft have to standdout on -the hard pan overnight, before flight they must be dug out of the
snow and towed into a heated hanbar. Pre-flight checks are carried out here. They are then towed out
just before take off andýthe engines started up at once. The ground crew's living accommodation is soee-
what overheated and the rapid tranaitios from this to conditions of -200 C with blowing snow can be very
stressful. A heated bus stands by while the ground crew are operating to provide iinadiate revarming
facilities. Clothing indoctrination is essential end is handed on from one detachment to the next. There
!s a good overlap period for this purpose. Airtrew on detachment carry out a one-dsy survival exercise;
leerniag to cope with snow shoes, survival camping, fires and rations. Howewvr they do not sleep out of
doors.

Winter Training in .orway

Allied Cnmmd europe maintalns a Mobile Force, the AMP (Land), using troops from thf UK, Italy and
* Canada. eA AMP (Air) is also provided for close support, ground attack, reconnaissance, trooping logistic
support and airfield protectiou. Aircraft from UK, USA, Belgium and Rolland are involved. The RAFPsup-

"pltie fighters for rLose support and also helicopters for the other roles. From January to March the



A (L.) ft " toy Novgeel"to LfartuiA the r•n forces in vimter roti tims.• AGr WA acc•impanies than.
so bs~eatre • ane trsmaprted by. tir to Bala. sear Stav en~. They are rebuilt here and than floew to

ijmam. OW arpgm. MW (A) perm.mnal t-aoel by air via hes. The helicopter aircrow carry out an
intoo&ive flying prograe, iaclwiag soft snow landings. flying in '%hite-out" coudItious. cdainiun in
"dptk perc•o•tro in now eotred terrain, flyin3 in recircula:ing snow, pecking, transporting and deliver-
ing lads, e S"t. flying, navigation exsrcises, troop drills and casualty evacuation of ground troops.
Where neeuitla the airct-wi carry out 'Aister siurvival School Training first.

The aircrew asd ground crew live in tented acc;imodaticu. They wear the RA's Itrct!C Scale of
clothing. designed on the layer principle. The tents used #re 12 x 12a which am b# arranged in tandem
when nacassary. Gruend crew training Ls also an important part of the exercise. Heranu-N.7sou heatars
are seed to blmo hot air directly over the part of the aircraft worked on in the ope.; in aiditiou a teo-
poray shel1tr •n he erected around the repair.

Fixed ving aircraft trainiag is carried out at the same rime to fAmiliarise aircxew with Winter
flying. Operating from snow-coverd strips, aircraft concealment in snow 4nd operating from detached
sit"e arn all practised.

ThWŽ gvoun forces involved are essentially snowshoe troops but about a third of them train exten-
sively on skit. They stay ot Nurfelt Youth Hostel. They operate in 5-10 men sections and are given speed,
fire stwport and flexibility by the use of Volvo aver-sum vehicles. Logistic support is carried out by
various other army units and army helicopters ate also operated frou the losoen District air strip.

Certain subsidiary exercises are carried out whilst the above training is in progress. for axaple,

the Defence INC School often mounts ae exercise to test choeicel procedures in the cold, usually during
February.

Each Victor a Naval exercise is carried out in Norway unader the aegis of S&CLANT and includes training
of Marine Commandos at Narvik, helicopter squadrons at Bardut!ose and smll boat squadron& at Tromo. The
Land forces Ora e*eantiall7 ski-troops, operating in smell groupswho would expect to be landed by helicopter
from a co do carrier. Normally a forward operating base would be established so that the Naval heli-
copters would be independent of their ships. For the purposes of the exercise, because of the inconvenience
of having a ship stand-by off the coast of Norway for two or three months at a time, the aircraft era now
landed by ship at Borreisa and fly to Bardufose. The squadron personnel live in huts but carry out sur-
vival training in tented accommodation. The purpose of the exercieu is to train aircrew and ground crew
to operate a Forward Base in Arctic couditions, to carry out a flying training programe similar to that
of the IWI helicopter squadrons and to perform survival training.

The Winter Survival School

A WSr is set up each year by RAY Germany in Bavaria. There are five fortnightly courses for aircrew
which take place in the first three months of the year. The school accepts approximately 501 of its
students from UK and 502 from Germany. Host students are from the iRA but other arm are catered for am
wall. The School of Combat Survival and Rescue, RAF Mount Batten, supplies instructors. The students
undergo ski-training in the first few days to toughen them end then spend 4 days living out in the voods
with snow underfoot, in survival shelters. Next, there is an escape and evasion exercise. They travel
across country for a distance depending on the prevailing conditions, hunted by German paratroopers and
than undergo tactical questiouning when caught, Each course carries a voluiteer medical officer. The
last few days of the course are again speot ski-ing.

]I
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This paper is intended to give a general review of current thermal problems in high performance air-
craft, their origins and current design trends in their solution. It will deal in principles rather
than detailed design since the latter is usually specific to type.

THE ORIGINS OF THERMAL STRESS

It might be thought that modern engineering skills should be capable of providing a thermally com-
fortable cockpit. However, the rate of improvement of aircraft performance, both in low level speed and
manoeuvrability, and the enthusiasm of avionic engineers to instal more and more black boxes within or
near to the cockpit, increasing both the heat input to the cockpit and demands for cooling air, has
resulted in the design of cabin conditioning systems scarcely keeping up with the demands placed upon
them. Indeed it is true to say that there is not a single military higli performance aircraft flying
today that is wholly thermally comfortable in all flight conditions. Complaints are frequent, even
from the European theatre and diminished only by the fact that aircrew have come to accept that they
have to sweat it out as their predecessors did.

Looking at the problem in more detail and taking the input side first the main sources of heat are
aerodynamic heating, solar radiation, electrical heat load from avionic fits and the aircrew's own
metabolic heat production.

Aerodynamic heating

The end result of aerodynamic heating is a raised aircraft skin temperature, the equilibrium level
being a function of the ambient environmental temperature and the speed of the aircraft, During high
speed low level flight aircraft temperatures may be as high as llOOC. This results in a high heat in-
put into the cooler cabin air by convection and directly to the pilot's clothing, helmet and skin
surfaces by radiation.

Solar radiation

Inspite of the increasing use of avionic aids, all round visibility from the cockpit remains a pre-
requisite for flying. Thus modern aircraft retain large cockpit transparencies which do little to
filter the high radiant loads on the cockpit structure and pilot from the sun.

Electrical heat loads

The increasing use of sophisticated avionic aide influences cabin temperatures in two ways.
Firstly, most of these equipments are highly temperature sensitive and place high demands for cooling
air from the main conditioning plant. Secondly, they generate hot surfaces within the cockpit area
which exchange heat with the cabin air and further increase the radiant load on the pilot.

Aircrew heat production

A pilot at rest generates approximately 80 watts of heat from his internal metabolic processes,
This can be raised by a factor of 2 or 3 during high performance flying and the greatly improved
manoeuvrability of modern aircraft at speed increases the physical work on the pilot.

A modern example

To place these various heat sources into perspective Table 1 gives figures derived from theoretical
calculations for the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft:

MRCA flying at Mach 0.9 At Sea Level in ISA +35

Aerodynamic heat load 9.0 Kw
Solar radiation load 2.5 Kw Total direct heat
Electrical heat load ipta dt ckpt

(cockpit instruments) 1.2 Kw ) . 1. k p
Pilot metabolic heat pro- 12,9 Kw

duction 0.2 Kw
Electrical heat load (equip-

ment bays) 9.5 Kw

Table 1. Cabin Heat Loads for MRCA
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From this short conoideratiou it may be ee•n that thermal problelw are not confined to aircraft

operations in tropical climate* since many of the most potent heat so vrcee are present in tepperate
climate flying thouguh sow of them are obviously less severe.

CUUIUr DIIIN TUMIWS Ili CA3IN CONDITIO•IK(

At the start of this section the author make" no apology for excursions into the systems egiueerl'
province since so such of the end result represents a compromise between whet is physiologically desir-
able and what is practical from the engineering and operational point of view. In arriving at this
compromise it is desirable that the biologist and the engineer should each have a proper appreciation of
the other's problems.

Ther•al comfort

To deal first with the physiologically desirable end-point, this is thermal comfort. For practical
purposes, that is to enable the engineer to make calculations, a definition of thermal comfort is
required. A suitably simple definition is to state that a thermally comfortable man has a mean skin
temperature of 330C with a range of skin temperature of not greater than 6PC from the trunk to theperipheral parts of the limbs. This definition can be greatly complicated and qualified by the academicphysiologist but it has the practical merit of simplicity.

Design calculations

Wir.h this end point in mind the systems engineer can calculate the requirements for cabin con-
ditioning air in terms of -ass flow and inlet temperature and techniques for doing so have been described
by Hugbes (1968). In doing so he will take into account all the sources of heat input in representative
flight conditions including the pilot's own hart production.

Aircrev clothing

In making these calculations one very important factor influencing heat exchange between a pilot and
his anviron•ant is the insulation of his flying clothing aesembly. The requirement to provide pro-
tectioa against the whole range of aviation hazards with anti-G suits, pressure clothing, chemical pro-
tective clothing, life preservers and so on, placos a considerable layer of insulation between the
pilot's skin surface and the cabin air. To achicve adequate heat exchange across this insulation places
greater demnds on the ,oolin8 system than would be the case if "shirt sleeve" flying were possible.
The fact that several of the garments worn include water impermeable layers considerably embarrasses the
effectiveness of the pilot's tharmoregulatory sweating mechanism by restricting sweat evaporation should
thermal comfort not be maintained throughout flight. The increased demand on cabin cooling systema
arising from the effect of complex aircrew clothing in mang the sore important reasons for a serious
consideration of personal conditioning system trwich can achieve the desired physiological end point
more scanomically.

Typical cabin conditioning performance

To illustrate the typo of information tha: should emerge from preliminary design calculations of the
type described Table 2 gives the data derived for the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft.

Mac11 No - Taxy .3 .9 ,75 1.8

Altitude Feet 0 0[ 0 36000 50000

Ambient temperature nC 40 40 40 -65 -40

Humidity glkg 22 22 22 0 0

Ran Temperature °C 40 46 91 -42 Ill

Cabin Eeat Load kW 4.5 7.0 10.5 -3.3 11.7

Cabin Air Flow kg/S 0.13 0.39 0.40 0.23 0.27

Required cabin temperature
for comfort °C - 14.4 13,6 - 6.7

Cabin inlet temperature °C 15 2 6 39 -20

Cabin outlet temperature °C 43 15 27 27 23

Cabin temperature °C 36 12 22 30 12

Selector setting FULL COLD FULL FULL
TOT 2iCOLD

STable 2. Cabin Conditioning Prodieted. Performance Calculations



syst~m design rule.

AUwieg ovtLined the ,wicus factor& detarmxiain the reqidred perfomemma. of the gabin oefudit~ioning
system. Insofar a" the Pilot is oonwe'd,4 a numbr of general design rules "ay ba stated. eftoe.
4oist 94 & 'TW. description Of & typical aircraft cabin conditk.o~si system will aid the reader to
follow subsequernt discuasoio. .....

Fig. 1 is a diagram of ouch a typical QYSteuK. Sigh temperature, high pressure air to tapp~d from
the engine rvapreamors and after preliminary riam air cooling by a -risary heat exchanger the sl*r is
exapnded '.brough a turbin, with a m!!k~d drop In pressure and temperature. The physical work do"s by
this tw.bjrn is used to drive a compressor in the upstremm side wbhih rtissa the pressure and toewr~ture
at this point and enables furtherr cooling to be sobieved in a oecoedarj heat elohanger (inter cooler).

This type of Cold Air Unit. wbich forms the heart of the systbu, ia bnwn as a Uootatrop Cold Air Unit.
Water dropists which condenis out during this cooling mrs remvaod by a waeitr separatin~g davica and the
air is then ducted to the cockpit and equipmeant bays. rig. I so illusetre~tas the several subeidary
functions of the cabin conditioning system including rain .Qispersal, win&g sealing. dentlati"i and CAU

-~ Pr~rnary
Heuat

SawingEngiva

Ejectors

W..TCV P.R.V

Volvo_ Ratces Pec
Kilnby-an Air/Fuel

Cooler
RainServo Ejectors

Disprse!Bleed

MH7Dernistng Eg

FIG. 1. TYPICAL AIRCRAFT CABIN COtIDITIONINO SYSTEM

F ~Distribution d-Accork and outlet.

In datermining the mass flow and tesipsiature requirements tor cabi.e0 coaling air the dosign of the
Aistribution system downstream of the cold air unit Is vital. A poor distribution system will make
inefficient use of available cold air. In the past it has generally not been possible to produce a
man caviroemetal tempeature 1%;idistoly surrouneing the pilot that is cooler then about the cabin

- outlet t eaur. Thus if inlet t~amraturs is say lO'~c sad outlet t~esrature MFc, the 2an
tseeprature suarrounding the pilot wiilhbe ! the region of 300c. Keticulous design can reddn~a this
teegrature to a po@int move like three faur~tlt of the gradiouL f rom iaslt to outlet tomraturs, it
"nearr 25'0C in the quoted example.

F ~The distribution system should be dosigne# to produce the cooger coaditigee lmeadiately surrounding
Fthe pilot. This Is acbieued by careful positioaing of the cabin air outlets in relation to the pilot

and by the use of nozzle outlets specially dasirnew to reduce air antraiceasst (Dughee - personal comALi-
cation). The latter is a f-riture of poor *osale design in which warn cabin air is drawn into the outlet
cold air jet ismediately downstream of the enosle said substantially downgrades the quality of cooling air
reaching the pilot. The system should also allow personal edjeatment by the pilot, particularly with
regard to face ventilation.
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lho caetributies of hig Aircsraft SUim Coeaaewve ha. aIfe*d, beens amastoned. Clearly this can.

be redcued by careful attention bo insulation of the eockpit wails ftem *be eaone air with redisetion In
both the convective and -radiative inputs to the cockpit,

It is also important to insulate the distributive ductwork betvaeu the cold air uanit adthe outlets
to reduce the beet input to tbe cabin cold air supply before it roaches the pilot,

No is.' gerw ratio*

Wbilat not strictly relevant to the subject u;,tter of -this paperit soulId be usutioned thi~t cabis
conditioning syetam are important contributors to the Oockpit noes. problees Again careful deock" can
ainimise %*is* generation in ductwork mand outlets,

Weter separation

As a t-sault oftesubstantial temperature drop across the cold air wait, consider~able quantities of
water are condensed out of the cabin air supply either am water droplets or ice. Without an adequate
systems for removal, these droplets or particles of iee can be carried through the distributive ductwork

ndbe blow onto the pilot. This is a coommn occurrence on seversl existing aircraft. Even if this
doom not happen the lack of affective water * ~paration wtll lead to Yeabsorption in the ductwork and a
rise in humidity of the cabin air supply.

Reduction of radiant heat losas

Mention has already been made of the value of cockpit vail insulation in reducing the radiant load
on the pilot from high toomerature aircraft skins. This leaves the more difficult problem of reducing
the Polmr radiation load through the canopy. The difficulty lies In the requirement to maintain
external visibility particularly in twilight conditions, but so"e success can be achieved by the use of

filters suc-h a* gold film.

Desisting systeme

A secondary function of most cabin conditiocing systmas is to prLcvide a transparency demiesting
facility. This has often takien the form of a hot air supply to outlets wbicoilirect it over the trans-
parencies. Such a syaten introduces large quantities of hot air into the cockpit. Use of the de-!
misting system is comma during the later stages of descent to low altitude at a time when It would be of
considerable advantAge to prolong toe advantages of cold soak at altitude for as long as possible, in
so=e aircraft, for examle the Phantom, the ductvork is common to the deatisting system iand the cabin
conditioning. This has the added disadvantage that use of the doenattng system heats up much of the
distributive ducting which then has to be recoolel on reversion, to normal cabin condtioatng. Thewe is
considerable advintags in using electrical method, In the primary demstaiag system, with a hot air system
as a back-up . 11e latter abould havet ductwork entirely separate from the cabin conditioning dtstri'v
bution syatem.

Design limitations

The huge demsands for cooling air both for maintaining pilot comfort and for avionic cooling have now
reached the point in modern military aircraft where they represent the maixtimsi that can be achieved
within the limits of present tachoology. Already the extent of air bloed from engine compressors is
beginning to have important effects on engine thrust perforsmance, Tapping air from late coompressor
stages in nodr.ýei, jet engines resulta in~ very high tawratuare bleed air which in turn produces problems
in cthe oasign of beet exchangers. Thus the position has been reached whore further incremsents in cabin
conditioning performance are hardly possible and this has led to an increasing interest in personal con-
ditiazing for the pilot and in alternative zeaas for aviouic cooling.

GP.0XV2 FACILITIES

Nowever effective cabiu con4itioning syasmo may be all are engine dependent M'd work loes effect-
ively during taxying and not at all during ground pro-flight checks or stand-by. This is particularly
unfortunate since many tharmal stress problems are associated with the pro-flight period when aircraft

my have baon hot-soaked. Palliatiou erau be obtained by the use of fixed ground facilities mad ground
sZir trolleys.

Fixed grovad favolities

Frow time-to-tize the use of such side ansuew-shades and thermal blankets usually special to type,
has been donmstrated to be effective in reducing solar radiant hestizia of aircraft *a the ground.
Unfortunately these devices presear logistic probles, particularly &%: dispersal airfields.

A Spin-off from the increasing usea of hardened sites for aircraft parking will be the reduction of
solar IGO&,

Crwe cooling trolleys

Wwon available the use o! ground trolleys to provide cold air &"plies to cockpits during the pro-
fILsjd perio4 I s a highly effective method for reducing pro-flight theormal stress. Again, themse cani
present logistic. problem and increase the wurk of ground crewn. Dowever, *here effective personal
coeditionieg is sat available pro-fligbt, their use is stroegly stvocated.



yrom this absort toia it may be sawn that the camues of tdhaml problem in modern umlitary sit-
craig a veIl "Oieratee snd the olutio.ma, though they streotb the couditioning eagieer's cech 1ogy
to thm Umit, are knoes. Neverthl•ean the position has been reached when considerable deasin ad"

eopratiemal edmtataac might accrue from the uec of etftecttv pareonai conditioning synte6ma rather than

by tryin to achieve omfort solely through thd cooling of cabin air supplies.

The fect Owt so many urrvent (ircraft are not thermally comfortable reflecte the acceptance by

aircr-w that tLirh performaace aircraft have always bcom uncomfortably hot vith the result that this part

of the eacpau system has often received inadequate attantion.

Several factors eueei that a mora, positive attitude may have to be taken in the future. Firstly.

the provision of chemical proteotive clothing vill add a further icreaent to existing thermal strain

end esoondly, the overall increase In the couplexity of the pilot's task makes the acceptance of even

minor discamfortai mre difficult. Perhaps the time hee come to abandon Lhu position in which the

question usually asked is "can pilots tolerate these conditionl?" and ask In it. place "how much moru

effectively will pilots perform if conditions are vholly coofortable?"

I. HUGHES. T.L. Cabin Air Requiremeuts for Crew Comfort in Military Aircraft. 1968.

"Royal Aircraft Estaablibhmnt Technical Report No. TR.68304.
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SUMMARY

The inadequacy of cabin conditioning systems in high performance aircraft has resulted in aircrew
being exposed to severe heat stress situations within the cockpit environment during certain flight pro-
files. To alleviate the physiological strain imposed upon the man, methods of thermally conditioning the
micro-environment within flying clothing assemblies have been investigated and applied to operational
situations. The cooling agents used in the "personal thermal conditioning" role have been air or water.
The former has been utilised either as an evaporative agent or convective cooling agent. In this paper
the relative merits of the different personal conditioning systems have been discussed and a case made
for the development of a practical liquid-cooled suit system for use in present and future high-performance
aircraft.

INTRODUCTION

It has been established that man's fatigue is increased and his efficiency of task performance reduced
when he is exposed to thermal stress. The efforts to offset the ever increasing thermal input to the cabin
environment of recent generations of high performance aircraft, by improving cabin thermal conditioning
systems, have not been wholly successful. In the immediate future further improvements in man's thermal
environment in high performance aircraft cockpits depend upon the ability to condition the micro-environment
within the flying clothing assembly.

THi REQUIREMENT FOR PERSONAL CONDITIONING

During the last two decades rapid advancement in the development of aircraft engines and structures
has permitted equally rapid changes in the flight envelopes of high performance aircraft. This has
increased the thermal stress within the cockpit environment in the following ways:

1. Increasing the speed of flight at low level raises the thermodynamic heating of the aircraft's
structure to levels where aircraft skin temperatures substantially exceeding J.00C are frequently
encountered.

2. Inclusion of more sophisticated avionic back-up equipment within the cabin results in an
increased number of radiant heat sources both in close proximity to the pilot, and in sites where
they produce an additional thermal input to the cockpit environment and increase the demand for
cooling air from the environmental control system.

3. The increased manoeuvrability of modern aircraft during high speed low level flight increases
the workload of the pilot and therefore his metabolic heat production.

4. The flying clothing assemblies worn by aircrew operating high performance aircraft have high
insulation values. Some flying garments are of course impermeable to water anfwit]1 thus inhibit
man's most useful thermal regulatory mechanism for increasing his heat loss to the environment,
namely sweat evaporation. Recent proposals for protecting aircrew from chemical agents using
specific items of clothing, involve additional insulation and a fully enclosed headgear system.
It can be predicted that this will further increase the heat strain upon the man.

It is desirable that aircrew be maintained in thermal comfort throughout the entire sortie. This
period extends from the time the man leaves the crewroom, through the walkout, taxy and flight stage, to
the time he re-enters the crewroom. Engine powered cabin conditioning systems provide no cooling before
take-off. This problem can be alleviated by providing ground cooling trolleys to-condition cockpits whilst
the aircraft is still on the pan without engines running. Although this is a relatively simple facility
to provide on permanent flying stations, it becomes an increasingly difficult logistic problem when air-
craft are obliged to operate from dispersal sites, where back-up facilities may be of a very limited
nature. Even when the engines are running and the aircraft is taxying, the cabin conditioning system is
inadequate to cope with any large thermal load, because the output from the cabin conditioning system is
proportional to the engine power. The latter is of course operating at a low output during the taxy phase.

•his is also true during certain other phases of most flight profiles, such as idling descents, when a
marked increase in cockpit temperatures can be noted.

Even if these problems were soluble, it is doubtful if cabin conditioning systems alone could provide
a cockpit environment where man could be maintained in thermal comfort. This stems from the large insula-
ting values of the flying clothing asFemblies. Because of these large insulating values, the man requires
a greater temperature gradient between his skin and the cockpit environment to lose sufficient heat to
maintain thermal equilibrium. To achieve this the cabin air temperature is required to be considerably

ichr than would he ne•essary to maintain a lightly clothed man in thermal comfort. However, in achieving
this sitiuation an increased gradient between the cabin air and the aircraft's skin temperature results,



producing a greater heat input from the aircraft strw.ture to thi cabin environment. hemoefore, to produce
an a..eptsble thnrmel environment within the eo"+pic requires a high level of performance from the codi-
tioning system to proviLA the wses of variable temperature air needed to cope with the divu-a, iuflight
conditions encountered. Such systeme impose conaderable vise and weight penalties an the aircraft. 1,ao
the air used for the cabin condltioning system is obtained by tappium the egine compressors. The mass of
air bled from the engine for this purpoec has at the prevent tim reached a level where any further
increase would reasIt in significent reduction in eniLue performance.

It would seem therefore that major inprov"unts of cabin conditioning syst•em in both present a0d
future generation high performance aircraft ste unlikely. Since it is i•reA•aingly difficillt to condition
the rockpit environment satisfactorily, attention has been orientated to conditioning the micro-environment
within his flying clothing assembly.

1W IUQUIP•.S•N O7r PRISCMA1 COfDITIONING SYSTLIW

The ideal being aimed at when coasidering thermally conditioning aircrew is the schievemnat of therma
comfort in all phases of the sortie. This in4ludes pre-flight, in-flig ht and post-flight Sitr tions. The
definition of thermal comfort used in this context is:

1. A mean skin temperature of 33 0 C.

. An evaporative heat loss equivalent to 20% of the metabolic rate.

3. A relatively higher skin temperature it the central body region than in the exrraities
(preferred distribution of skin temperature).

Method, available for personal thermal conditiouing at present utilise either air or water as the
medium for excxanging heat between the man and his environment. Air can be used as a heat transfer agent
in two modem; either using its evaporative capacity, or utilisit" itFt convective power. When water is
used as the ýooling agent the heat transfer mechanism is more complicated, both conductive and convective
elements being present.

AIR, VETILLATED SYSTEMS (AVS)

*1. MQE1AISH O1 LCTION

a. Evaporative

Although there are several engineering advantages to this method of ueing air ventilation, it
is the least acceptable method of personal thermal conditioning, in terms of both physiological and
subjective assessments of thermal comfort. The mechanism by which heat is transferred from the man
is by removal of latent heat of vapourisiution of swaet. However, before man begin. to sweat a
degree of thtrmal strain must exist. Therefore. although a thermal steady state situation way be
arrived at by using evaporative air ventilation in a heat stress situation, it will be accoWanvied
by an elevation in deep body temperature and some lose of thermal comfort.

b. Convective

The use of sir ventilation for removal of sensible heat in this mode offers the obvious advantage
that the heat transfer mchanism does not require the men to sweat before it begins to work. Thus it
is possible to maintain thermal comfort without any elevation in deep body temperature. This is a
more acceptable method of maintaining thermal comfort both in terw of objective physiological
responses and subjective criteria. However, this advantage is offset by several disadvantages in
terms of the penalties on the aircraft of providing the quantities of cold air needed for the system
to function adequately.

2. SUFPLY NEQUUkK)MNTS

When utilising air as the cooling agent for personal therval conditioning s7steme the mechanism of

heat transfer, i.e. evaporative or convective, ham important implications on both the design of the air
supply systoew and of the garments utilicinS the supply system . The temperature of the air for evapora-
tive cooling need not be lower than that of the man skin temperature. What is important is that the
water content of the air is minimal so that maximum evaporation from the vet skin to the air can teke
place. Air temperatures of up to 40°C with low humidity will still provide sufficient cooling power to
maintain & thermal steady state, albeit at an elevated deep body temperature. This means that the inevi-
table heat pick-up by the ventilating air supplies, from the pipevork system between the cold air unit,
water extractor, and the me, is of less importance then in convective cooling. In the letter system the
temperature of the air supply to the ma must be lees than the mean skin temperature for comfort, i.e. 33

0
C.

However, humidity is less important than for evaporative air ventilation. Greater quantities of sir are
secessary for removal of a siven quantity of heat by convection than evaporation, An inadequacy of both
types of AVS is that the temperature control for all aircrew msmbers in at aitcrafc" is set by a master
control switch which the pilot operates. All other crew moebers can only control the flow rate to their
individual garments. Illustrations of the air sWply system for evaporative and convective personal
thermal conditioning are shown in Figures I and 2. It can be seen from these figures that the convective
air supply system may incorporate a turbo-fan cold air unit. The additional cooling power available from
this tmit minsa that less load is placed on the primary heat exchanger utilising envirocmental control
system sir. This results in a lover heat load being paaos.d to the cabin conditioaing• air than in theS~~evaporative .AVS.."
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3. GARMENT DESIGN

When considering the garments used in conjunction with air supplies in both evaporative and convec-
tive modes, substantial differences are again encountered. Since different skin sites sweat at approxi-
mately equal rates, evaporation is most efficiently achieved by providing equal volume flows of air to
equal skin surface areas. If this equal flow to equal skin area distribution is not achieved, sweat will
not be evaporated adequately from some regions and therefore a higher sweat rate from the supplied areas
will be required to maintain sufficient heat extraction. Also in those areas where the distribution of
air is inadequate, wetting of the garments will take place producing discomfort. In the past this equal
volume flow to all skin areas has been achieved by a complicated ducting system comprising a large number
of equal bore tubes supplying air jets within the garment (Figure 3). Although at the present time it is
felt that the air distribution system might be simplified, the necessity to provide equal air flows to
equal skin areas does limit design improvements. For convective air cooling a relatively greater amount
of cooling must be provided to the periphery than the central body area to maintain preferred skin tem-
perature distribution. The design of these garments has allowed a simpler pipework system than that used
in evaporative garments to be developed (Figure 4).

A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of these two systems is shown in Table 1. It can be
seen from the comparison of the two air ventilation methods that in terms of maintaining the aircrew in
thermal comfort, the convective principle is the method of choice. However, the penalty on the aircraft
of the bulk cf equipmpent to provide the ventilating supply is considerably less using the evaporative
principle. It is for this reason that at the present time in the Royal Air Force, only the Buccaneer has
the facility for providing the aircrew with convective AVS cooling. However, the multi-role combat air-
craft (MRCA) in its present Phase 1 development is being produced with the facility to provide convective
cooling to the crew if required. Even if future generations of aircraft are manufactured with this type
of cooling system there still remain several problems to be solved. Firstly, the pre-flight heat stress
which can result from either the climate or from a high workload. To date it has been found impossible to
provide a practical portable conditioning unit to supply ventilating air whilst the individual is mobile
in the pre or post flight phase. The only prototype portable units produced have been of such bulk and
mass (more than 10 kilograms fully charged) that initial assessments suggested that the cost of carrying
the item, in terms of workload and subjective discomfort, outweighed its useful cooling properties. In the
absence of ventilation to the suit, the air ventilated garments become yet another layer of thermal insula-
tion, adding to the total thermal stress on the individual. Secondly, since personal thermal conditioning
systems utilising air ventilation are engine dependent, then in all situations where low engine power is
being applied, i.e. idling descents, and taxy, cooling is likely to be inadequate and an increase in ther-
mal strain will occur. In ground standby, with no engine power available, no air supply will be available
unless it is supplied from an auxiliary ground cooling unit. Finally the policy to protect aircrew from
chemical agents requires suitable filters for the air supplies to these garments. These filters reduce the
performance of the cooling system.

LIQ!11D CONDITIONED SYSTEM (LCS)

In principle this process involves the exchange of heat between the man and the liquid flowing in
small plastic pipes mounted within the fabric of a stretch material garment (Figure 5). The mechanism of
heat transfer is a combination of both conduction and convection. To date, the liquid used has been a
mixture of water and ethylene glycol (the latter to prevent freezing in the supply system). The present
proposal is for a 50/50 water glycol mixture which will meet the most adverse operating conditions, but
will allow freezing of the coolant during ground cold soak to -60 0

C. Any further increase in the fraction
of ethylene glycol in the mixture will both reduce the cooling properties of the medium, by lowering the
thermal conductivity and specific heat, and also increase the specific gravity and viscosity of the mixture
requiring a greater power source to maintain a given flow through the system. In order to maintain the
preferred skin temperature distribution, the liqui.d after entering the garment at an inlet manifold, flows
firstly to the peripheral parts of the limbs, and then flows proximally towards the central trunk area to
an outlet manifold.

The liquid cooled system works on a fixed flow principle. At present design requirements demand a
flow rate of approximately l.L.min"

1
. The temperature of the coolant to the suit inlet can be varied from

150C to 45
0

C and is controlled by individual crew members. This is achieved by mixing hot and cold streams
of coolant to a value selected by the crew member on his temperature controller. The suit inlet tempera-
ture is prevented from varying outside the range quoted above, by sensors in the supply system which pro-
duce an error signal and cause the by-pass valve to work, cutting off the suit supply. Cooling is achieved
using a vapour cycle refrigeration system (Figure 6). -

Field and laboratory assessments of different personal thermal conditioning systems, including liquid
conditioned systems, convective air ventilated systems and evaporative air ventilated systems, have fur-
nished evidence that both on physiological objective measurements and subjective criteria, the liquid con-
ditiored suit system is the most acceptable. The use of w,ter as a cooling agent offers several advantages
over air. The specific heat of water being considerably higher than that of air, a much larger quantity of
heat can be accepted by a unit mass of water. The liquid system provides a closed loop system and this has
two advantages. Firstly, because recirculation of the heat transfer fluid takes place, only the heat picked
up by the coolant from the man and the cockpit environment has to be eliminated from the system. Secondly,
protection of the cooling medium from chemical agents is far easier than with that of an open circuit system
using air ventilation. The smaller power requirements and reduced flow of the cooling medium facilitates
tGic development of a practical portable conditioner. To date prototype3 have been produced wearing approxi-
mately 5 kilograms fully charged (Figure 7). All crew rooms where LCS are being used by the aircrew can be
provisioned with a supply of readily charged portable conditioners. The user only requires to disconnect
a -onditioner from its charging source and connect it to his inlet/outlet suit manifold. The endurance of
a fully chiar>•ed conditioner varies with the heat input from the man and environment, but under normal opera-
ting procedures, i.e. walk-out to aircraft phase endurances of 60 min have been recorded. The T.CS, unlike
the AVS. ii independent of engine power requiring only electrical output from the aircraft's system. This,
in conjmuttion with a practital portable conditioning unit means that personal thermal conditioning is
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available to the aircrew throughout the latole sortie. The comparative advantages of the W.S are augg-
fiarisaid in Tabl I with those of the AVS systems

To data no aircraft have boon developed with an integral liquid conditioned suit system# despite the
opinions of twat investig~ators in the field oft personal thermal conditioning that the LCS offers ocklueidsr-
able not advalitaga aver air ventilated system. H~owever, at the preaent time diactmi-irn is prao±aodiug on
the feteibility of incorporating a liquid conditioned suit system in the UK variant of the )KA.
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Figure 3. Evaporative air-ventilated Fiure 4. Convective air-ventilated
-Isuit suit
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CABIN PRESSURISATION AND OXYGEN SYSTEMS-REQUIREMENTS

by

Wing Commander J. Ernsting, OBE
RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough

SUMMRY

The considerable interactions between the physiological requirements for cabin pressurisation and
the relationship between concentration of oxygen and cabin altitude required of oxygen delivery systems
for aircrew in flight are explored in this paper. Although work performed until 1960 suggested that
hypoxia induced by breathing air at altitudes of up to 8000 feet was acceptable, investigations performed
more recently at RAF IAM and elsewhere suggest that the maximum acceptable degree of hypoxia for aircrew
in flight is that associated with breathing air at 5000 feet. The incidence of hypoxia due to malfunction
of oxygen delivery equipment and of decompression sickness at altitudes above 20,000 feet is such that the
maximum cabin altitude in combat aircraft should not exceed 20,000-22,030 feet. The concentration of
oxygen which must be breathed to avoid transient hypoxia on sudden failure of a pressure cabin even when
100% oxygen is delivered to the respiratory tract immediately the decompression occurs is generally
greater in high differential pressure aircraft than that required to prevent significant hypoxia with the
pressure cabin intact. Even in modern combat aircraft this consideration requires a higher than "5000 feet
equivalent" breathing mitture at aircraft altitudes greater than 35,000 feet.

INTRODUCTION

Although the basic physiological requirements for cabin pressurisation and the performance of oxygen
systems are well established the interactions between these two essential life support systems have only
been explored in detail over the last 15 years. Some of these interactions and the way in which they
affect the physiological aspects of the requirements for cabin pressurisation and oxygen systems are con-
sidered in this paper.

The crew and passenger compartments of virtually all modern high performance combat and transport air-
craft are pressurised with air in order to prevent the occupants being exposed to the low pressure of the
environment in which the aircraft may fly. At first sight there would appear to be great advantages in
maintaining the absolute pressure in the cabin at one atmosphere (760 mm Hg) throughout flight. Such a
requirement would however impose considerable penalties with regard to the weight of the pressure cabin
and the pressurisation equipment, and hence the performance of the aircraft. Furthermore, the larger the
pressure differential across the wall of a cabin the greater is the risk of damage to the aircraft and its
occupants in the event of a failure of the structure. Thus, in practice, compromises are made between the
physiological ideal of a cabin pressure of 1 atm absolute, the weight and performance penalties of a high
cabin pressure differential and the risk of explosive failure of the cabin. A clear recognition of the
effects of low environmental pressure upon man in particular hypoxia, decompression sickness, expansion of
gastro-intestinal gas and the effects of rate of change of pressure upon the middle ears and sinuses is
essential to the derivation of the best compromise cabin pressurisation schedule for an aircraft. The
form of the cabin pressurisation schedule can affect the ideal relationship between the concentration of
oxygen delivered by the oxygen system and the cabin altitude. The cabin pressurisatic-n schedule also
determines the pressure differential applied to the oxygen and respiratory systems in the event of a decom-
pression of the cabin.

HYPOXIA DURING ROUTINE FLIGHT

The intensity of hypoxia which is acceptable in aircrew operating aircraft has important implications
for the design of both pressure cabins and aircraft oxygen systems. It sets the maximum cabin altitude in
aircraft in which air is breathed during flight and the minimum concentrations of oxygen delivered by an
oxygen system.

The results of numerous studies of the effects of acute hypoxia carried out before and during World
War II suggested that psychomotor and mental performance is unimpaired by breathing air at altitudes up to
about 12,000 feet (McFarland (1); Ernsting (2)). The one exception was the light sensitivity of the dark
adapted eye which is significantly reduced by the hypoxia associated with aninspired P02 of 110 mm HE (3).
It was accepted as a result of these studies and practical experience gained in flight that the hypoxia
induced by breathing air at altitudes of up to 8000 feet was acceptable for flight deck crews. In 1962
however, Ernsting, Gedye and McHardy (4) found that the ability of subjects to reproduce a sequence of
eight digital operations learnt whilst breathing air at 8000 feet was significantly impaired as compared
with their performance when the task had been learnt whilst breathing 100% oxygen at 8000 feet. This find-
ing led to two further studies at the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine of the effects of mild hypoxia
upon performance during the learning of a task (5 and 6). The performance of matched groups of subjects
was measured during the learning of a complex orientation task whilst breathing air at ground level, 5000
and 8000 feet. The subject carried out mild exercise on a bicycle ergometer and was also required to main-
tain a constant pedalling speed. Performance at this complex orientation task was impaired by mild hypoxia
whilst the test was being learnt but not after the subjects had practised it. Impairment during the learn- -

ing phaie was only just detectable at 5000 feet (22% increase in mean reaction time (p<0.05)) but con-
siderable at 8000 feet (mean reaction time twice that obtained at ground level (p <O.02)). Several other
independent studies have shown that breathing air at 8000 feet produces a significant impairment of per-
forranice during the learning phase of a vigilance task (7), a complex psychomotor task (8) and a complex
choir,- reaction task (9). Other investigations in which subjects performed two-dimensional tracking (10),
mentaL problem solving and auditory vigilance (11) confirmed that the hypoxia associated with brwathing
air at altitudes up to 8000 - 10,000 feet has no detectable effect on performance if the task has pre-
viously been well 1karnt at ground level.
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In sumary, therefore, recent studies have shown that the hypoxia induced by breathing sir at alti-

tudes of up to 10,000 feet (inspired P02 - 99 as Hg) has no effect upon well learnt tasks but does prolong
the time taken to learn a new task. This impairment of learning increases with the complexity of the

task but even choice reaction times are significantly prolonged by breathing air at 8000 feet. Impairment
of learning even of a complex task is only Just detectable at 5000 feet. Although routine flying consists
primarily of the practice of thoroughly over-learnt tasks, unpractised emergency situations do occur in
both military and civil operations and novel combinations of complex tasks occur repeatedly in combat
flying. Thus reduction of the inspired P0. to 108 mm HS (equivalent to breathing air at 8000 feet) should
not be accepted for aircrew employed in a i operations because it produces a very significant impairment
of the ability to respond to novel complex situations. It is concluded that a practical compromise with
"regard to the degree of hypoxia acceptable when oxygen economy or the magnitude of the cabin differential
pressure are of concern is that inspired Po a down to 122 mm Hg i.e. breathing air at altitudes up to
5000 feet are acceptable for aircrew operating both combat and transport aircraft. Thus the cabin alti-
tude of an aircraft in which the aircrew breathe air should not exceed 5000 feet. The engineering and air-
craft performance penalties of applying this physiological requirement to current transport aircraft over
the whole range of operating altitudes is however significant. The current practical compromise set in
the UK is that the cabin altitude shall not exceed 6000 feet at the maximum cruising altitude of the air-
craft. The minimum oxygen concentration-cabin altitude relationship for current UK crew oxygen delivery
systems is a ground level equivalent (inspired P0 2 - 159 ma Hg). The use of a minimum concentration of
oxygen which produces hypoxia equivalent to that induced by breathing at 5000 feet (inspired P0 2 - 122 mm Hg)
has however been used for many years in North America.

MkXIMUM ACCEPTABLE CABIN ALTITUDE BREATHING OXYGEN

In combat aircraft the weight and hence aircraft performance penalties of a high differential pressure
cabin such that the crew may breathe air throughout flight, are unacceptable. Furthermore it is usually
considered that the threat to the integrity of the pressure cabin by enemy action and the possible ensuing
decompression should be taken into account in this type of aircraft. Thus, it is generally accepted that
the crew of combat aircraft will wear oxygen equipment throughout flight so that the magnitude of the cabin
pressure differential in this type of aircraft can be considerably less than if the maximum cabin altitude
is limited to the 5000 to 8000 feet required by air breathing.

The early post war combat aircraft designed and built in the UK had a maximum cabin pressure differen-
tial of 3.5 Lb./sq.in. (180 mm Hg) so that cabin altitude was of the order of 25,000 feet when the aircraft
altitude approached 45,000 feet. It was believed that this cabin pressure differential represented the
best compromise between the risk of hypoxia and decompression sickness during flight at high altitude on
the one hand and of damage in the event of a sudden decompression on the other. As experience was gained
of the reliability of pressure cabins and the altitudes at which service flying was carried out approached
and exceeded 50,000 feet and the maximum cabin pressure differential for combat aircraft was increased to
4.0 Lb./sq.in. (210 mn Hg).

By progressively enriching the inspired air with oxygen it is possible to maintain the alveolar oxygen
tension at the value associated with breathing air at sea level at altitudes of up to 33,000 feet. However,
the rate at which the function of the central nervous system is impaired by an interruption of the oxygen
supply so that the aircrew man reverts to breathing air increases progressively as the altitude is raised
above 15,000 feet. The time available at an altitude of 20,000 feet for an individual to recognise that
his oxygen supply has ceased and for him to carry out the appropriate corrective action is approximately
three times greater than the time available at an altitude of 25,000 feet. Furthermore, the reduction of
the inspired oxygen tension produced by a given fractional inboard leak of air due to an illfitting oro-
nasal mask increases with increase of altitude. Thus, although it is theoretically possible to maintain a
normal sea level alveolar oxygen tension at altitudes of up to 33,000 feet by increasing the concentration
of oxygen in the inspired gas these considerations suggest that both the incidence of hypoxia and its
severity will increase with increase of altitude above 15,000 feet. The incidence of hypoxia accidents in
unpressurised aircraft in World War Ii was 6 times greater for flight at 25,000 feet as for those at
20,000 feet whilst when the altitude of flight was 30,000 feet the incidence was nearly 70 times that at
20,000 feet. The experience of the Royal Air Force over the last 20 years has amply confirmed these war-
time observations, with the incidence and severity of hypoxia accidents rising markedly with increase of
cabin altitude between 20,000 feet and 25,000 feet.

Other aeromedical consequences of the use of maximum cabin pressure differentials of 3.5 and 4.0 Lb./
sq.in. gauge have been a significant incidence of decompression sickness and,associated particularly with
the introduction of aircraft capable of very high rates of descent, the occurrence of otitic and sinus
barotrauma. There has been, therefore, over the last 10 years an increasing tendency to--advise that the
maximum cabin altitude in strike aircraft should be reduced from 25,000 feet towards 20,000 feet. The most
recent UK requirement for cabin pressurisation which in this respect is in agreement with the United States
MIL specification for the pressurisation of the cabins of strike aircraft requires that the maximum cabin
pressure differential shall be 5.25 Lb./sq.in. (275 mm Hg). This requirement provides a cabin altitude of
16,000 feet when the aircraft altitude is 40,000 feet and a cabin altitude of 19,500 feet at an aircraft
altitude of 50,000 feet.

CABIN PRESSURISATION SCHEDULES - COMBAT AIRCRAFT

The relationship required between cabin pressure differential and aircraft altitude in a combat air-
craft depend., upon a number of considerations. At first sight it may appear highly desirable that pres-
surisation of the cabin should commence at the lowest possible aircraft altitude and that the cabin alti-
tude should be held constant as the aircraft ascends until the maximum cabin pressure differential is
reached. This is the form of pressurisation schedule required by United States MIL specification. In
practice, in order to avoid presaurisetion of the cabin when the aircraft is on the ground it is necessary
to delay the altitude of onset of pressurisation to a pressure altitude which exceeds the lowest atmospheric
pressure which may occur when the aircraft is on the ground. A reasonable compromise would appear to be
that the pressurisation of the cabin of a strike aircraft should commence at an aircraft altitude of 5000
feet. With a maximum cabin pressure differential of 5.25 Lb./sq.in. it is possible to maintain a cabin



altitud of 500 fe betweem aircraft altitule. of 5000 oad 19,000 feet (Table 1, NIL specification).

Table 1. Ihe ralatloseble between cain altitude aod
alrerafto cLtu4 e fer stribe aircraft

Aircraft Altitude Cabin Altitude
(tset) (feet)

NIL Specification UlK •quirament

0 0 0
5,000 5,000 5,000

10,000 5,000 6.3•00
15.000 5.000 8,500
20.00 5,500 10,250
25,000 8.50w 12,250
3O,.000 11,250 13,500
35,000 13.750 14,750
40,000 16,000 16,000
45,000 17,750 17.730
50,00D 19,50W 19,500

A presurisation schedule of this type ensures that the cabin altitude is maintained at the lowest prac-
tical l.vel over the whole flight etrvalope. Rowever, from the points of viev of structural fatigue of the
pressure cabin and the risk of damge to the occupants arising from a structural failure, it is highly
desirable that the proportion of the flight envelope in which the mximum cabin pressure differential is
operative should be kept to a minimum. Thesa cone derations result in the type of cabin pressurisation
schedule employed in UK combat aircraft in which the maximum pressure differential is not operative until
the aircraft altitude exceeds a value, depending upon the magnitude of the naxtitn pressure difference,
between 25.000 feet and 40,000 feat. At altitudes between that at which cabin pressurisation commences
vad that at lyich the marim-n pressure differential becomes operative the absolute pressure in the cabin
varies linearly with the exterr-.L atmospheric pressure. The latest UK requirement fox strike aircraft
requires that the u.sAi- cabin differential cf 5.25 Lb./sq.in. is only operative at and above an aircraft
altitude of 40,000 feet (Table 1 - UK requirement).

Although the UK pressurisation schedule results in higher cabin altitudes at aircraft altitudes
between 5000 and 40.000 feet than those given by the NIL specification schedule (Table 1) the difference
is of little significance with respect to the potential occurrence of hypoxic incidents since the differ-
oe only arises at cabin altitudes below 16,C00 Ueat. Indeed .he differences between the cabin altitudes
produced by the two schedule@ is greatest at the lower aircraft, and hence cabin altitudes where the possL-
bility of signLficant hypoxia octurring in flight can be virtually discounted.

Of considerably greater practical importance hoeverr is the difference in the rate of change of cabin
altitude with a given rate of descant of the aircraft produced by the NIL specification and UK types of
schedule. The NIL specification schedule provides a constant cabin altitude on descent from an altitude
of 19,000 fast until the aircraft passes through !000 feet below which cabin pressurisation ceases and
the rate of decrease of cabin altitude equals the rate of descent of the aircraft. With the TK require-
mant however the cabin altitude decreases progressively as the aircraft descends from 19,000 feet to
5000 feot. On the other hand, descent from aircraft altitudes greeter than 19,000 feet gives a progressive
decrease of cabin altitude with either schedule. For a given rate of descent of the aircraft however the
rate of increase of cabin absolute presaure produced by the NIL specification is about twice that produced
by the UK pressurisation schedule. Thus with high rates of descent from altitudes considerably above
19,000 feet the NIL specification schedule requires a were frequent venting of the middle ear cavities and
sinuses and with very high rates of descent of the aircraft would be expected to cause a greater incidence
of otitic and sinus baratraum then that associated with the UK pressurisation schedule.

It may be concluded therefore that aeromedically for a strike aircraft which operates primarily at
altitudes below 20,000 feet the NIL specification schedule of cabin pressuriaatiou is more suitable than
the UK schedule. On the other hand the UK pressurisation schedule is more desirable than that given by
the NIL specification when the aircraft iG expected to spend a significant proportion of its flight time
at altitudes in the 20,000 feet to 50,000 feet range. Englneering considerations related to the increased
structural fatigus produced by the NIL specification preseurisation schedule could give an overall a9 van-
taog to the UK requirement even for a strike aircraft which operates predominantly at altitudes below
20,000 feet.

KYPOnA ZUOUCKI 31 RAPD UWAW SII1

A rapid decompression of the pressure cabin of an aircraft flying at altitude produces an equally rapid
fall of the P02 A FO of the alveolar pa. Thus rapid decompression whilst breathing sir fros I000 feet
to 40,000 fast in 1.5 sIc prniuces a virtually instantaneous fall of alveolar P02 from 65 to 15 m as gad
the alveolar P0O remains beoow IS ma Rg for as long as sir is breathed at 40,000 feet (4). If the subject
Goes amt sttrtio breathe I002 oxygen until 8 - 10 sec after the beginning of decompression unconsciouse es
hupervene approximately 5 - 7 sec later. Eves when 1002 oxygen is delivered to the respiratory tract at
tho beginning of the decompression there is a vey significant impairment of performance during th. period
fran 13 "ec to saec aofter the decompreesion.

gItemsive studies at the &AF institute of Aviati on Medicine of the eaffects of rapid decompression
(time of dacaipressiou vevied betwee 1.5 and 90 see) wbilst breathing air from 5000 foet to final elti-
tud- betwtee 25,000 feet and 43,000 feet in vwich 1002 oxqgen hs been delivered to the respiratory tract



at "waribus iages Is after the iscoffifression have lad to the conclusion that there is a significant
iepiroit of perforumsac and detsntable changes in the e"S if the alveolar P~ is reduced to balow
30 sms ES even for a very aotperiod. Perfouinca baa beom measured by testr &g the ability of the sub-
ject to reproduce a recantly learst sequsswe of "serations of a meat of three keys (12) aMd the reaction
time to a rapidly repeated spatial orientation task (13). The intensity of the changes of the eag and the
degree of irVairment of performance have baom found to ha proportional to the magnituda of the hypoixic
pulae as expressed by the area on an alveolar PC)-tin plot below a l'~. of 30 us RE. The intensity of the
kypoxic pulse increases as the final alItiude is raised progressively lbove 30,000 feet and as the Interval
betwiten the beginning of the decompression and the delivery of 1001 oxygen to the respiratory tract ic
lengtbsned.

Any impairment of performoanc as detected by the two tests used in these studies is considered to be
uniacceptable in aircrow who are required to perfors skilled tasks during and following a rapid decompres-
sio in flight. It follows therefore that the alveolar P ., thou ld not fall below 30 an H& during or
immediately after a rapid decompression. Thus, whilot witf decompressions to an altituda of 25,000 feet
the delivary of 100% oxygen can he delayed for up to 15 sce, oxygen muat be breethed immiateiy when the
final altitude ic 30,000 feet. At final altitudes greater than 30,000 feet the concentration of oxygen
in theagsa breathed at 8000 feet before the decompression must be greeter than 21X even if 100% oxygen is
breathed immediately the decompression occurs. The concentration of oxygen which mint be brouthed before
a decompression to prevent alveolar P02 falling below 30 ms U& assuming that 100% oxygen is delivered to
the respiratory tract as the decompression o"curs will depend upon the initial and final altitude@ (and to
a smiller extent upon the duration of the rapid decompression). The relationsthips between the concentra-
t ion of oxygen required in the i*spired gee end cabin altitude to prevent significant impairment of par-
formance (i.e. the alveolar to falling below 30 on HE) following rapid decompressiou to varinun final
altitudes are depicted in Figu~e 1. Anaelysis of this Telationehip showo that even in combat aircraft with
a 5.25 Lb.Icq.iu. cabin pressure differential the concentration of oxygen required to prevent significant
hypoxia on a rapid decompression (assuming 1002 oxygen is delivered timdiately the decompression occurs)
exceed* that required to maintain an inspired P02 of 149 me Rg during routine flight at cabin altitudes
above 16,000 feet i.e. aircraft altitudes greeter then 40,030 fast. It can also be calculated that the
concentration of oxygen rqietoprevent hpxsfloigrpddcmrsinecesta eesr
to maintain en inspired P of 122 an Ug (equivalent to breathing air at 5000 feet) at cabin altitudes
above 14.000 feat i.e. ankoircraft altitude of about 35,000 feet. These requirements with regard to thA
prevention of hypoxia following rapid decompression asusum that 100% oxygen is breathed immediately the
decompression occurs. A delay in the delivery of 100% oxygen beyond the beginning of the rapid decompres-
@ion can induce severe hypoxia (14). The design of the oxygen delivery systea should ensure the delivery
of 1001 oxygen to the mask cavity within 2 see of the beginning of a rapid decompression to an altitude in
excess of 30.000 feet.

ISLAMM11SHI WTWMVE 0XYrM CCM(IWYUATIOIW AND CABIN ALTITUDEU

The ideal relationship between concentration of oxygen in the inspired gas end cabin altitude is sat
by a numer of physiological and operational fact~ors. As haa been seen the mniarnice concentration is dater-
mined by the need to prevent siopificant impairment of performance during routine, flight and following a
rapid decompression. The actual relationship between the minimum acceptable concentration of oxygen In
the inspired gas and cabin altitude necessary to meet the physiological requirements is set by the cabin
presaurisation schedule and the flight altitude of the aircraft. In aircraft vith high differential pres-
sure cabins the minimum acceptable concentration of oxygen in the inspired gas is determined principally
by the requirement to prevent hypoxia on rapid decompression. Thus in aircraft with high differential
pressure cabins (S - 10 Lb.Iuq.in. gauge) in which the cabin altitude during routine flight does not
exceed 6000 -8000 feet the concentration of oxygen in the inspired gas muat exceed that in air if hypoxia
is to be avoided following rapid decompression to a final altitude above 30,000 feet. When the final alti-
tude after sudden decompression is 40,000 feet about 401 oxygen (Figure 1) must be breathed before the
decompression if transient hypoxia is to be avoided (assuming that 1001 oxygen is breathed immdiately
after the decompression).

In aircraft with low differential pressure cabins (4 - 5.25 Lb./sq.in.) the concentration of oxygen
required in the inspired gas is determined at cabin altitudes of up to about 15.000 foet by the need to
prevent hypoxia with the pressuviostion system intact whilst at higher cabin altitudes it is set by the
need to prevent hypoxia on a rapid decompression. The heavy solid line in Figure I shows the minimims con-
centration of oxygen required in the inspired gas in a typical combat aircraft (cabin pressure differential
of 5ý25 Lb.Iuq.in.). The maximuan concentration of oxygen acceptable in the inspired gas is determined by
the need to avoid lung collapse on exposure to sustained accelerative forces (+Go) and to prevent dela,ed

otitic barotrauma (15).
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SUMMARY

The raionale for mounting a demand oxygan regulator assembly on the ejection seat of combat air-
craft has been described. The special facilities which have been irtorporated in systems used in the
Royal Air Force by utilising the advantages of seat mounting are discussed and it is considered that the
system provides true duplication of essential components, allows very simple crew drills and reduces
aircraft servicing penalties in the event of malfunction of the regulator package.

L INTRODUCT ION

In rccent years, a variety of site* within aircraft cockpits have been used for mounting the demand
regulator which controls the composition, flow and pressure of the gas delivered to the crewman.

Many of the aircraft currently operated by the Royal Air Force incorporate oxygen systems in which
the regulator is torso mounted. Mounting in this site has many advantages over panel mounted regulators,
including ease of servicing, and ready accessibility but suffers severe disadvantages because of vulner-
ability to damage and many more regulators than aircraft are required to meet the service needs. "

A review of the available sites for mounting a demand regulator conducted within the United Kingdom,
concluded that the most desirable position is on the side of the ejection seat. This paper describes the
advantages embodied in these systems and the special features of these systams used in United Kingdom
aircraft.

ADVANTAGES OF SEAT MOUNTED OXYGEN RECULATOR SYSTEM

1) Miniature man mounted oxygen regulators in present systems are sited on the crewman's torso harness,
The introduction of improved harness restraint systems has led to withdrawal of ihe torso harness thus
the convenient location on the crew member's chest io no longer available. Therefore positioning the
regulator elsewhere in the cockpit is required.

2) A chest--ounted regulator is extremely susceptible to damage. Experience has demonstrated that a
high proportion of the unserviceability associated with man mounted regulators has been caused by blows
to the regulator either during donning ur doffing the torso harness, or entry and exit from the cockpit.

3) A seat mounted regulator reduces the amount of equipment carried by the crewman. Aircraft equipment
Assalblies are bulky and any reduction in the equipment carried by the crewman has advantages. Further-
msore there is more space available on the seat than there is on the man.

4) Since there is more apace available on the seat it is posaible to make the regulator package larger
than that which can be comfortably mounted on the crewman so that more comprehensive protection for

Scomponent failures including duplication of regulators can be provided.

*5) Duplication of regulators increases the flexibility and operational copability of the system sc that
either the main or emergency oxygen supplies may be used through either of the regulators. The outlets
of the two demand regulators being connected via a single hose to the crew member's ors-nasal mask.

6) The total number of regulators required on an aircraft fleet is considerably less than the number
required when demand regulators are issued personally to all aircrew.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF UNITED KINGDOM SEAT MOUNTED OXYGEN SYSTEMS

1) Oxygen supply

Two separate stores of oxygen are provided, main and emergency. The main supply is used throughout
routine flight and the emergency only in the event of failure or contamination of the main supply or
following ejection. The main oxygen supply may be stowed either in liquid or gaseous form, but in order
to achieve optimon regulator performance the pressure at which the gas is delivered to the regulator is
maintained within narrow limits (70-80 Lb/sq in), It is carried to the seat mounted regulator assembly
by a flexible pipe through a quick release self-sealing coupling.

The emergency oxygeu supply enters the regulator assembly through the sam port as the main supply,
The on/off valve at the outlet of the emergency oxygen cylinder can be operated nenually by the crew
member by means of a control on the front of the seat pan. It is also turned on automatically on ejec-
tioe, The pressure at which the gas from the emergsnc,' oxygen supply io delivered to the regulator
assembly is reduced by a valve to 45 Lb/sq in. This arracg~ent ansgres that if both the main and
amergency supplies are turned on, the main supply is used iu preference to the emergency supply. The
crew meaber can determine whether or not thn 9mergency supply is being consumed as a pressure gauge
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indicating the contents of the esergency supply cylinder is mounted on the front of the seat pan at a
position where he can see it In flight.

2) Re&-jlator Assembly I
Consideration of the es4ential componants of the oxygen delivery system which it Is estimated are

the most likely to malfunction during flight has resulted in the decision to employ two demand oxygen
regulators in the sent mounted regulator assembly. The regulator to be used is brought into operation by
switching the common oxygen supply (from the main and emergency stores) to that regulator,

However complete duplication of the regulators would require that each of the regulators provided all
the facilities, namely airmix and 100% oxygen with automatic safety pressure and pressure breahirng, 4
However, the provision of both air dilution and 100% oxygen in the same miniaturised regulator imposes
certain compromimes on performance and it was decided that one of the two regulators would provide airmix
whilat the other provided 100 oxygen. Selection of airmix or 100% oxygen during flight then becomes
simply a matter of switching the oxygen supply to the appropriate regulator, Thus the valve in the
oxygen supply line becomes the airmix/100% oxygen selector switch. The airmi". regulator Is then the
primary regulator which is used throughout flight whilst the 100% oxygen regulator (the secondary regu-
lator) is used only in the event of a failure of the airmix regulator or when 100% oxygen is required,
This arrangement does not provide air dilution with its attendant oconomy of the use of oxygen in the
event of failure of the priuary (airwix) regulator, The crew member can however continue to use the air-
craft oxygen supply through a demand regulator and the only penalty of failure of the primary (airmix)
regulator is a reduced endurance and the physiological disadvantage associated with breathing 100%
oxygen. It is necessary to fit an oxygen pressure opening valve to the air inlet of the airmix regulator
in order to ensure that air cannot enter the system when the 1002 oxygen regulator is selected. This
air shut off valve only opens when there is an adequate oxygein supply pressure to the inlet of the airmix
regulator. This feature also provides a warning to the crewman in the event of failure of the main supply
when the airmix regulator is selected. The air-inlet would shut and he would experience difficulty
breathing in.

The primary airmix regulator provides all the necessary facilities, namely oxygen diluted with air,
automatic safety pressure at cabin altitudes above 15,000 feat end pressure breathing above 40,000 feet.
It also has a press-to-test facility whereby the mask pressure can be raised to 20-30 em Hg in order to
test the function and the integrity of the system before (end during) flight,

Minimal reduction of operational capability is imposed on selcction of the secondary 100% oxygen
regulator following a failure of the primiry air-mix regulator because the former also provides automaticI
safety pressure and pressure breathing. "afety pressure is required when 100. oxygen is selected in
order to ensure adequate protection of the respiratory tract against toxic material in the cockpit
atmosphere. Thus the secondary 100% oxygen regulator provides a fixed safety pressure from ground level
to 40,000 feet and pressure breathing above 40,000 feet,

The masks used with the seat mounted s#.stem are fitted with conventional inltt non return and com-

pensated outlet valves. Such a mask valve system has the disadvantage that a rise of preAsuke in the
delivery hose relative to that of the cockpit environment due to; head moveuent causing hose pumping,
overshoot by the regulator, a leak across the demand valve of the regulator or a rapid decompression,
produces excessive resistance to expiration. This disadvantage is overcome in the seat mounted regulator
assembly by fitting a compensated dump valve between the outlet port of the regulator end the cockpit. j
The datum pressure for this dump valve is obtained from the reference chamber for the breathing diaphraegm
of the regulator in use.

Tbe two regulators are built into a single assembly which has a single inlet port and a single out-
let port. The regulator assembly is attached to the forward surface of the personal equipmert connector
(PEC). The regulator-PEC combination can be easily and rapidly renoved from and replaced on the side of
the pan of the ejection seat.

3) Emergency control

There is a mechanical link between the emergency oxygen control on the front of the seat pan and the
airmix/lOOX oxygen selector switch of the regulator assembly. This link is such that whenever the emer-
gency control is pulled to turn on the emergency oxygen supply the selector level switches the oxygen
supply from the primary (airm~ix) regulator to the secondary (100% oxygen) regulator. Thus, in turning on
the emergency oxygen supply the crew member automatically selects the secondary regulator, is under
normal flight conditions pulling the emergency oxygen control not only turns on the emergency supply but
.lso selects the secondary regulator. Should the main oxygen supply be intact the crew member will con-
tinue to use oxygen frou2 it. If however the main supply has failed he will suffer no interruption to his
oxygen supply. He will however be aware that he is using the emergency oxygen supply by the cessation of
operation of the flow indicator (which is contained in the main supply line) and the progressive fall in
the contents of the ewergency oxygen cylirder.

The mechanical linkage between the control operating the emergency supply and the valve switching
the oxygen supply (main and emergency) from the primary to the secondary regulator greatly simplifies the
drills to be carried out by a crew member in the event of en actual or suspected malfunction of Lis
oxygen delivery system. The drill is the same for all malfunctions namely check the integrity of connec-
tions and pull the emergency oxygen control. If the emergency oxygen cylinder remains full then the crew
msmber can continue the sortie at altitude. It is also possible for him to reselect the primary (eirmix)
regulator after operating the emergency oxygen control and determine whether the primary regulator is
still performing correctly.

The possibility of linking the emtrgency oxygen control with the primary/secondary regulator inlet
valve which markedly simplifies emergency drills is one of the major advantages of mounting the regulator
on the ejection seat.
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Summary

Absorption, metabolism and excretion are the processes which govern the growth
and decay of plasma co•icentrations of all drugs, including hypnotics.
Variations in plaeca concentrations lead to corresponding variations in effect,
although the exact detail of the relation between level and effect is more
complex than is implied by this statement. Existing data on absorption,
metabolism and excretion for the various hypnotic drugs are of variable detail.
Total absorption of oral dozes is generally believed to occur, although when
systematically examined, absorption has sometimes been found to be incomplete.
Metabolism occurs by a variety of reactions, but only occasionally to
pharisecologically-.active compounds. Excretion is of both unchanged drug and
metabolites in bile and urine. These events and processes as they rulate to
hypnotic drug actions are considered in detail in this paper.

Introduction

For an orally-administered drug to exert a hypnotic effect it must first be absorbed from the

gastrointestinal tract. It must then be transported from the portal circulation to the central nervous
system, and it must be capable of penetration to its site of action in its target tissue, the brain.
For Its effect to wear off when no longer required, the drug concentration in the crain must fall, and
this will genera~ly occur by metabolism and/or excretion. The processes of absorption and tissue
distribution comprise drug disposition. The processes of metabolism and excretion are important in the
fate of the drug. Drug disposition and rate are conveniently studied by measurement of drug concentrations
in body fluids, principally plasma. The study of drug concentrations in plasoa is sometimes termed the
science of pharmacokinetics (1).

Basic Pharmacokinetit Phenomena

Standard reference data is most readily obtainable from experiments with intravenous doses. When
a drug is administered rapidly by this route (injection time less than one circulation time) a number of
clearly definable pharmacokinetic phases appear to occur in sequence: (i) a phase lasting less than one
minute when the dose is unevenly distributed through -:he plasma volume; (ii) a phase of variable length
during which distribution in the plasma is basically uniform, and during which equilibrium distribution
into tissues of high vascularity such as liver, lungs and brain (in spite of restrictions imposed by the
blood-brain barrier) is gradually achieved ; (iii) a further phase, also of variable length, during which
distribution in the plasma and tissue of high vascularity is at equilibrium, and during which distribution
into body areas of low vascularity such as voluntary muscle mnd fat, is gradually achieve6; and (iv) a
final phase during which equilibrium :oncentrations (but not necessarily even distribution) have been
reached throughout the body. there is obviously some overlap of these phases, as, for example, the
relatively slow penetration of fat •omminces as soon as any molecules reach plasma. However, generally
speaking, these variouc events affect drug concentrations in plasma as if they occurred sequentially.
Ignoring the initial phase, which has no relevance to cuvrent usage of hypnotic drugs, concentrations of
drugs decline mot rapidly during the second phase and most slowly during the final phase. The final
phase indicates the rate of release from tissues for metabolism and excretion once equilibrium has been
reached.

When intravenous doses are given relatively slowly (e.g. over five minutes) there is an increased
Adegre of overlapping of the phcrmacokinetic phases, with the initial phase disappearing completely. A

with continuous input.

Oral (and Intramuscular) administration adds a now dirdension, in that the dose requires a finite

time for absorption into the blood. A definable phase of rising concentration in plasma thus occurs.
Absorption apparently never occurs ii less than one circulation time, so the initial phase seen following
intravenous dosage disappears. The second and third phases are commonly still evident following the peak
concentration (which indicates the point beyond which absorption is of minimal importance), as absorption
clearly must occur more rapidly than does tissue penetration (otherwise the concentration in plasma might
never ris4 Even so, when absorption occurs relatively slowly, the second and third phases recorded
during the intravinous study may disappear, leaving only a rise in concentration (with absorption as the
major influencd followed by a fall (with metabolism and excretion as the mtjor influence).

Additionally, oral doses (and intramuscular dooes more rarely) are subject to: (i) delay before
absorption commences; and (ii) incomplete absorption. The fozrer will lead to a lag before the rise in
concentration commences. The latter will lead to the recording of a reduced area under the curve of a
graph of concentration against time, compared with that following an intravenous dose.



The most important pharmacokinetic measurement is the time for a drug concentration to fall by half
(the half-life or half-time). It mu/st be appreciated that this time will he relatively short if measured

in any phase of a declining con•=entration-time curve other than the final one.

in considering Individual examles in this paper I shall ignore the initial phase following

intravenous doses. I shall refez to half-times durlng the smend and third phases together as
p~re-equilibrium half-timsa. I shall refer to half-times during the final phase as elimination half-times.

I sall also refer to absorptive phaseas and to areas under the curve when assessing rates and degrees of
absorption.

Phermacokinetic Data for Various Actual or potential Hypnotics

This section should be read in conjunction with an examination of the data in Table 1 (2-15). These 4
data are provided for reference purposes, rather than commitmuit to memory. The various compounds now in
use, or potentially useful, as hypnotics, have been studied in various ways, although few have been
adequately assessed. For example, not all have been studied following intravenous doses, and without such
studies, conclusions about half times and abnorption are inevitably tentative, Of those compounds which
have been assessed following intravenous doses, only one (chlordiazepoyide), failed to show a pre-equilibrium
half-time and an elimination half-time. In contrast with this, sophisticated mathematical analysis of
diazepam data following intravenous doses has apparently demonstrated subdivision of the pre-equilibrium
phase into two distinct lesser phases (the second and third phases discussed earlier).

With some examples, it has been claimed that a pre-equilibrium phase and an elimination phase are
detectable after the concentration puak following oral doses. While these phases are undoubtedly detectable
at t.mes, any such claim must be considered very carefully, as continuing absorption can greatly distort
the falling phases, even though the peak plasma level ray have passed. This may be the reason for apparent

discrepancies, for example, that between oral and intravenous pentobarbitone.

Absorption of Oral DovesIII
As implied earlier, very few hypnotics have been studied systematically in regard to their absorption.

Systeratic study would involve determination of mechanisms, and quantitative assessment by means of
intravenous and oral doses of 'he rate and extent of absorption from plasma level data. As regards
mechanisms, it mey be presumed that absorption occurz by diff.ision, down concentration gradients from the
gastrointestinal lunen to the blood, and that active transport plays virtually no part. Absorption will
oLcur to some extent from the stomach, but principally from the intestine, being influenced by the chemistry
of the drugs concerned and by a wide variety of non-specific factors, including gastric emptying time and
surface areas available for absorption.

Only with diaepam, chlordia-epoxide and nitrazepam has a reasoned comparison between data following
intravenous and oral doses has been made. With diazepum, the ratio of area under the curve (oral/i.v.) ranged
from 0.901 to 1.205 (mean 1.002). These data indicate that oral doses of diazepam are completely absorbed.
In -'ontrast, examination of similar data for nitrazepam revealed a mean figure of 78 )range 53-94)%
absorption, and for chlordiezepoxide 81% (single subject).

Ce'rtainly with most, perhaps with all of the other ,ompounds in Table 1, it is generally supposed
that the entire oral dose is absorbed, and there is no evidence to suggest that this supposition is
incorrect in any particular case. Nevertheless, caution is necessary, as systematic examination of
absorption often reveals anomalies. This occurred, for instance, with chlorpromazine, which is extensively
metabolized in the intestinal wall (16). In particulear, claims of full absorption based zolely on oral data
must be viewed with suspicion. Such claims are often made following a common abuse of pharmacokinecics,
involving estimation of the time at which absorption apparently ceases, and calculation of relative
absorption at times up to this point, which inevitably provides a 100% asymptote in any graphing of the
date obtained.

Metabolism and Excretion

Metabolic reactions of drugs are relatively uninteresting unless they are involved in some way with
the pharmacological actions of the compounds in question. Generally speaking, drug metabolism, which
occurs principally in the liver, leads to relatively polar drug matabolites. These polar metabolites are
more likely than the parent drugs to be actively excreted in bile and in the renal tubule. Additionally,
they are less likely to be reabsorbed by diffusion in the renal tubule after filtration at the glomerulun.

Thus drug metabolism facilitates drug excretion by mechanisms common to a wide variety of examples.

Barbiturates are principally metabolized by oxidation of the a)kyl side chains, producing inactive
compounds.
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Th,. side chains are R1 and R2 in formule A. For example, phenobarbitone (RI - phenyl; R2 I ethyl) is
metabolized to p-hydroxyphenobarbitone. Additionally, thiobarbiturateas (in %hich C-2 is replaced by S)
are converted by substitution to conventional barbiturates (e.g. thiopentons to pentobarbitone). Also,
hydrolysis to urea and a malonic acid derivative is possible. This last reaction removes activity (17).

The ma&jr route of metabolism of methaqualone (0) in man is by hydroxylation of the tolyl
substituent. Little unchanged drug is excreted. Additionally, an N-oxide has been isolated as an
intermediate in the formation of 2-nitrobf o-o-toluidlde. These reactions are not considered likely
to load to active products (18).

r (B)

S i CH2CH
3 2

Ethinamaits (') is metabolized by nydroxylation and glucuronidation (19).

0

J 2

Giutethimide (C) is also metabolized by this route, but there are (9veral iscrers possible, and

there is a suspicion that 4-hydroxyglutethimide is pharmacologically active (20). The hydroxylation
reactions are shown below.

(D)

( 0) C6 H5  C6 I t

CH COH)-CH3,

H C H CH
6 5 6 5
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The metabolism of the benzodiazepines is of considerably greater interest. The major reactions
occurring are: (I) demethylation and deamination; (2) oxidation; and (3) reduction of N-oxides. This makes
possible a wide range of related compounds. For example, the compounds in Fig. I are all related
metabolically, and many of them are marketed drugs. Generally speaking, however, the only compound found

Sas a metabolite (as opposed to following its own administration) is N-4eamethyldiazepam. The major
benzodiazepines not shown in Fig. I are nitrazepam (E) which is metabolized by reduction of the nitro
group, in addition to the oxidations mentioned above, and flurazepam (F), which is metabolized to
N-desalkyl derivatives analogous to those arising from diarApaz (21, 22).

iI
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General Considerations

Generally speaking, the time course of onset and duration of drug effect relates cloely to the
diaposition and fate of the drug in question. There are, of course variations in human sensitivlty,

L'fluences from tolerance, metabolite phenomena, and other reasons for this general principle -. Appefr
"to fail on occasions, but its value as a rule of thumb is undoubted.

Most of the drugs used as hypnotics appear to show a two or three-phase plasma level pattern during
oral dosage, with a riming phase and one or two phases of fall in concentration. These phases of fall
hae * the pre-eqcilibrlum and elimination half times mentioned earlier. Induction and wear-off of depressant
effects can be presumed to occur at points OiL either side of the peak concentration, not necessarily at
identical concentrations in each case. Induction or onset of effect will clearly occur on the rising
phase, and will thus relate to degree and speed of absorption. In the field of hypnotics, there is little
evidence for any dramatic differences in degrees of absorption, but rates of absorption vary enormously.
At a first approximation, the time of the peak concentration assesses the moment wAien absorption has
virtually ceased. mar. times recorded for this peak vary from 1.1 hours after the dose (diazepam) to 6 I
hours after the dose (haptabarbitone). Within the data for each compound, variation can be as much as
from 2-12 hours (mean 3 hours) after the dose (quinilbarbitone). Since intensity of effect relates closely

to the over~ll level, and since the height of the peek is Diversely related to the time taken to reach the
peak, the rate of absorpti±- is also capable of exerting a dramatic effect on the overall level of effect.
Similarly, )re-equilibrium and elimination half times will both be of importance to the time cour&L of
drug action and elimination half times will also be the most obviously useful indicators of rates of loss
of drugs fr m the body. These half times can also be used to indicate levels of drug localization in
tissues.

~NHC, C o

r() (v") K

I I

S(wI,) (

Fig. 1. Metabolic relation of va~rio:us benzediazepine drugs. 1, chlordiezepoxide;
II, metabolite of 1; 111, demoxpam; IV~medazapam; V, diazepam; V1, clorazapate;

S~VII, F'-desmethyldiazepami VIII, oxazepam; IX(, temazepam.

•iIt is with wear-off of affect that difficulties with hypnotics arise, and It should be Immediately
=• I [obvious that the wear-off time will be dramatically affected by the position of the level at which wear-off

S i occurs on the falling concentration pattern i.e. whether it in on an egarly rapidly falling section or a
later slowly falling section, on those occasions when two phases occur. This Is shown most clearly with

• ' }the anaesthetic barbiturate thiopentorse, which has boon given in various doses to human subects, and a
• ,I Fdetailed examination of the data Is wortLhwhile at this point. Th docea givon were 0.4, 1, 2, and 3.B g.
LiThe •etimes of.regain-ingconsciousnss were 0.25, 0"5-1ý if-2 ari 4-6 houurs later respectively, the duration
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of action being disproportionately long at the higher doses (23). The rate of metabolism was the same in

each case. Consciousness was regained when the blood concentration was about 8 jig/sl. This was reached
on the early rapidly-falling phase at low doses, and on the later slowly-falling phase at higher doses.
The disproportionately long action at high doses thus related to the fact that effects were still obtainable
in the post-equilibrium period when decline was slow, after high doses. Thus, if a drug effect wears off
during the rapidly falling phase, it is likely to be of brief duration, but if it wears off ]'ter, it is
likely to be of disproportionately long duration, and low doses may be of one tye while hiyn doses may be
of the other. It is of interest in this regard that the pre-equilibriuw ptvise has been noticed as
persisting for 2 h with amylobarbitone, 3 h with pentobarbitone, and as much as 12 h with diazepam.

It is probably true that a good hypnotic will have rapid onset of effect, and slow and/or Lrregular
absorption (e.g. longer than 2 hours to the peak) will be a disadvantage. Another requirement is complete
wear-off of effect within B hours of induction of sleep. The exact requirements will of course depend on
the rsaaofLs for the sleep disorder, but a drug with, particularly, any residual effect on waking will La a
bad hypnotic. In fact, most hypnotics actually come into this latter category. Thus amylobarbitone,
nitrazepam, and flurazepam have been shown to cause specific Impairment of function during the days
following single nightly doses (24, 2r). Of these compounds, nitrazepam and amylobarbitone have long
second phase half-times, andy the persistence of effect is not surprising in view of earlier convents on
concentrations in plasma. However, heptabarbitone and methaqualone have been found to bc devoid of residual

* effects, in spita of half-times vihich will still leave a considerable residue in the body at 8 hours (see
"Nicholson, A. N., these proceedings). it may be that these compounds, unlike nitrazapam and flurazepam, are
sufficiently potent as hypnotics for onset atd wear-off of effect to occur withl.k the rising and rapid-'all
phases, while they are devoid of potency in the small amounts persisting in the slow-fall phase. Conceivably,
they might cause residual impairment if doses larger than necessary were to be given fur a hypnotic effect.
Quite obviously, much more work relating impairment of function to pharmacokinetic factors is required.

Although the benzodiazepines have been extensively investigated as hypnotics, and their potential and
known advantages are obvious, little attention has been paid to the prototype compound in this series,
diazepam, as a hypnotic. This may have resulted from the quite early discovery of its long half-time.
However, small doses of diazepam do have hypnotic action, and this is quite possibly exerted at doses
leading to no residual effects. In our department, we recently tested diazepam as a hypnotic in 11 anxious
medical students. In a double blind comparison of diazepam (10 mg, one hour before retiring) and placebo,
it was shown that the diazepam group experiencnd significantly superior sleep, with no residual effects,
and alleviation of anxiety during the day following. It has already been shown that the metabolite of
diazapam, N-desmrethyldiazepam, which has minim•al sedative properties, is superior to diazepam as an
anxiolytic. Since diazepam (10 mg) improves sleep without causing residual effects, it would appear that

P dlazepam in this dosage exerts a hypnotic effect wich wears off on the rapidly falling concentration phase,
at an early stage (even though this phase persists for as much as 12 hours), while producing its anxiolytic

* metabolite for exertion of a psychomotor effect during day time. As such, it may be the best hypnotic of
all fcc both anxious and non-anxious patients, (26).

I have not thus far referred to multiple dosing. Ideally, the use of hypnotic drugs would be
considered as a series of single doses, such that the dose each evening was given to the patient in a
baseline situation as far as his pharmacological features were c6ncerned. However, as shown by the data
already discussed, the previous night's dose is unlikely to be totally removed from the body before bedtime
the next night. With fixed dosing, the concentration in the body will then build up and although homeostatic
influences will ensure that some form of pseudo-steady-state will eventually be reached, and although enzyme
induction may actually reduce the drug concentrations below the predicted level, there will still be a

, persisting residue, day and night, during multiple dosing, at a level higher than that persisting in the
body in the day following a single acute dose. If this higher level is above tCie threshold level for a
particular pharmacological effect, then this effect will occur, night and day, in a way not observable after
single doses. It is considerations of this type that make phenobarbitone,with its relatively low lipid
solubility, slow absorption, slow penetration of the blood brain barrier, and long half-time, unsuitable as
a hypnotic, although, of course, some prescribers consider that its day and night sedative properties are
of value in their own right (1, 6).

S~Conclusion

Although much is now known of the absorption, metabolism and excretion of hypnotic drugs, and
sophisticated methods now exist for evaluation of hypnotic effect, the relation between pharmacokinetic
factors and effect is still far from clear.
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RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF lIYPNCTIC15

A.N, Nicholson ~E
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine

Fariburough, Hampshire, United Kingdom. ___

INTRODUClTIO

Many stu6ies have investigated thn effectiveness of hypnotics and the changes which %hey induce in sleep
patterns, but less is known about ,..jir residual effects on performance. Von Felsinger, Lasagna & Boechar
(1953) observed impaired perf, r ,1cn on tests of visual perception, attention and computation up to 8h
after pentobarbitone sodium jO00 ag) and Kornetsky, Vates & Kessler (1959) reported deficits on digit
symbol substitution and symbol copying around 14-15h '.fter quinalbarbitone sodium (200 mq)g. More recently,
behavioural impairmenLt have been detected to 13h after amylobarbitone sodium (100 mag) (Malpas, Rowan,
Joyce & Scott, 1970) and to 12h atter butobarbitore sodium (100 mg) (Bond A Lader, 1972ý.

Tests 4hich involve rmoten skill may be more sensitive than tests of cognition to the residual effects
of a ba-bit r.ate (Bond & Lader, 1972). In this context MoKensile & Elliott (1965) observed performance
decrements on a visual pursuit tracking task 22h after secobarbitone sodiun (200 mg), though no changes
were detected after 100 mg of the drug (Hartman h McKensie, 1966). The residual effects of hypnotics
after their therapeutic purpose has cen fu'.filled need car-!ful consideration, particularly if they are
given to persons involved in skilled activity. We have studied this problem using the technique of adaptive
tracking which demands a high level of skill acquired only by considerable practice.

WiTmODS

Measuxement oi performance

Performance was measured us.ng an adaptive tracking task. The task required the subject to poaitJon
aspot inside a randomly moving circle displayed on an orcilloscope. The movement of the spot was controlled
by a hand held stick. An error sigr.J, proport

4
.onal to t~he distance between the spot and the centre of the

circle, controlled the difficulty of the task by modlating the mean amplitude of the movement of the circle.
This technique provided the adaptive cease-,ient of the tas)' which maintained optimum performance of the
operator.

The movement of the circle on the oscilloscope was produced by two independent maximum length binary
sequences. Low pass filtering smoothed the c tput of the binary sequences and the movement of the circle
was statistically random, Ine-pencent x and y signals derived from high grade potnetionters mounted on
thle control stick were fed via an 'aerodynamic loop' to the inputs of the oscilloscope. The loop avoided
an artificial one to one relation between the control stick and spot movement and smoothed out any small
steps caused by the potentiometer wiodings.

The oscilloscope (Airmec 383) had a ritrotion free, medium persistence tube and displayed the task over
aan area of 20 x 20 c-m. It was modified by the addition of x axis bean switching and allowed two Independen•;
signals to be displayed in each axis. A voltage proportional to time distance between the spot and the
centre of the target circle was measured and the ralial error signal computed. A voltage proportional to
the sqouare of the circle radius was 7ubtracted from the square of the radial error signal. The Output from
the scoring circuit was fed to a voi age integrator and the output of the integrator, scaled from 0-10,
controlled the mean amplilude of the task.

At the start of each experitnent the output from the integrator was set at zero and the circle was
stationary. The subject positioned the spot inside the circle and the negative error signal made the

Sintegrator output increase. The circle tended to move away from. the spot and, when the spot could no longer
be maintained inside the target circle due to the increasing difficulty of the task, the polarity of the
voltage to the integrator reversed and the task became less demanding. The integrator had a long time
"constant which allowed each subject to 'warm up' gradually.

With zero error the task required about 25s to reach maximum difficulty. A constant displacement between

the spot and the centre of the circle of 4 cm would reduce the task to zero difficulty within Ge. As the
subjects became aware of the penalty of error signals they tried to avoid all errors, but the t.ask did not
permit a perfor-mance level of 10 to be -eached.

An eight channel pen recorder mo-Itored the equipment and the performance of each abject. The position
of circle, spot and radial error signal were recorded for each axis together with the output froes the task
integrator. Each tracking run lasted 10 min and the subjects reached a plateau level of performance withIn
t.he first 100s of each run. rhp mean attpiitudc of tile task over the final 500s was computed using a voltage

to trequency convertor and ýýigital counter. The subjects were infromed that this time interval only was used
In the asseusrent of their performance, but they were unaware when this period of time commencad.

Subjective assessment of performance

Each subject was presented after each task with a line 100 mm in length. 'Imhe question 'What utandard of
performance did you reach' was asked and the subject made the assessment by crossing the line with a pencil
between the extremes of Zero and Perfect. The assessment was quantified by measuring in millimetres the
(isplacement of the mark from the Zero extremity.
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Experimntal procedure

Healthy male volunteers were used. Instructions were given to all subjects to avoid alcohol ard they
were not involved in any other form of therapy. There were no restrictions on the consumption of non-
alcoholic beverages. The experiments were carried out in a sound attenuated and air-conditioned room.

The subjects wuri renuired to rach a plateau level of performanca on the task before studios commenced.
In subjects familiar with this technique, such as pilots, this level of performance would be reached within
about five days, but with laboratory personnel a plateau level of performance was usually reached with
daily practice after 2-3 desks. Training sessions were made available during the precedin. week of each

experiment to maintain levels of performance which had been reached during initial training.

AlsSessment of the effect of placebo or each drug was carried out over 3 days. On day 1, before the
ingestion of placebo or drug, four assessments of performance were made at 0900, 1200, 150 and 180ob.
The capsule (placebo or drugl was given at 2300h the same evening and the subject slept at home. The
subjects attended the laboratory on day I at OU30h, but were brought to the laboratory on day 2 between

0001h and 0830h. On day 2 perofrmance was measured at the same time as on day I, i.e. at 0900h (+ 10),
1200 (+ 13), 1500 (+ 16) and 1800 (+ 19h after ingestion of placebo or drug). On day 3 performance was
measured at 090091 (+ 34h) only.

RESULTS

The detailed results of a series of investigations are given elsewhere (Borland & Nicholson, 1974,
1975 a&b, Borland, Nicholson & Wright, 1975), but a summary of the studies is of value.

Barbiturates. Decrements in performance were observed at the 10h J.nterval ufter 200 mg, at the lOh and
13h intervals after 300 mci and at the 1Oh, 13h, 16h and Igh intervals after 400 mg of heptabarbitcne.
Decrements in performancc at each interval and the persistence of the effects were dose related. Similar
results to the 400 mg dose of heptabarbitone were obtained with the 200 mg dose of heptabaLbitone sodium.

Su.jective assessments of performance correlated with measured performance, but the subjects, as a group,
over-estimated their performance after placebo and heptabarbitone. With heptabarbitone (400 mg) highly
significant decrements In performance persisted to the 19h interval after ingestion, but subjective
assessments of performance to the 19h interval did not differ significantly from subjective assessments
of control activity of the day before.

Benzodiazepines. Impaired performance wae observed at 1Oh, 13h, 16h and 19h after nitrazepa~m (10 mg) and
at lob, 13h, 16h after flurazepam hydrochloride (30 msl. Increased reaction time persisted tn 16h after
nitrazepaei and Ifurazepam hydrochiorlde. During the morning immediately after ingestion, the subjects as
a group were able to differentiate correctly between placebo and drugs, but they were not able to assess
accurately the persistence of the residual effects of nitrazepam. Flurazepam hydrochloride would appear
to be a more promising benzodiazepine than nitrazepam for use as an hypnotic by perions involved in
skilled activity. There was a rapid recovery of performance during the afternoon and, unlike nitrazepam,
subjects retained the ability to recognize impaired skill.

With diazepam (10 mg) decrements in performance on adaptive tracking were observed only at O.Sh and
2.5h after morning Lngestion. Reaction time wag slowed at 0.5h ,nd 2.5h after diszepam. The subjects
as a group differentiated correctly between performance decrements on adaptive tracking and the
persistence of the decrement in performance was accurately assessed. However, these studies were carried
out on morning ingestion and the possibility does arise that overnight ingestion of diazepam may still
give rise to residual effects.

Methaqualone hydroch) ;ride (400 mg) . There was no evidence of impaired performance on adaptive tracking

from lob to 19h after overnight ingestion. With reaction time there was an increase at lOh.

DISCUSSIO'!

These studies suggest that the residual effects of hypnotics on performance vary considerably. It
would appear that the benzodiazepines, nitrazepam (10 mg) and fluxazepam hydrochloride (30 mg) have residual
effects comparable to those of heptabarbitone (400 mg) and pentobarbitone (200 mg) , and in this respect do
not offer an advantage over the barbiturates. Methaqualone hydrochloride (400 mg) and diazopam (10 mg)
may prove to be of value as an hypnotic for persons involved in skilled activity, but more information is
required on the effectiveness of these drugs as hypnotics. It is, however, likely that diazepam or a
closely related drug will prove to be of particular value in the context of this work. Current studies on

A the effectiveness of diazepam and various derivatives on sleep in man are being published in the British
Journal of Clinical Pharmacology (Nicholson, Stone, Clarke & Fertes, 1976, Nicholson, Stone & Clarke, 1976,
Nicholsoo A Stone, 1976, In press).
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PROGRAMME OF FCUIRTH ADVANCED OPERATIONAL AVIATION MEDICINE COURSE,
FARNBOROUGH, 17-26 JUNE 1975

Opening Remarks Air Commodore C.J.W.Soutar, MBE, QHS, RAF
Commandant Royal Air Force Institute of
Aviation Medicine

and
Air Commodore D.W.Atkinson, RAF
Director of Health & Rescach
Ministry of Defence (Air)
UK National Co-ordinator ASMP

Aviation Medicine Training of Aircrew
Chairman - Air Vice-Marshal R.J.A.Morris, CB, Ql-S, RAF

Royal Air Force Strike Command

Aviation nidicine training in the Royal Wing Commander J.Ernsting, OBE, RAF
Air Force

Work of the RAF Aviation Medicine Training Wing Commander G.R.Sharp, RAF
Centre (AMTC) North Luffenham

Training In the u4te of oxygen equipment Wing Commander G.R.Sharp, RAF texts not available
Dr A.J.F.Macmillan for publication

Orientation training Dr A.JBenson
Squadron Leader G.J.Murphy, RAAF

Aircrew anthropometry Wing Commander J.Ernsting, OBE, RAF
Mr G.Turner

Naval Helicopter Operations
Chairman - Surgeon Captain W.A.N.Mackie, DSC, RN

Royal Navy, Naval Air Command

Underwater eacape from helicopters Lieutenant G.N.Greener, RN I texts not available

Helicopter operations in NATO Commander J.D.W.Husband, RNf for publication

Helicopter operations on the northern flank Surgeon Lieutenant Commander A.P.Steele-Perkins, RN
of NATO

Medical aspects of operating on the northern Lieutenant W.J.Blake, RN
flank of NATO

The opcration of Helicopters from small ships Surgeon Commander J.W.Davies, RN

The immersion victim Surgeon Commander F.St.C.Golden, RN

Developments in Personal Equipment
S • ~Chairman - Group Captain A.J.Barwood, OBE, RAF.

Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine

Mechanics of head protection Wing Command&r D.H.GI dister, RAF

Auditory communication Mr R.Green

Eye protection and protective devices Dr D.H.Prennan

Helmet mounted sihts and displays Mr J.Laycock ii
Current developments of headgear for military Wing Commander J.Ernstlng, OBE, RAF
aircrew in UK*

Warning systems in aircraft: considerations Squadron Leader DC,Oeader, RAF
for military operations

AGARD•Report No.642.(Supplenan) dh±+s. NA'.O COKFI" ,IAL "otains this "r.per t+athsr with sevMn papers deliveri d
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DeIv ,kntg in emronal Equlp. t (Coatinued)

Advances in military cockpit displays Dr J.M.Rolfe

Map diplays Mr RJTaylor

Developmnets in Pusoml Equipvent

Chairman - Group Captain P.Howrrd, OBE, RAF
Royal Air Force Institute or Aviation Medicine

Physiological limitations to high speed escape Wing Commander D.H.Glaister, RAF

Principles and problems of high speed ejection Group Captain A.JBarwood, OBE, RAF

Current and future escape systems Squadron Leader D.C.Reader, RAF

Helicopter escape and survivability Squadron Leader D.C.Reader, RAF

The physiology of high g protection Squadron Leader B.J.Lisher, RAF

A comparison of recent advances in British Surgeon Commander J.W.Davies, RN
anti-g suit design

Development In Personal Equipment

Chairman - Wing Commander J.Ernsting, OBE, RAF
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine

Thermal problems in military air operations Dr J.R.Allan

Operations in cold environnmerts Dr P.Marcus

Thermal problems in high performance aircraft Dr J.R.Allan

Personal thermal conditioning Squadron Leader C.Saxton, RAF

Cabin pressurisation and oxygen system Wing Commander J.Ernsting, OBE, RAF
requirements

Seat mounted oxygen regulator systems in Dr A.J.Macmillan
IUK aircraft

Use of Hypnotics by Alrcrew
Chairman - Air Commodore D.W.Atkinson, RAF

Director of Health & Research, Ministry of Defence (Air)

Absorption, metabolism and excretion of Dr S.H.Curry

hypnotic drugs (London Hospital Medical College)

Residual effects of hypnotics Wing Commander A.N.Nicholson, OBE, RAF
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COURSE MEMBERS

BELGIUM: Majoor-Med. P.Vandenooach
Institute of Aviation Medicine (Brussels)
Lori( ýjtriat, 44
PB-1500X-Halle, Belgium

"CANADA: Major John A.Macdcugall, MD
Officer Commn nding
School of Operational & Afrosparc Medicine
Defence and Civil Irnstituite of Environmental Medicine

i 133 Shcppard A-enue West
PO Box 2000, Downsvie%, Ontario
M3M 3B9, Canad,.

GERMANY: Oberstarzt Dr Kay Staack, GAF, MC
St Generalarzt Der Luftwp.ffe
5 K6In 90
Postfach 902500/522, Germany

Oberstarzt Dr Joachim Garbe
Flugmedizintsches Institute Der Luftwaffe
8080 Flrstenfeldbruck
Fliegerhorst, Germany

Oberstardt Dr Heinze MuehlenI I Luftwaffe Division (I GAF Div)
7470 Albstadt 5
Zo.lernalb KAserne, German,,'

Oberfeldarzt Dr E.Krach
Le Heeresfliehzr Tran%). Rgt. 20
8542 Roth Bei Numbrbrg, Germany

Oberfeidarzt Dr Med, Karl-lTeinz Schneider
Waifenschule Der Luftwaffe 10
U2942 Jver

Postfach 500c, Germany

ITALY: Major Dr Guiliano Maniero
1 st Acrobrigade
Padova, Italy

NETHERLANDS: Majoor-Vliegerarts Bas Voorsluijs
Vliegbasib Vulkel
Zeelands Dijk 10
Volkel, The Netherlands

NORWAY: Dr F.Vogt Lorentzen
Royal Norwegian Air Force
Institute of Aviation Medicine

* Oslo, Norway

PORTUGAL: Major-Medico Fernando lose de Melo Coelho
Centro de Medicina Aeronautica
Paco do Lumiar

Lisboa, Portugal
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UK: Wing Commander N.H.Milhl, RAF
DPMO(A)II
Headquarters Strike Command
Royal Air Force
-Hiigh Wycombe
Buckingihamshire, UK

Wing Commander S.A.Marthall, RAF
SMO
Royal Air Force
Little Rissington
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, UK

Squadron Leader P.H.R.Gill, RAF
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine
Farnborough, Hampshire, UK

Squadron Leader J.A.Baird, RAF
SMO
Royal Air Force
Valley
Holyhead, Gwynedd LL65 3NY, UK

Flight Lieutenant T.t.Gibson, RAF
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine
Famborough, Hampshire, UK"

USA: Dr Bryce O.Hartman
United States Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine/VNE
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas 78235, USA

Captain Ronald K.Ohs1mnd, MC, USN
Naval Medicine Research & Development Command
National Naval Medical Center, Building 142
Bethesda, Maryland 20014, USA

Colonel D.H.Spoor, USAF, MC. SFS
United States Air Foice School of Aerospace Medicine/(NG)
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas 78235, USA

Captain William W.Simmons, MC, USN
Bureau of Medicine & Surgery Code 511
Washington, D.C. 20372, USA

Lietenant Colonel J.J.Treanor, MD
Chief/Professional Education
Army Aeromedical Activity
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36360, USA
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